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50-CENTS

Stubblefield's grandson purchases WNBS,TV-46
Purchase of two properties
becomes effective May 27
By MARK COOPER

MURRAY, KY

Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

4

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BERLIN — Former East German Premier With Stoph and
three other officials of the
defunct Communist state have
been arrested id connection with
shoot-to-kill orders at the Berlin
Wall, officials *said today.

STATE
Martha
WINCHESTER
Wilkinson is no longer a candidate for governor, but she and
her husband are not out of the
race, Li Gov. Brereton Jones
contends.

The grandson of Nathan B. Stubblefield will now have a louder
vOice with which to proclaim his
grandfather's invention as the first
of its kind.
Keith Stubblefield, professionally lukown as Troy Cory, announced
the purchase of WNBS-Radio and
its television affiliate Channel 46
-Wing-- a -press- conference Tuesday
morning.
The purchase will also include
expanding both stations into
"superstations" and the future construction of a museum in honor of
his grandfather's 1892 invention of
1 11 the wireless radio, which many
,
'-mai."
believe beat Italy's Guglielmo
•••
Marconi 1895 invention as the
world's first.
-- The purchase of the stations,
both located on the Court Square,
becomes effective May 27. Terms
and amount of the purchase were
not disclosed but the station will
him
to
46
Channel
and
WNBS-Radio
retain its call letters of WNBS
of
Troy Cory, left, signs the papers which will convert ownership
the
with
remain
will
Shuffett
which stand for the inventor's
on.
looks
Shuffett
Chuck
owner/operator
effective May 27 while current
initials.
Staff photo by Mart Cooper
stations as a consultant.

44
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SPOR IS
ANAHEIM, Calif. — Fernando
Valenzuela, who sparked
"Fernando-mania" in Southern
California for more than a
decade with the Los Angeles
Dodgers, is gettiitr a second
chance, this time with the California Angels.

•

BUSINESS
The stock market drifted
through an inconclusive session
Monday as investors awaited
signs of the next move in interest rates'. Trading set its slowest
pace in nearly five months.
Bond prices were slightly higher. The dollar fell.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy and humid with a
40 percent chance of showers
tonight. Lows 65 to 70. Light
southeast wind. Mostly cloudy,
warm and humid with a 50 percent chance of thundershowers
Wednesday. High? in the
mid-80s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.1, -0.2; below 308.9, -0.3
BARKLEY LAKE
359.2, -0.2; below 308.2, -0.1
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Subscribers who have not
receked their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.
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Cory will take over operations of
the station after Federal Communications Commission (FCC) consentment to the sale, but current owner/operator Chuck Shuffett will
remain on as a consultant, he said.
"Because of the • many, years of
radio experience and his dedication
to the people of Murray," -Cory
said, "It's arnust that Shuffett stays
on as our 'consultant and become
part of our operations."
• California-builder Michael -Kay
has been retained to develop- the
museum project to be established at,
the Court Square location, Cory
said. Kay. is currently the director
of the Chamber of Commerce in
Palmdale, Calif., and has developed such projects as the famous
Crackers, El Adobe Square and the
Palmdale Airport in California,
Cory said.
Cory said he has also retayied
Christopher Harris, considered one
of the most inventive public relations firms in the country, to
launch an international publicity
campaign to gain recognition for

-

•
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(Cont'd on page 2)

Rose disappointed at lack of action by CHE

Mengistu flees
Ethiopia in face
of rebel advance

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some members of a higher education council have voiced frustration
over the group's failure to decide
which Kentucky university should
meet the need for more doctoral
training in education.
The state Council on Higher
Education remained undecided
Monday after university officials
provided fresh details in the longrunning debate.
Council member Jack Rose of
Murray said presentations by the

ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia
(AP) — President Mengistu
Haile Mariam, the Marxist president who ruled Ethiopia
through war and famine since
1977, resigned today under
pressure from advancing rebels
and left the country, state radio
said.
The announcement came less
than a week before peace talks
are to begin, but rebel leaders
reacted to Mengistu's departure
with skepticism and vowed to
continue fighting.
In a noon broadcast, state
radio said Lt. Gen. Tesfaye
Gebre-Kidan had taken over
administration of this impoverished nation of 51 million people. It quoted the Council of
State, a group of Mengistu
advisers.
The council said steps had
been taken to "arrange a ceasefire through diplomatic channels" and the U.S. Embassy in
Addis Ababa confirmed that it
had immediately contacted the
rebels.
Mengistu's destination was
not announced. Reliable sources
said they believed be had
arrived in Nairobi, capital of
neighboring Kenya, but that
could not immediately be confirmed. Other sources said he
may have fled to Zimbabwe.
The departure of Mengistu,
49, follows three months of dramatic rebel gains in the north
and wesi Heavy fighting raged
today for a sixth 'straight day
north and west of the capital,
with insurgents moving to within 40 miles of the capital. Addis
Ababa.

University of Kentucky, Western
Kentucky University and University of Louisville documented the
unmet need for doctoral training
for public-school leaders.
Rose, the Calloway County
schools superintendent, said he was
disappointed that "this council has
not addressed that significant need
in this commonwealth." ,
Carol Hubbard, wife of 1st District Congressman Carroll Hubbard
of Mayfield, said she and her fellow council members should be

"man or woman enough" to act. "in the works" but that he didn't
The board's failure to act stems know when it will be issued.
WKU started the debafe last
in part from the fact that Attorney
General Fred Cowan Hasn't pro- October when it sought approval
vided an opinion on whether state for a doctoral program in educalaw allows Western Kentucky Uni- tional leadership.
WKU President Thomas Mereversity to offer a doctoral degree.
Council Chairman Joe Bill dith asked Cowan for the opini9n
Campbell of Bowling Green urged after council members said it
Cowan in March to issue the opin- appeared that state law prevented
ion before Monday's meeting, but any state university except UK and
Cowan did not respond.
UofL from issuing doctorates.
Phil Miller, Cowan's spokesman,
said Monday that the opinion is (Conn, on page 2)

Trade barriers with Soviets will stay: Bush
WASHINGTON (AP), — President Bush said today that Soviet enact- ,bied strongly for the trade agreement, said he hoped the administration
would swiftly send the accord to Capital Hill for final action.
ment of a law liberalizing foreign travel and emigration showed progress,
against
restrictions
trade
"It makes a tremendous psychological difference, both to the Russians
but he has not yet decided whether ,to remove
to Americans doing business there," Morris said. "It ends 40 years
and
Moscow.
of' pariah status we had forced upon them."
A year ago, when he approved a new trade pact that would end dilertOn another front, Secretary of State James A. Baker III said Monday
minatory policies hampering development of commercial ties between tlke
superpowers for decades, Bush said he would hold the document on his, there was "no breakthrough yet" after the first round of talks in
Washington with the chief of the Soviet general staff on the last item in
desk until the Soviets adopted an emigration bill.
adoption
about
asked
when
still holding up a treaty that would slash Soviet conventional weatoday
dispute
reporters
told
Bush
"It's progress,"
pons in Europe.
of the bill by the Supreme Soviet legislature on Monday, "but we're
Gen. Mikhail Moiseyev is meeting with State Department officials in
analyzing the legislation itself, and we'll let you know."
an effort to settle differences over the classification of 1,100 tanks,
Rep. Dante Fascell, D-Fla., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, said passage of the emigration legislation has been "one of armored personnel carriers and other equipment assigned to Soviet marine
units.
the major conditions" holding up a trade pact and said granting mostWhen President Mikhail S. Gorbachev visited the United States a year
favored-nation, or lowest tariff, trade status now "ought to be seriously
ago, the two countries signed a trade pact granting each other' mostconsidered."
it
do
to
ought
and
it
do
ought
status and promising dramatic improvements in conditions
to
.
we
fayored-nation
that
great
so
is
there
need
"Thefor commercial operations.
pretty quick," Fascell said.
President Bush said at the time, however, that he would not send -the
Although Soviet vodka would become cheaper with the reduction of
measure to Congress for approval until the Soviets adopted legislation
tariffs, experts say most benefits of the long-dormant trade agreement
easing restrictions that prevent most Soviet citizens from leaving the
won't show up immediately.
lobwhich
Manufacturers,
of
Association
country.
National
Judge Morris of the

Habitat to sell house
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Last day for
absentee ballots
Today is the last day to file an
application for absentee or disability ballots, according to Ray
Coursey, Calloway County deputy
clerk.
Any persons registered in Calloway County who will be unable to
vote Tuesday, May 28, are urged to
submit an absentee or disablity
ballot.
Only Calloway Countians with a
sudden medical emergency will be
permitted to vote between May 22
and 27.

—

45

Members of the Habitat for Humanity fundraising committee met
Monday to plan the upcoming fund drive. Their goal is to raise
$10,000 this spring and summer for community projects. Bottom from
left: Don Henry, Kathy Lyons and Nowell Bingham. Top from left:
Joe Pat Ward, David Roos and Buster Skinner. Not pictured: Dan
Farris.

Problems finding a suitable site
led Habitat for Humanity members
to approve selling the house currently being planned for a shelter
and use this money for its community projects.
The group's goal is to raise
$10,000 this spring and summer to
buy a lot to serve as the site for the
Habitat House, a shelter for homeless people currently being
planned. This money would also be
used to repair and rehabilitate
homes for the needy and elderly in
Murray and Calloway County.
A house temporarily located on
12th Si was being discussed as a
possible Habitat House and a site
had been found adjacent to the
Frances Miller Memorial Golf
Course, but it is landlocked and an
easement would be necessary. It is

outside the city limits and lacks
services such as natural gas.
Because the deadline the city had
imposed to move the house had
passed and a suitable lot had not
been found, members felt it would
be more beneficial to try selling the
house and use the money for its
projects.
Everyone felt it would be more
beneficial if the house were located
downtown because of the area's
close proximity to agencies which
assist homeless people. To qualify
for the/ housing, individuals will
have to be actively seeking a job.
City Planner Don Elias said
numerous grants are available, but
application for these cannot be
done until after beginning 9f next
year.
The group recently repainied,
replaced the siding and built new
(Cont'd ,o• page 2)
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Foley optimistic House will pass Cimitights Bill
By WILLIAM M. sVELCH

4

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — House Speaker Thomas S. Foley says the Democrats' revised civil rights bill will pass with the House with as many votes
as last year's version, but a veto-proof majority still appears elusive.
Foley commented Monday as Democrats continued private meetings to
gauge support for their latest version of job-discrimination legislation.
The revision, made by House leaders in private after the bill cleared
House committees, incorporates major changes aimed at pulling in the
VOWS of wavering lawmakers — particularly southern Democrats.
Foley told reporters he expects the latest version of the bill to attract as
many votes as the 1990 legislation did — 273. But he acknowledged that
Democrats are still struggling to put together the two-thirds majority —
290 votes if all 435 House members vote — needed to override a veto.

President Bush vetoed the civil rights bill last year on grounds it would
require racial quotas, and the Senate sustained the veto by a single vote.
House floor action is scheduled for next week. after Congress returns
from a Memorial Day recess.
The bill is aimed at making it easier to prove job discrimination and
would expand the ability of some discrimination victims to collect damages. It would effectively negate three restrictive Supreme Court rulings
in 1989.
Although a final copy'of the revised version was not ready. among its
changes is the incorporation of a limit on punitive damages in suits charging sexual harassment.
The limit — $150,000 or an amount equal to compensatory damages,
whichever is higher — also was included in last year's vetoed measure
but was left out when the bill passed the House Judiciary and Education
and Labor committees in March.

Boyle found guilty, sentenced to 10 years in prison

-

After being found guilty ion
April 12, Mayfield opthamologist
Dr. Cornelius Boyle has been formally sentenced to 10 years in prison for shooting Robert Pitman last
year-accordi-rig- -to a published
report.
II
Prosecuter Tom Osborne and
'dereige—a-tro-ffiey: mark- --Ertyant
_agreed to recommended a lp year
sentence

.
-

Judge William Fuqua levied the
sentence Monday. Boyle remains
free on an appeal bond.
The report said witnesses had
testified that Boyle called a former
employee, Jean Ann Miller — a
neighbor of Pitman's — on July 1
and threatened to kill her husband.
Boy7le. 34. vitio 1iid been
beseiged with malpractice suits and
an investigation by the Keniucky

Board of Medical Licensure, had back yard, the report said.
found out Miller was going to work , `Pitman, seeing Boyle, got his
for a competitor in Paducah who ; own gun and went to the residence
had testified against him on more to warn his neighbors. He testified
than one occassion in the malprac- he was shot from a side angle
tice suits as well as before the while returning to his home.
Boyle, now residing in Murray,
medical board.
The doctor was accused of tak- had his license revoked Thursday
ing a sitelgiiiffrbin hiS borne, walk- 'after - he failed to- appear,for 'psying to the Miller's house and shoot- chiatric and neurological examinaing at the house from the Miller's tions in March.

Stubblefield'
s grandson.

•
•

tising to celebrate the 100th
anniversary of his invention and its
Nathan Stubblefield and to gen- Murray birthplace in 1992.
erate interest in both the museum
Thomas Zotos, of Zanan Publishing, has designed a special art
and the radio/television stations.
As part of Cory's continuing. poster to commemorate the
campaign to .gain recognition for anniversary and the Kentucky's
his grandfather, a photograph of 200th anniversary.
Stubblefield has been approved for
Zotos has also asked U.S. Sen.
licensing to those companies that Mitch McConnell to spearhead an
, are willing to place the Nathan B. effort in Congress for approval of a
Stubblefield - logo on t-shirts, cups, U.S. postage stamp to honor
posters and other pieces of adver- Stubblefield.

(Cont'd from page 1)

Edward Fritts, president of .the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) which will meet in
Pikeville on May 23, will also be
approached by Shuffett who will
ask the group to recognize Stubblefield as the inventor of radio.
The NAB recognized Marconi as
the inventor of radio recently during their annual convention in Las
Vegas but seemed uncertain after a
television report revealed facts
about Stubblefield's work in

Murray.
Stubblefield reportedly demonstrated his wireless radio before a
crowd in Murray in 1892 and again
during later years in Philadelphia,
New York and Washington D.C.
where he received a patent for his
invention on May 12, 1908.
Stubblefield died of starvation in
a shack outside Murray in 1928
after failing to receive royalties for
his invention.

Rose diappointed at lack ...
(Cont'd from page 1)
/ Meredith said Monday that that's
too narrow a reacting of WKLI's•
mission statement. He pointed Out
that the law allows his school to
offer programs beyond the master's-degree level and said that
means "the door is open" to
approving a doctoral program. provided the council doesn't "search
for a way not to do it."

•

• Meredith said that of the 54
Kentucky school professionals who
have received doctorates in the past
six years, only 21 earned the
degrees at universities in Kentucky.
Nore than half (90 out of i76) of

GARLAND S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phon• 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES 45Z,
•Over 9 IS Experience/
•
'le,

id

PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

Kentucky's school districts employ
no one with a doctorate. he said.
Given the intent of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act of 1990 and
national. trends in public-school
education, by the year 2000 all
principals and school-district
supervisors in Kentucky will need
doctoral-level training, Meredith
said.
Meredith has stressed that his
school's doctoral proposal emphasizes school practices, not theory,
and is closely tied to the reform
law.
But UK officials, who have
resisted the WKU bid, said Monday that their doctoral offerings
also Meet the needs of practitioners
and have been reshaped around the
reform law.
Robert Hemcnway, chancellor of
UK's Lexington campus, and UK
College of Education Dean J. John
Harris reeled off enrollment numbers and course requirements

CC+

NEW CAR

SAVINGS
1991 Oldsmobile Ciera S
Stock 101018

MSRP $17,461.00
Purdom Motor Discount •1164X.00
15,861.00
Oldsmobile Rebate -1,500.00
14 361 00
-500.00
First Time Buyers

versity fraternity Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Requests for assistance from a
Hazel and a Hardin resident were
announced to members. The Murray chapter mailed a request to
Marshall County Property Valuation Administrator Mack Bushart
regarding the Hardin home. Members said they would furnish labor

Murrayan faces
drug trafficking
charge Monday
Olurray-rban has been arrested
ancbcha,tged Atith. drug lualificking
following an indictment by the Calloway county Grand Jury May 10,
according to a -report from the Murray Police Department.
Eugene Adam Diamont Jr., 23,
of 209 lrvan Street, was arrested
Monday and charged with trafficking marijuana over 8 oz., police
said.
The indictment followed an
investigation by the Narcotics Division of the MPD and the Kentucky
State Police.

if a request was received from
Marshall County.
Because the Hazel home lacks a
bathroom and needs approximately
5700 in repairs, members will try
to relocate the resident if she is
willing.
The fundraiser, currently underway, will continue through the
spring and summer.

By The Associated

Israel's forgiveness for his nation a treat
ment of Jews

GERMANY
Former East German Premier
BERLIN
Willi Stoph and three other officials of the
defunct Communist state have been
arrested in connection with shoot-to-kill
orders at the Berlin Wall, officials said
today Justice Senator Julia Limbach
all one
said in a statement the tour
time members of East Germany's Nation
late
arrested
were
al Defense Council
Monday and early today In addition to
Stoph and former Defense Minister Heinz
Kessler, she identified those arrested as
Fritz Strelitz and Hans Albrecht Ms Lim
bach's statement said the tour men have
been under investigation on suspicion of
manslaughter in connection with shoot
to-kill orders issued in 1974 by former
East German leader Erich Honecker that
led to the deaths of as many as 200 peo
pie trying to escape East Germany

SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG -- The government
and Zulu leaders have agreed to limits on
carrying spears and other traditional
weapons in black townships wracked by
unrest, officials said today The new weapons rules were a key condition that the
African National Congress said must be
met before it would return to talks on
scrapping the apartheid system of racial
3egregation ANC officials said today
they were studying the development but
were unlikely to comment until the government released specific details Presi
dent F W de Klerk and Zulu leader Man
gosuthu Buthelezi agreed to the rules
after de Klerk urged Zulu leaders Monday
to drop their opposition to a ban on weapons that Zulus carry as a sign of tribal
identity Township violence in recent
months has claimed hundreds of lives,
many in clashes between supporters of
the ANC, the leading black nationalist
group, and Buthelezi's rival Inkatha Freedom Party

KUWAIT
KUWAIT CITY — A martial law court
'today gave defense attorneys more time
to study evidence against 24 newspaper
workers accused of collaborating with -the
Iraqis The move came a day alter the
Bush administration expressed concern
about the fairness of Kuwait's judicial
system After several hours of testimony,
the judges agreed to a defense motion to
recess the trial until June 1 The defendants could face hanging it conviction in
connection for their alleged work on an
Iraqi-run newspaper during the occupation Many of those who went on trial
today — most of them Palestinians who
carry various passports — testified they
were forced to work on the paper out at
fear, need for money or to avoid being
sdnt to Baghdad
"I was afraid I would be raped it I did
not work with them,- said Iblisam alDukhail, a Kuwaiti. Western nations are
watching the proceedings carefully in the
tight of widespread reports of reprisals by
Kuwaiti security forces — including torture and killings — against alleged colla•
borators after the allies ousted Iraqi forces from Kuwait in February The court
tried the first oran estimated 300 alleged
collaborators on Sunday, and meted out
_stiff sentences in quicksuCcession for Stk,-defendants without allowing witnesses to
be called or. presenting evidence publicly.
The most severe sentence handed out
Sunday was 15 years in prison, given to
a man whose only publicly disclosed
offense was wearing a Saddam Hussein
T-shirt Many defense attorneys were
appointed on the spot

POLAND/ISRAEL
JERUSALEM -- President Lech Walesa
of Poland paid tribute today to 6 million
European Jews slain by the Nazis and
said the wartime horrors of the Holocaust
were "incomprehensible " Speaking after
a quiet tour of the 'fad Vashem Holocaust Memorial, Walesa also urged the
Israeli people to 'forget the bad and
remember the good- in Polish-Jewish
relations The 47-year-old Walesa 45 the
first Polish head of state to come to
'Israel The visit is another sign of the
Jewish state's burgeoning ties with Eastern Europe, but the tour-day stay also is
laden with emotion because of the Jew
ish people's cruel past in Poland Polish
Jews accounted for halt the Jews killed
by Nazi Germany in World War II About
250,000 Jews were still in Poland after
World War II, but pogroms and a government anti Zionist campaign drove nearly
all of them from the country by the late
1960s In an appearance Monday before
Israel's Parliament, Walesa asked

** ATTENTION **
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NEW DELHI
Authorities today invalidated elections for live parliament seats
after violence and vote fraud marred the
lest stage of India's general election The
order by Election Commissioner T N
Seshan means elections must be held
again in five of the 204 seats at stake in
Monday's voting for the 543-seat Lok
Sabha, the lower house of Parliament
Voting, staggered to allow security forces
to cover troubled areas, continues Thursday and for Sunday for 303 other seats
First results will be known May 27 In the
first stage, at least 55 people were killed
in violence in nearly all nine states and
four federally ruled territories that went to
the polls The toll included two people
who were killed this morning Indian and
foreign iournalists also witnessed dozens
of incidents of fraud, from ballot box stuffing to armed intimidation of voters In
most cases, however, voting was carried
out peacefully by the 197 million people
eligible to cast ballots Monday

COLOMBIA
BOGOTA -- The Medellin cocaine cartel
has released two prominent journalists in
a peace gesture apparently timed to
coincide with a move by the national
assembly toward passage of a ban on
extraditions For years, the drug trafficking cartel has been exploding
bombs and murdering prominent Colom
bians in an effort to force the government
to stop extraditing accused criminals to
the United States The journalists --Francisco Santos and Maruja Pachon were kidnapped last year in an apparent
move by the traffickers to pressure the
government into granting the ban and
other concessions

ALBANIA
VIENNA, Austria — Albania's Communist
government on Monday reportedly
offered wage increases to striking workers in an effort to end a strike gripping
Europe's poorest nation Government
and union representatives were discussing a wage package that would partly
offset price increases, according to a
journalist for one of Albania's state-run
newspapers who asked not to be identified The Independent Trade Union Federation called the strike Thursday to
press demands that include a 50 percent
increase in wages and pensions, and a
36-hour work week instead of 48 hours
Some 30,000 people marched through
the Albanian capital, Tirariabon Saturday
to back the demands About 300,000 of
Albania's 1 8 million workers were estimated to have stopped work, crippling
most industries But the journalist said by
telephone from Tirana that some printers
returned to work Monday apparently
anticipating a settlement

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

GOVERNOR

MSRP
Purdom Motors Discount

INDIA

UNITED NATIONS — The Security
Council created an observer mission on
Monday to monitor human rights and an
eventual cease-fire in El Salvador The
council's venture into monitoring human
rights within a member state was unpre•
cedented, and was made possible by
agreement of both sides in the El Salvador civil war Without government and
rebel approval, such a mission would
have been deemed interference in El Salvador's internal affairs — prohibited by
the U N Charter The council unanim
ously set up the U N Observer Mission
in El Salvador — ONUSAL - to immediately begin observing the human rights
situation in the Central American nation
of more than 5 2 million people, and to
monitor future political agreements The
mission, recommended by Secretary
General Javier Perez de Cuellar, is
expected to cost $32 million tor the first
year It is to include about 300 members
eventually The first contingent of 115 is
to leave for the region this month

BR

1991 Oldsmobile Calais

U.S.S.R.
MOSCOW - Soviet air controllers called
off a strike after reaching a last minute
compromise with the government on sal
ary increases and other demands, a
union official and the Tass news agency
said A one day warning strike by Aerof
lot pilots, also threatened for today, was
also canceled alter the government
agreed to their major demands a pilots'
union spokesman said Eduard Bychkov
said the government agreed to a 60 percent increase in salary starting in June
with additional pay raises over the next
two years The strikes would have defied
a decree enacted last week by President
Mikhail S Gorbachev banning walkoutsin key areas of the economy including
transportation
VIENNA, Austria - The first international
study of the effects of the Chernobyl
nuclear accident suggests its impact on
the health of hundreds of thousands of
Soviet citizens has been greatly exagger
ated The report, released today for a
lour-day conference on the April 26,
1986 accident, says researchers found
widespread stress and anxiety among
citizens of affected areas of the Ukraine,
Byelorussia and the Russian Republic
But they found 'no evidence to corrobo
rate suggestions from other scientists
'that hundreds, thousands or even tens of
thousands of people would suffer
leukemia thyroid and other health prob
terns as a result of the world's worst
nuclear accident The yearlong study
conducted by about 200 researchers
from 25 countries under the auspices of
the United Nations, did not study the
18-mile zone around the Chernobyl
station

EL SALVADOR
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He said meeting that need fully
will .reiquire better funding for
schools of education.

Habitat to sell house
(Cont'd from page I)
steps for a house with the help of
members of the Murray State Lni-

AO.

intended to show that UK is meeting .the Deeds. Meredith identified.
UK's efforts include doctoral-level
courses offered jointly with other
state universities and the recent
enrollment of 0 students in doctoral programs in -education administration and higher education
offered at community colleges in
Owensboro and Paducah.
Rose, however, said UK's own
figures showed a "legacy of unmet
need" for doctoral _training in.
western Kentucky.
The council has considered
approving a doctoral program in
education offered jointly by WKI3.
and either UK or UofL, but the latter has shown more interest in such
an arrangement than ,has UK.
Campbell, who was elected
Monday to a second year as the
council's chairman, said he'
believes the debate has at least
convinced all involved that a need
for more doctoral training exists.

NEWS OF THE WORLD
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Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky
Lottery: Pick 3: 0-3-4 (zero,
three, four)

Time: 9:00 a.m.
'Satisfied Custamers Are Our Main Concern"
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WINCHESTER, Ky. — Martha
Wilkinson is no longer a candidate
for governor, but she and her husband are not out of the race, Lt.
Gov. Brereton Jones contends.
Jones said Monday that Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson is trying to torpedo his candidacy.
He offered little proof _but
dropped hints there is a conspiracy
among the Wilkinsons and others.
Jones also complained that he has
been victimized by negative cam-

said at the time they were asked to
pull the commercials on the day of
Mrs. Wilkinson's withdrawal but
refused to do so until Monday
because they had already been
logged for broadcast.
His other evidence of Wilkinson's involvement was equally
vague.
"I have calls all around the state
of the inner circle of the Wilkinson
people that are out supporting
another candidate," Jones saickt
"Now whether there's a deal that's
been made or is not made, it's not
up to me to say."

During a series of appearances
around Clark County Monday,
Jones boasted he had run a squeaky
clean campaign and said that anyone who ran for office by trying to
bring others down was "probably
not big enough" to handle the
office in the first place.
Jones skirted a question whether
his criticism of corruption in state
government extended to Loington
Mayor Scotty Baesler, his closest
opponent in the May 28 Democratic primary.
"If there are those who are trying to defeat me, I can only assume

Poore fires broadside at Jones during political rally
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

,GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. — Dr.
Floyd Poore has a new target for
his anti-tax message — Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones.
Poore has grabbed a comment
made by Jones last week that the
lieutenant governor might be willing to consider a 25-cent tax on
milk to aid troubled dairy farmers.
The comment was tailor-made
for Poore, whose whole campaign
is based on sortie fancy promises to
cut hundreds of millions in taxes. It
also lets Poore play to his populist
audience.
"What could we expect from a
millionaire horseman," Poore said
at a rally at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park Monday evening. "He
doesn't understand what it's like
for a mother to feed her babies."
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they don't want the kind of government that I'm promising to bring,"
Jones said.
Jones refused to answer further
questions after he raised the specter
of some sort of "deal."
He said he would only answer
questions about "issues."
But Jones appears to be making
the campaign itself the primary
issue in the closing days of the
campaign.
At two senior citizens' centers
and a restaurpt, Jones bragged that
his campaign has taken the high
road, the implication being that
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Jones complains he is being victimized by Wilkinson
paigning from other candidates.
Jones insisted it is not dirty campaigning for him to make such
allegations.
"What the ads are saying is that
the existing administration is continuing to do everything it can to
keep me from being elected governor," Jones said.
As evidence, Jones said television commercials paid for by the
Martha Wilkinson campaign were
still being run on the Monday after
she,announced her withdrawal on
Friday, May 10.
But television station executives
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others have not.
"I've not thrown mud

at an)
body. I'm not going to. That
be some sort of a record, I'm not
sure," Jones said.

Jones insisted that his implication others were throwing mud a(
him was not denigrating hi
opponents.
"I'm not charging anybody with
anything," Jones said.
When he wasn't talking aboi.!
his clean campaign, Jones was iirg
ing supporters and strangers to helj.
him keep the lead he claims.

KLC visit

Jones 'owns a thoroughbred of the Democrats to avoid harsh
dropped out of the race May 10.
breeding farm in Woodford County words about his opponents. But
"We call them the worker bees
with his wife, Libby.
Poore said Jones' proposal stunned
and we blend them with the Poore
Poore also grasped the opportun- him.
locusts and we're swarming thik_
ity to play to the xenophobia in the
state right now„" Poore said.
"I think it's so insensitive and
so callous," Poore said. "Is it . In a report filed Monday with
crowd.
Poore called Jones a "West Vir- another step on the way to taxing the Registry of Election Finance,
ginia Republican carpetbagger" food again?"
Poore's campaign showed a cash
who "ought to go back to West • As the campaign for the party balance of $1-12,000,-but a debt of
Virginia and run as a Republican nomination enters the last week,*- $170,000.
the candidates have adopted new
candidate for governor there."
Poore said the debt is a $50,000
Jones moved to Kentucky in tactics to close the gap with Jones,`' lOan he made to his campaign —
1973 from his native West Virgini- the acknowledged front-runner.
the legal limit — and a $120,000
Poore is holding nightly rallies loan he has taken out on his cama, where he served two terms as a
GOP member of that state's House across the state to pump up the paign bus.
of Delegates. Jones' birthplace and basis of his campaign, a grassroots
First District Congressman Carformer party registration had previ- organization that he hopes will roll Hubbard, who was Poore's
ously been ignored by his Demo- make up for his lack of money for roommate at Georgetown College,
television advertising.
cratic opponents.
introduced the candidate at the r
He welcomed some new troops rally.
The new tone was appreciated by
300 or more hardy Poore suppor- Monday, making an unprovable
Hubbard has already said he
ters who attended the event on the claim that 85 percent of Martha wants to run for governor in 1995,
Wilkinson's former supporters are but he did not mention that
shore of Kentucky Lake.
Poore 'has been the most careful now in his camp. Mrs. Wilkinson Monday.

Preliminary investigation finds few cases on abuse
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
preliminary investigation by the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance has turned up few serious
violations of campaign contribution
laws, the board's executive director
said.
But the director, Raymond Wallace said the investigation has
already had one positive effect.
"What we're getting right now
is better reporting than ever before
because the campaigns have been
put on notice," he said. "They
know we will physically look at
them (contributions) and follow
them up."
At a special meeting Monday,
the registry heard from auditors
who examined the financial reports
of the four Democratic and two
Republican candidates for
governor.
Wallace cautioned that the
results were preliminary.
The auditors examined campaign
finance reports for contributions
from people listed as students, sec-

retaries "or others who just by
their occupation might not be able
to justify such contributions,"
Wallace said.
"We found no direct violations
in any of those categories," Wal—
lace said. "It appears students who
have contributed have the money to
make the contribution.
"... And say, secretaries, either
by their occupation or a joint
checking account, have enough
income to support the kinds of contributions made.
Patsy McClure, a board member
from Danville, also noted that
while secretaries and students may
not seem to have the money to
make contributions, other occupations may be "just as likely not to
meet the measure of the law."
Wallace said "isolated
instances" of abuse were found
and "we will pursue them."
He said the Most often violated
area appeared to be corporate
contributions.
Corporations are prohibited by

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, left, greets (from left) Neil Ilackworth,
law from making donations to
The registry announced its own
president-elect of the Kentucky League of Cities; Sylsia Lovely,
political candidates. And the 1990 investigation earlier this month, on
executive secretary for the KLC; and William Newman, outgoing
General Assembly passed a law the heels of a state and federal
president of the KLC as they visit Murray recently. liackworth will
making it illegal for campaigns to probe into possible illegal cam- replace Newman as president July 1.
paign contributions. It is the first
accept such contributions.
Wallace said several campaigns such investigation by the registry.
have been notified that contributions to them were deemed corporate contributions. The campaigns
were ordered to return the contributions. He said several campaigns
"Where the price and service,
also returned contributions on their
Scott Baesler, Democratic candiown that they judged to be from
makes the pill easier to swallow."
date for governor, will be in Murcorporations.
ray
on
Wednesday,
May 22, from
"There have been a substantial
4 to 6 p.m. at the George Weaks
number of refunds," he said.
Community Center. The public is
He said it is now up to the board
Glendale at Whlinell
753-4175
to determine if the corporate dona- invited; Baesler will speak to those
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
attenclin
at
5
p.m.
tions were a willful violation. He
said the board would address that
at its next meeting June 19.
He said no one campaign had
The call is FREE.The publication is FREE.
more of the questionable donations
And a lot of the events and attractions in it are FREE.
than the others.
Wallace said the board hoped to
Call for the 64 page,full color Attractions
LOUISVILLE
have its investigation completed in
and Events Calendar.
a "timely fashion." He could not
Did we mention it's FREE.
say when exactly.

Baesler to campaign
in Murray Wednesday
•
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Hopkins responds to Bluegrass State Poll
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Larry
Forgy took exception Monday to
poll numbers indicating he trails
badly in the Republican governor's
race. His opponent, U.S. Rep. Lap
ry Hopkins, said Monday the worst
is yet to come.
Forgy said Monday morning in
Louisville that the size of the
Republican sample in Sunday's
Bluegrass State Poll — 246 people,
which would equal only about Iwo
per county — was insufficieni The

poll, published by The Courier- guarantee you he's not going to be
Journal, showed Hopkins at 43 per- happy about those results."
cent, Forgy at 28 percent and 29
The rally, which drew about 150
percent of the Republicans
people',
ended the first day of a
surveyed were undecided.
Hopkins, during a rally at Levi Hopkins motor-home tour of the
Jackson State Park near London, Republican stronghold 5th District
ridiculed Forgy's comment about with its congressman, Harold
"Hal" Rogers of Somerset.
the size of the sample.
"We're going to have another
Rogers predicted an overwhelmpoll a week from tomorrow (Elec- ing Hopkins victory in the district.
lion Day), and we're going to poll "I don't think it's close at all," he
everybody," Hopkins said. "I can said.

Outdoor recreation,festivals, arts. Extension LL
entertainment, history and more.
It's the best of the Bluegrass,
;
he Louisville- Lincoln Area. KENTUCKY-

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:
Most people know that I supported Martha Wilkinson in the gubernatorial
campaign. I was proud of that support and still am. Mrs. Wilkinson saw fit to
withdraw. I am now supporting Scotty Baesler, the Mayor of Lexington,
Kentucky, for the Office of Governor.

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

I met with Scotty Baesler in Madisonville, Kentucky on Saturday, May 18,
1991 to explain my position in this campaign. I and six others from Calloway
County met with him. I found Scotty Baesler to be a high class gentleman and
very straight forward. Scotty committed to this group that he supported the
Events Center and that the City of Murray, Calloway County and Murray State
University would receive their fair share when he is elected Governor. While
Scotty is Mayor of Lexington, he is also a farmer and I thought I was back in.
Calloway County when he said that his tobacco plants were growing out of the
beds. He could find no labor and it was too wet to set the plants. Further, l felt as
Judge/Executive, it was my duty to meet with this man to protect our interests.
If you are committed to one of the other candidates, fulfil your commitment.
If you are not committed,then please consider and vote for Scotty Baesler for
Governor. It is my opinion that he has the best platform of all of the candidates
for local government as he is the only one that knows first-hand the problems of
local government.
Thanking you very much, I remain,

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.
•••
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George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor
Our policy on political letters
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
write letters to the editor on a variety of topics. Recently, many of
our letters have dealt with the upcoming primary elections. We are
pleased to offer our pages as a forum for public political expression,
and all letters on the elections received in our office before Friday,
May 24, will be printed, provided they meet with our usual guidelines concerning letters.
Under those guidelines, all letters must be signed by the writer,
and the writer's address and telephone number must be included for
verification (telephone numbers will not be published). The editor
reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. Kentucky 42071.

Poore 'not just a politician'
Dear Editor:
Throughout the years all candidates have been accused of valcating
--debasements-,-halt-truths -and untruths -about other-cAndidates4-bei 44 differ with that statement! There is one candidate, Dr. Floyd G. Poore, who
has nbt participated in the abuse of his fellow Kentuckians. He has run a
positive campaign and has stood on issues and will continue to stand on
issues. To paraphrase Dr. Floyd G. Poore, "If 1 have to cut up another
human being in order to become governor. I had rather not be governor.I have found Dr. Floyd G. Poore to be a man of wisdom and one who
desires to create a better Kentucky for future generations. He states that
Kentucky_ should not be the dumping ground for out of state garbage, that
all Kentuckians should have an educational opportunity according to his
or her will to work toward that goal, and that every citizen should have
affordable health care.
I support Dr. Floyd G. Poore for governor because I believe he is the
man for the job and a man who is not "just a politician" but a statesman
as well.
Please join me and consider Dr. Poore as your candidate. Thanki you.
Gladys M. Jarrett
Rt. 5, Box 390 Murray

Stooped and stiff-gaited, the
silver-haired historian might be
dismissed as doddering by the
casual observer. But when Dr. Thomas Clark begins to speak about
Kentucky history and its impact on
the present and future, any doubts.
about the venerable scholar's acuity disappear.
"If there ever were a time that a
state needed leadership," Dr. Clark
declared in a recent address to the
current Leadership Kentucky class,
-it is in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky in 1991."
Clark, who is 88 years old, was
referring specifically to the challenge the state faces in implementtrig the provisions of the recent
education reform legislation. He
also talked about the upcoming
gubernatorial race and the veilmerit of crucial education isstiesidy
ilie•various _Candidates.
"We have people running up and
down this state wanting to be governor, and they're promising to cut
taxes." Clark remarked wryly.
After a pause and a slight shake of
the head to indicate his incredulity
at such a pledge, he continued.
"There is nothing original about
promising to cut taxes. That kind
of thing has been going on since
Isaac Shelby." (Shelby was Kenitie.ky's first governor.)

As an historian, Clark firmly
believes that the past cannot be
ignored because that is where patterns are developed and attitudes
shaped. He explained that Kentucky's public school system was not
established until 1838, although the
state itself was formed in 1792
"The General Assembly was otherwise involved," Clark said, indicating that education was not a top
priority of the state during its formative years, a trait from the past
that does not bode well for the
future.
"As we approach the 200th
anniversary of the Commonwealth," he declared, "we must do
some stock-taking or we'll be
doomed to live in the 18th century,
and make the mistakes, of the 19th
century."
One 'Of- the mistakes of past
polictics, according to Clark, is the
constitutional provision that a governor cannot succeed him or herself. "We have perpetual elections
in this state," Clark said. "The day
after a governor's elected he's a
lame duck, and that causes
instability."
Other provisions of the commonwealth's constitution point to a
need to reform, in Clark's opinion.
He specifically mentioned the posi-

If*VEVRAN
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Jones concerned with military
Dear Editor: •
As the wife of--a full-time National Guardsman.:' I am very concerned
about the future of our state military. With our Kentucky military commitment being as large as in'any state in the Union and with only three other
states having a greater number of military and civilian employees than we do, I feel we need a governor who would also be concerned .with this
issue. I have found that governor in Lt. Governor Brereton Jones.
Brereton Jones is the only candidate'for governor who will seek to
change the Commonwealth's acceptance of the military presence from a,
passive one to an active stand of support to protect this great asset. Brereton Jones intends to create positive communications between state agencies and military agencies in our state. to promote mission needs of our
military agencies, and to support the needs -of our niilitary personnel as
well as our veterans and reurees_
As a military wife who has watched the present State administration
show little concern foriour.Milita*"s_needs, it is _great to be able to fee!
that finalTY:We .can.have a gOver-nor 'whoYarei-and-iiiiTE work- wilt- us'and
for us.
Vote Brereton Jones on May 28. Let's do something to pay the soldiers
back for what they have done for us.
Carolyn Marshall
-Rt.""2:-• -Murray —

Today In History

Superintendent of Public
tion of
)
Instruction, whi has been virtually
stripped of most of its powers."We
have candidates for that office running up and down this state, who
might as well be the inspectors of
sidesiaddles," Clark quipped.
Dr. Thomas Clark has earned the
right to certain irreverences about
Kentucky politics. He is Professor
Emeritus of American History at
the University of Kentucky and
Distinguished Professor at University of Indiana. He is also the
much-praised author of numerous
books on his adopted state — he
was born in Mississippi — including A History of Kentucky, The
Kentucky, and Exploring Kentucky, among others.
Despite its problems, Kentucky
possesses some important
strengths, according to Dr. Clark.
He referred to the beauty ,and geographical diversity of the Common-

wealth, as well as its strategic location. He also termed Kentucky a
"mother state," a home from which
people move to other locations.
In the past, such migration was
not detrimental. Currently, however, Kentucky will lose a Congressional seat because of the population decline. Moreover, presidential
candidates will not spend as much
time courting Kentucky voters and
listening to the issues they raise.
Clark also pointed to the number
of counties as an unnecessary drain
on the Commo,nwealth, and
claimed that the only reason for
having 120 of them was that
"everyone wanted a county courthouse within one day's mule ride
from the farm." He suggested
regionalization of county services
as one way to reduce unnecessary
duplication of efforts and to
• irnprove the level of services in
poor and rural areas.
At the end of his presentation,
Dr. Clark chuckled that the discussion was like an Irish wake and
that perhaps the mourning for Kentucky was premature. He challenged the Leadership Kentucky
class to become familiar with the
issues and to get involved. "We
can see the sun shine again if we
can solve some of these problems,"
Clark said.

Paul Tsongas: heading back

Nearly seven years ago, Paul
Tsongas appeared to be at the end
Today is Tuesday. May 2E-the 141st day of 1991. There are 224 days
of the political road, and possibly
left in the year.
at the end of his life.
Today's Highlight in History:
After a meteoric rise in politics,
he was, at age 42-, a member of the
On May 21, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St. Louis
United States Senate. Some specunear Paris, completing the first solo airplane flight across the Atlantic
Ocean. Lindbergh covered a distance of more than 3,600 miles in 33Y2
_ lated he was destined for even grehours.
ater things. Then it was discovered
On this date:
that he had a rare form of cancer.
In 1542, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto died while searching for
He decided not to seek re-election
gold along the Mississippi River.
_ so he could spend full time fighting
In 1832, the first Democratic National Convention got under way in
the disease and more time with his
Baltimore. The delegates would nominate President Jackson for a second
wife and three daughters.
term.
He wrote a book about his experiences which I read when it was
In 1919, a proposed federal amendment to give women the right to vote
published and have reread since
passed the U.S. House of Representatives by a vote of 304-89.
•Tsongas recently announced his
In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby Franks was murdered in a "thrill killing"
candidacy for President.
by Nathan Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb. two students at the University
It is an incredibly personal book
of Chicago.
that reveals human frailties few
In 1948. in a message to Congress, President Truman urged statehood
people in power like to admit they
for Alaska.
have. But Tsongas, even before his
bomb
hydrogen
airborne
first
exploded
the
States
United
In 1956, the
health problems, showed himself to
over Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
be anything but a Washington
In 1968, the nuclear-powered U.S. submarine Scorpion. with 99 men
consumed by the pursuit
insider
found
on
sub
were
later
remains
of
the
(The
aboard, was last heard from.
and trappings of what passes in the
the ocean floor 400 miles southwest of the Azores.)
capital 'for power. A candidate is
In 1979, former San Francisco City Supervisor Dan White was conmore than his position papers and
victed in the shooting deaths of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor
stump speeches, and those who
Harvey Milk.
want to know the stuff of which
Ten years ago: Socialist Francois Mitterrand assumed office as presiTsongas is made ought to read the
dent of France: President Reagan met at the White House with West Gerbook "Heading Home."
man Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. two more Irish nationalist hungerTsongas was never a Washington*
strikers died at the Maze Prison in Northern Ireland.
party animal. "In nine years we had
Five years ago: President Reagan vetoed a Congressional resolution
blocking a scaled-down sale of advanced U.S. missiles to Saudi Arabia.
(The veto was narrowly upheld the following month.)
One year ago: Israeli soldiers shot and killed three Palestinians,,in vioTen years ago
lence sparked by the massacre of seven Palestinians by an Israeli civilian
Murray
Woman's Club won seva day earlier.
eral awards at convention of KenThought for Today: The More corrupt the state, the more numerous
tucky Federation of Women's
the laws." — Tacitus, Roman senator and historian (A.D.c.56-c.115,.
Clubs held at Owensboro. This
included Fonda Grogan, first in
adult sewing, and club pressbook,
first, prepared by Gloria
McLaughlin.
Tracey Beyer, daughter of Dr.
WALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
and Mrs, Louis ,Beyeri- -was-first
TED DELANEY, General Manager
place winner of second annual
MARY ANN ORR. Advertising -Manager
Kentucky High School MathemaDAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
tics Contest. She is a student at
The Mum" Lady.• r Imam USPS 30i 700)
Murray High School.
Kevin Dale Jones, son .of Mr.
The Murray Ledger & Times 3 published every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Owistrnas
Day, New Year3 Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whitnell Dr
and Mrs. Jerry Dale Jones, senior
Murray, Ky 42011 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071.
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and
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Murray State University.

he had put much energy and devotion into his political career. In
1985, faced with an uncertain
future because of the cancer and
heading home to Lowell, Mass. to
fight the disease, he turned to Niki
and said, in my favorite exchange
in the book: "You know, after 10
years in this town, all that I will be
remembered for is the fact that I
loved my wife."

never given a Washington dinner
party," he wrote, "and eventually
we were dropped from- the invitation lists of official Washington."
In one of many references to the
importance of his wife and their
children he ,wrote, "Niki and I did
not frequent the social circuit, and
we knew it cost us. But the • kids
were more important to us than
being regulars on Embassy Row or
in hotel ballrooms."
Few in Washington, with the
exception of President and Mrs.
Bush, openly and unreservedly display this kind of affection which.
to some, implies weakness, but has
been Tsongas' greatest strength.
"Washington did, indeed, throb,
and we were in the midst of it all.
But in the next rooms, asleep, were
what gave us true joy. And we had
each other."
He was an unlikely senator, a

man who tried to be home in time
to have dinner with his family and
tuck his young children into bed.
But it was in his wonderful transparency in the battle with cancer
that a new man was made and
revealed-.
,On discovering he had cancer, he
wrote, "1 felt totally alien. I was
one of the select few in the United
States Senate — the most exclusive
club in the world. I did not want
membership in a club of the
afflicted."
On life in Washington's political
fast lane: "Most of Washington
views people through the prism of
title. Did our friends like me for
our office? One could never
know."
On his discovery that he needed
6od and his feeling of mortality:
"God would be more a part of my
life, no matter what happened... I
had taken myself this far in life and
done quite well ... from here on in I
needed to recognize who was guiding,me. I had to be more aware that
one does not go through life without God's presence."
After announcing he would not
seek re-election, Tsongas discussed
the reaction by staff and friends
with his wife in their Washington
home. While a strong family man,

Twenty years ago
Prof. E.B. Howton, .since 1959
chairman or Department of Agriculture at Murray State University,
has been named Man of the Year in
Kentucky Agriculture for 1971 try
Kentucky Farm Press and Radio
ASOciation.
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club received a ,spe431 award at meeting of Kentucky
BPW held at Lexington. Representing the Murray club were Opal
Roberts, Jessie Shoemaker and
Annie Nance.
Edwin 0. Norris of Kingsport,
Tenn., will speak at banquet by
Murray State University Alumni
Association on May 29.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Terwilleger, May
14.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Chapter of

Murray Electric System, outlined a
American Red Cross is holding a
proposed improvement in street
Gray Lady Capping Ceremony
today in Student Union Building at lighting system at a meeting of
Murray City Council.
Murray State College.
Elected as officers of Murray
Jo Ann Hendon, senior from
Toastmistress Club were Mrs. Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rozella Outland, Mrs. Charles Graves Hendon, was chosen to
Ryan. Mrs. Allen Russell, Mrs. reign as queen of Junior-Senior
Kirby Jennins and Mrs. Albert Prom at Murray State College to be
Tracy.
held May 23 in Fine Arts Lounge,
Recent births reported at Murray
MSC.
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Pool and
Mrs. James Farris, a boy to Mr.
daughter,
Dorothy Jean, of Royal
and Mrs. Edward P. Thomas, a girl
Oak, Mich., have been guests of
to Mr. and Mrs. William Futrell
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Francis his father, Cameron Pool and Mrs.
Pool, Murray.
Gibson.
Mrs. Fred Gingles presented a - New officers of Murray Training
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
progrim on "Color Harmony and
Association are Mrs. Orval Austin,
Texture" at a meeting of Garden
Department of Murray Woman's, Hewlett Cooper, Mrs. Harry
Sparks, Mrs. Prentice Overbey,
Club.
-Wt. John Rubinson and Mrs. Tru- Forty years ago
E.S. Ferguson, superintendent of man Young.

"And what's wrong with that?"
she replied.
Now, with the cancer apparently
in remission, Tsongas says he
wants to be President. He remains
the consummate liberal on social
issues. No Democrat could be nominated who isn't. And he is trying
to articulate positions on economic
issues he calls conservative.
The coming campaign will provide numerous opportunities to dissect the political positions and
ideology of Paul Tsongas, but the
former senator, whether or not he
succeeds in his long-shot quest for
the White House, has already
triumphed in the things that matter
most. He has already won the biggest prize of all: the love, admiration and devotion of his wife and
daughters — and there is nothing at
all wrong with that.

Looking back

the
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On Education page
to be discontinued
for the summer

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools 1753-2893).

The On Education page
which runs every Tuesday will
be discontinued after May 28.
The page, which features
photos from both local school
systems, will begin again in
August when schools begin
their fall semesters.
Both school systems are
encouraged to submit photos for
the last page by May 23.

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A
federal judge has refused to ban
non-denominational prayer at two
Utah _high semi-a graduations while
the constitutionality of the practice
is challenged.
U.S. District Judge J. Thomas
Greene ruled Wednesday that such
prayers can be said at the
commencements.
"It's not an easy case. It's an
agonizing thing for many of us. It
involves us all," he said.
The decision came in a lawsuit
filed on behalf of several faculty
members and students against two
school districts. The Granite
School District agreed Tuesday not
to include prayer at the commencements of Olympus and Granite high
schools.
The Alpine School District had
not made such an agreement covering Lehi and Orem high schools.
Greene turned down a request for a
temporary order barring prayer at
the
Leh-i
and
Orem
commencements.
Commencement at Lehi is scheduled for May 30 and graduation at
Orem is scheduled for May 31.
The judge said challengers of
graduation prayer did not convince
him they would suffer more than
defendants if prayers were
permitted.
"It should be recognized that
high school students are not 'babes
in arms' and that in fact they are
mature enough to understand that a
school does not endorse or promote
a religion by permitting' nondenominational prayers, he said.
Prayers "have the secular purpose of solemnizing the occasion"
and won't "create an excessive
entanglement of government with
religion," Greene said.
Arguments on the merits of the
Utah lawsuit have been postponed
pending an appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court in a Rhode Island
case on high school prayer. Under
appeal in that case is a legal standard of prayer to ensure constitutionally guaranteed separation of
church and state.

Education reform
change considered
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
rules change was recommended
Wednesday for a key part of Kentucky's new education reform law
— decision making at individual
schools by councils of teachers,
parents and principals.
Under the 1990 law, school districts must implement "schoolbased decision making" in at least
one school by fall. It will be mandatory for all schools by 1996.
The law said local councils are
to include three teachers, two
parents and the school principal.
But it allowed the State Board for
Elementary and Secondary Education to approve alternative council
models.
A committee of the board, trying
to accommodate existing programs
in Jefferson County, voted Wednesday to allow any council configuration as long asparents made
up one third of its membership.
The state board could act on the
recommendation Thursday.

Third graders in Lee Pinkston's class at Carter
tary are pictnree visiting the Animal Shelter.

Nancy Buchanan, Fisher-Price representative, is shown
with students who received recognition awards. Grade
prize winner was Katherine Boyd. Pictured front row,
from left, are Marty Hodge, Fulton Hart, Eddie Casey,
Katherine Boyd, Lindsay Lawson, Dana Parker, Janessa
Keyes,(middle row, from left) Lucas Miller, Morgan Rollins, Erin Ford, Michael Parker, Terri Hobbs, Gretchen
-Klattsi---Brett Armstrong, (back row, from left) Nancy
Buchanan, Fisher-Price representative.
atiWit
Pictured above are Calloway County Middle School students working in the school's greenhouse. Michael Paschal
is preparing plant order for customers. Behind Michael
are April Crass and Angela Duncan. Pictured below is
William Smith preparing a Mother'sbay plant for a customer. The greenhouse program is used to teach students
different areas of education.

Kristin Strode, Mike Keller and Jacob Nerney,from left, Winners for the Continental Math Contest are, from left,
kindergarten students at Robertson Elementary, are pic- Jeff Owens, Alex Holden, Lucas Miller, Marty Hodge and
tured sharing baby chicks.
Matt Clemson. Hodge was the top winner.

Ann Haney's reading students put on clown make-up and
went on parade to show the students at Southwest Calloway Elementary that they had been reading about the circus. Pictured front row, from left, are Heather Perry, usha Morris, Michele Bivens, (back row, from left) Kyle
Kirks, Tana Henson, Steven Thorn, Tracy Hicks, Nathan
Mohundro and Ann Haney, teacher.

Darold Keller, pharmacist at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, visited East Calloway Elementary and spoke
to a group of fifth graders about skin problems and care.
Keller discussed the reasons for many skin problems and
introduced the students to various products used to care
for the skin. The session was planned by teachers Melissa
Starks and Eddie Morris.

Thirty students in preschool through fifth grade received
Debbie D'Angelo volunteers in Southwest Elementary's special recognition on March 5 from Fisher-Price. This is
Writing to Read lab. Here she is helping David Moore part of the North/Fisher-Price School Business
compose a story. Pictured from left are Moore, D'Angelo Partnership.
and Natosha James.

Sharon Mueller, freshman Project Win student, shared
information learned from her Global Issues research
assignment at Calloway County High School.
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Sophomore Project Win student Jennifer Sanderson is
shown presenting part of her research assignment for
• Shirley Cothran's Global Issues class.
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Rita Robinson's fourth grade students at Southwest Callo- The Calloway County High School "Lady Lakers" visited
way Elementary are mixing color in art class in prepara- North Calloway Elementary on March 7 for a school-wide
tion for visiting artist Heather Lopiccolo. Pictured front pep rally. Lady Laker Crista Stalls, right, assists Chastity
row, from left, Neil Key, Ann Taylor, Shane Jones,(back Tate in shooting a free throw. Coach Peter O'Rourke chal
row, from left) Jessicl Miller, Jessie Mandrell and Deanna lenged the students to always do their best in anything
Lampkins.
they do.

There, mOre to We than a vial Of Pa& Or a needle or some effete Powder- But
when you've hooked on drugs. that's all that your life becomes It doesn't take
mu"to see ttse writing On the eel Dregs-VW more then your COnICIOUSneSS,
They'll alter your hOcres, your dreams, your future • it they don't kill you first.
If your friends are pressuring you lo try drugs. lust say NO!
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Tuesday, May 21
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, '753-0224.

_

I.

Ladies' Fun Night at Oaks Country Club/5:30 p.m. with Shelba
Barnett, Ada Roberts, Sue Stone
and Irene Woods in charge.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Music Department of Murray
-Woman's -Cio1/7.30- p:nticlub
house.
Bents at First Baptist Church
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
Sc o u.t n g
National
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
BYW of Memorial Baptist
Church/7 p.m.

Jones-Clere wedding planned June 10
JO'S DATEBOOK

Miss Shenna Michelle Jones of
Hazel and Todd Christopher Clete
of Murray announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Jerry C. and Sherry Jones 01
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Huel C. Jones ot Hazel
and of Mrs. Genie Webb and the
late Rife E. Webb of-48.1,iskogee,
Okla.
The groom-elect is the on of-the
Rev. E.F. and Nancy Clete of
Murray.
He is the grandson ot Mr. and
Mrs. Charles L. Clete of Lakeland,
Fla., and of the Mrs. ,Alice. White
and the late Lewis W White of
Marion, Ohio:
Miss Jones is a 1990 graduate ot
ChriStian - Fellowship School.
Benton.
Mr. Clere is- a 1991 raduate of
Christian Fellowship School,
Benton.
The wedding will he Monday,
June 10, at 7 p.m. al Calvary'
Temple Church,'U.S. IlThway 641
South.
A reception will follow the

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Humane Society of Calloway County will hold a general membership
meeting on Thursday, May 23, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library. A panel of lcoal veterinarians will discuss common veterinary problems experienced by pets and will answer questions
from the audience. Scheduled to be on the panel are Dr. Jeannine Buchanan of Veterinary Medical Center, Dr. Terry Canerdy of Animal Hospital,
and a representative of West Side Veterinary Service. Whether you are a
member of the Humane Society or no, you are encouraged to take this
opportunity to meet and talk to these local experts in pet care and to learn
more about the Humane Society and its activities, a group spokesperson
said.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, May 23, at 7:30 p.m in board
of room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is comprised of those
who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. You will have
contact with people who listen and who offer support. For information call
Carol Perlow, MSN, 762-1425, or Hilda Bennett, president, 498-8324,

Trash pickup at Hazel Thursday
Trash pickup for the city of Hazel will be Thursday, May 23, starting at 8
a.m. This will be a one time pickup only on each street. Officials said no
garbage and no brush over eight feet long and six inches in diameter will be
picked up by the city. For more information call 492-8220.

Ceremon y.

All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

"Big River" musical by Murray
High School Senior Class/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Murray Human Rights
Commission/7 p.m./Willis Center
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc.,/public meeting/7 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority/7
p.m./home of Karen Falwell.
Lyndia Cochran Dance and
Gymnastics Studio 35th annual
recital/7 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
MSU. Admission free.
Wednesday, May 22
First session of Summer Art in
1
and
„al
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Park. Info/489-2751
Murray Country Club ladies
golf/9:30 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies golf/9
a.m./bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners meeting/5:15 p.m. and
regular meeting/5:30 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
Senior Citizens! Golf League/8:30
a m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Iwo newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations for Friday, May 17, ,at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital have been
releaed as follo.“
Newborn admissions
P'Pool baby buy, parents, Jason
and Rhonda, 73 Glenda's Ave , Cadiz,
Tyler baby girl, mother, Almelia
Crump, P 0 Box 733, Cadiz
Dismissals
Robert Mills, Rt 1, Box 159A, Nardi Bobby G Clayton Rt 2, Box 156,
Buchanan. Tenn . Mrs Nancy Overby.
Rt 4 Murray,
Mrs Mildred E. Corbin. Rt. 1, Box

dere A.
136, Puryear, Tenn ,
Bucy, Rt 6, Box 65, Murray. Miss
Annie S
Murray,

Forrester. 806 Sha Wa,

Ms Judy C Borge 1510 Valentine,
Murray; Mrs Charity M Garland, 521
South Seventh St Murray. Thomas V
Duncan Rt 2, Box 277, Puryear,
Tenn.,
Rt 1, Box 386,
Mrs Ruth S
Murray, Mrs Evelyn Lawrence 718
Pine Ridge Apt 4, Paris, Tenn
Mrs Lorraine Adams, 1632 W Olive
St , Murray. Brooks Smith, Rt 5, Mayfield, Phillip Bowerman Rt 3, Box
2158, Paducah,

Calvin Morris, 1711 Miller Ave
Murray, Mrs Sally; Livesay, . 1604
Sycamore Si, Murray, James H. Bass.
Rt 1, Box 326. Murray:
Mrs Gra& A Orr, Rt 7, Box 50,
Murray: Francis Harrington, P 0 Box :
47, Dexter. James baby boy. Rt 1
Box 261-E, Hickory.
Mrs Helen I Steffen. 1541 Whippoorwill, Murray, Mrs Beverly B
Neighbors and baby boy, 172 Wood
bird P1, Paris, Tenn

Expirations
Wyona Tucker, Rt 6, Murray, Joe A
Hutson, West View Nursing Home
Miirray

Newborn admissions
Sanderson baby boy, parents,
James and Leigh Ann, 1123 Depot,
Mayfield,
Fite baby girl, parents, Jay and
Teresa Rt 2, Box 445, Benton,
Burd baby girl, parents, Kevin and
Lon, Rt 2, Box 257, Benton,
Duncan baby girl parents, Gary and
Jana. P 0 Box 3, Grand River,
Harrison baby girl, parents, Jeffrey

/etas hear Littlefield

Box -416, Murray.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Tour Director Toopie Thomas
Moore has rescheduled a seven-day Alaskan Cruise/tour to start Sept. 10.
This will be on Holland America Westour's ship, 'The Noordam.' During the
tour, special excursions help one to experience Alaska to the fulliest by
cruisin9 the 'Inside Passage,' visit Kitchikan, World's largest collection of
__Totem poles, Juneau and Glacier Bay National Park. All meals and entertainment on board ship are included in the price of the cruise. For a complete itinerary call Mrs. Moore at 753-8274. Price will depend on category of
cabin selected. Participants will be picked up at Paducah, Mayfield, Murray
and Cadiz.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Sunday, May 19. No np.tborn
admissions or expirations ' were
listed.
Dismissals
John Pittman, Rt. 1, Box 133. Hazel;
Samuel B. Sheely, 1305 South 16th
St Murray, Mrs. Ruby M. Stallons,
P0 'Box 1356, Murray:
Miss Meaghan R Murdock, Rt. 7,
Box 289, Murray; Bobby T. McCuiston,
Rt 5, Box 320, Murray; Louie Dale
Sykes, 1214-A Peggy Ann Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Jana R. Duncan and baby girl,
P.O. Box 3, Grand Rivers; Mrs Rhonda P'Pool and baby girl, 73 Glendale,
Cadiz

Dismissals
Kenneth Duncan, Rt. 3, Box 228,

Murray, Clarence Bennett, Rt. 2, Box
99, Hazel, Dewey Grogan, Rt 4, Box
59, Murray;
James Sikes, Box 36, Symsonia.
John Bartkus, 619 River View Lane,
St Charles, Mo.; Mrs. Lucille Thompson, At. 3, Box 253A, Murray;
Paul Thill, Rt 2, Box 322, Puryear,

BRIDAL
REGISTRY

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Paschall, 605

Alaskan cruise scheduled

Newborn admissions

LBL events include Basketmaking
Workshop/10 a.m.-4 p.m., Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.
(Cont'd on page 8)

WAL-1IART

Members of the 1975 graduating class at Calloway County High School
have started a special fund to help one of their classmates, Mrs. LaRhea
Miller Stewart, wife of Ricky Stewart, with expenses for her cancer treatment. Mr. and Mrs. Stewart and their three children reside on Rt. 6, Murray.
Persons may leave their contributions to the fund at the South Side Branch
of Bank of Murray. For more information call Vicky Butterworth White at
435-4201.

Dismissals
Mrs. Hurtle Barnes. West View
Nursing Home, Murray, Miss Donna
Scott, Rt 3. Box 1095, Murray, Mrs.
Nancy Williams, P 0 Box 1164,
Murray;
Mrs. Kimberhe A. Conner, Rt. 1, Box
98, Hardin: Mrs. Lenora Jean Phillips,
Rt 6, Box 133 AB, Murray; Miss Sheila A. Bryant, Rt. 8, Box 481, Benton;
James Hughes, Rt. 1, Box 36,
Puryear, Tenn.; Lester Garland, 310
Guthrie, Murray; Mrs. Ruth L Jones,
518 South 13th St. Murray;
Robert L Burton, Rt. 4, Box 81,

Copeland baby girl. parents, Lorrie
and Lane, Rt. 3, Fulton,
Sadler baby girl, parents, Lynda and
David, 970 Old Dover Rd., Cadiz;
Pritchett baby boy, parents, Sheila
and Bruce, Rt. 4, Box 87A, Murray,
Seckley baby girl, parents, Judy and
William, Rt 1, Box 17A, Farmington.
Brogdon baby girl, parents, Gina
and Jeff, Rt 5, Clifty Village, Paris,
Tenn

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/
Randy's Auto Parts. Dukedom,
Tenn./9-11 am.

Thenia and Eric _will
be married June 29,
1)991.

Stewart.fund Planned

Cadiz

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, May
20, have been released as follows:

Senior citizens' activities/10
a.m -2 p.m./Hazel Center.

her domestic and household selections through
our bridal registry.

and Angela, 18 Dyershill Rd

newborn admission,s -and--- Ellis Dr., Murray; Mrs. Velda Osborn,
Rt. 2, Box 89, Hazel;
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Arabella Raj and baby girl,
County Hospital on Saturday, May
1004 Southwood Dr., Murray, Mrs.
18, have been released as follows:
Karen E. Rogers and baby girl, Rt 4,

Senior citizens' activities/9 a.m.-4
p.m./Wcaks Center.

Young, bride-elect of
Eric Gibson, has made

Vacation Bible School for children, ages three years through sixth grade,
will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main Streets, Murray, starting Monday, June 3, andcontinuing through Friday, June 10. Classes will
be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Children of the community are invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor. To register, call the church
office at 753-6712.

Hospita reports released

Bereasement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, third floor.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.

We are pleased to annsbunce
that
Thenia

Lutheran Bible School planned

Sherina Michelle Jones and
,Todd Christopher Clere to marry

Tenn.; Mrs Laveda Brandon, 305
South 13th St . Murray, Elton Morgan.
ti, 1713 Holiday Dr., Murray,

Mere Littlefield, right, minister of music at First Baptist Church,
accompanied by Allene Knight, pi,anist, presented selections from T he
Sound of Music, Showboat, some spirituals and religious and sacred
selections at the April meeting of Zeta Departnynt of Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses were Madelyn Lamb, Leila Erwin, Pauline
McCoy, Ella Mae Quertermous, Katherine Russell and Bonna Yates.
The department will ha$e a breakfast on Thursday, May 23, at 9 a.m.
at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn. Hostesses will be Lucy Lilly, LaVerne Ryan, Betty Scott, June Smith, Marie Wallace and Larue Williams.
-

Mark McClure. Rt. 2. Hazel: Miss
Brenda Bltncoe, Elizabeth Hall, MSU.
Murray, Mrs. Teresa Bell and baby
boy, Rt. 6, Box 65, Mayfield,

Mrs Leigh Ann Sanderson and
baby boy, 1123 Depot, Mayfield. Mrs
Angela Harrison and baby girl, 18
Dyers Hill Rd , Cadiz

Hwy. 641 S

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

753-2600_

Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group at Murray Country Club will play Thursday, May 23, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is as follows: Court I Martha Lawrence, Rainey Apperson, Judy Mastera and Peggy Billington;
Court II - Shirley Homra, Alice Rouse, Lois Keller and Jeannetta Williams;
Court III - Martha Andrus, Nancy Whitmer, Ellen Harrell and Frances Hulse
A substitute will be Bobbie Weatherly.

Directors' meeting Thursday
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board
of Directors' meeting will be Thursday, May 23, in the WKRMH-MR Board,
Inc. regional office in Paducah at 7:30 p.m. For information call 1-442-7121.

Vacation Bible School planned
The second .cooperative Vacation Bible School for children, ages 4
through Grade 6, by St. Leo Catholic Church, First Christian Church, First
Presbyterian Church and St. John's Episcopal Church will be June 3-7 from
9 to 11:45 a.m. each day at St. Leo's. The cost will be $5 per family. 'Share
God's Blessings' will be theme with each day to start with a short prayer
service followed by classroom lessons, arts and cerafts, outdoor games,
music and snack time. Registration deadline is Friday, May 24. For information or registration call Sr. Mary Anne at 759-1621 or Debbie Ferguson at
753-3824.

Mary Catherine Ails born
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mark Alls of Haleyville, Ala., are the parents of a
daughter, Mary Catherine, weighing eight pounds eight ounces, born on
Wednesday, May 15, at Brookwood Medical Center, Birmingham, Ala. They
have another daughter, April Elizabeth, 4. Paternal grandparents are Dr.
and Mrs. Willard Ails of Murray.

Scottish Rite Club will meet
West Kentucky Scottish Rite Club will meet Thursday, May 23, at 6:30
p.m. at Bonanz, Joe Clifton Drive, Paducah. Guest speaker will be Kentucky
State Trooper Chuch Robertson. All area Scottish Rite members, their
wives, and guests are invited. For more information call Ted Pace,
1-444-7529.

Show planned at Gilbertsville
'Crafts in the Village' is the theme of the annual Arts and Crafts Show to
be at Kentucky Dam Village State Park, Gilbertsville, on Saturday and Sunday, May 25 and 26. Hours will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. This
show will be sponsored by Village Craftsmen's Guild and will include
approximately 120 exhibitors.

Miller reunion on May 27
The Vatican issued a 40-page
document in 1987, on scientific
techniques involVing procreation,
condemning such practices as surrogate motherhood, test-tube births
and cloning.

riter
SnliS)
RENT-TO-OWN
.T.V.'s•VCR's•Appliances•Furniture•Stereos
"Now you have a choice!"

Tennis play Thursday

24-hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

The descendants of the late Gus and Dora Miller will have a reunion on
Monday, May 27, at 6 p.m. at Sue and Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora. Mrs.
Bessie Bogard of At. 3, Murray, is the only living child of Mr. and Mrs. Miller.
This is for all grandchildren, great-grandchildren, cousins, etc.

CCHS Class of 1966 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-year reunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for class members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
.School. The dinner and dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University_ 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme
Ofothe reunion's festivities. Each class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Ahart, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any infor-mation about these three members is asked to contact a member of the
dass, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

(Cont'd on page 7)
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Arts and Crafts Show )1anned Saturdat and Sunday at Fenton
Dorothy McKenzie presented the
program at the April meeting of
Murray Magazine Club held at
Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.
Mrs. McKenzie used as her subject, "The Frontiers of Science."
She stressed that many scientific
advances have been made, but the
one science needed most is the one
of Making Pople Good.
The devotion was given by
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Frances Brown and Betty Lowry.
Edith Noffsinger, president,
presided.
Helen Hodges, hostess, served
pie and coffee to the 21 members
present. She also presented some
delightful momentos to each
member.
The club will meet Thursday,
May 23, at 2 p.m. at the home of
T9ni Hopson.

(Cont'd from page 6)

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Glenn Allen of 1616 Farmer Ave., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Otis James, weighing seven pounds eight ounces, measuring 203/4 inches, born on Tuesday, March 26, at 9:45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tina Brown. Grandparents are Martha and Ralph Allen of Rt. 1, Water Valley, and J.T. and Linda
Brown, Hartsville, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Phill K. McCallon of Rt. 1, Box 165, Kirksey, are the parents
of a son, Jesse Keith, weighing nine pounds 11 ounces, measuring 22
inches, born on Thursday, May 2, at 12:22 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Claydean Wilson. Grandparents are
Jesse and Edna Wilson of 1209 Sunnyside, Mayfield, and Lou Ann McCal.
Ion, Rt. 1, Murray, and the late Howard (Buster) McCallon.

The Purchase Area Senior Games Regional Tennis TournamenNwill be
Tuesday, June 18, at Kenlake State Resort Park Tennis Center, Aurora. All
men and women, 55 years of age or more, who reside in the Purchase Area
may compete in the event. There is a $5 facility fee plus, the $5 entry fee
which entitles the participant to a Purchase Area Senior Games T-shirt and
entry in all 1991 events corrdinated by Senior Games. Each participant is
required to bring one unopened can of USIA approved tennis balls. Entry
forms may be picked up at all area Senior Citizens Centers, the PADD
Office in Mayfield, and Bank of Murray. For more information call Cathy
Duncan, tournament director, at 474-2211.

The Purchase Area Senior Games Swimming Competition will be held at
Nautilus Racquet and Swim Club, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on
Friday, June 21. All men and women, 55 years of age or more, who reside
in the Purchase Area may compete in the event. There is a $5 entry fee
which entitles the participant to a Purchase Area Senior Games T-shirt and
entry in all events coordinated by Senior Games. Entry forms may be picked
up at all area Senior Citizens Centers, the PADD Office in Mayfield, Bank of
Murray, and the Nautilus Club in Paducah. For more information call Marvin
Ouertermous or Pat Wathen at 1-443-7529.

The Purchase Area Senior Games Regional Golf Tournament will be held
at Miller Memorial Golf Course, Murray, on Monday, June 24. All persons,
55 years of age or more, who reside in the Purchase Area may compete in
the event. There is a $5 entry fee which entitles the participant to a Purchase Area Senior Games T-shirt plus, entry in all 1991 events coordinated by
Senior Games. There will be a tournament fee of $17 which covers golf cart,
green fee and lunch. Entry forms may be picked up at all area golf courses,
the PADD Office in $4ay1ield, all area Senior Citizens Centers, and Bank of
Murray. For more information call Charlie Bender, tournament director, at
759-9942, or Peggy Williams, 1-247-7171, or Martha Covey, 753-1893.

One, Two and Three Bedroom Rent Assistance Applications are now
being acepted from very low income families and elderly and handicapped
individuals. Eligibility guidelines and application materials are available by
contacting the Purchase Area Housing Corporation at P.O. Box 588, Mayfield, Ky. 42066, or call 1-247-7171, or 1-800-247-2510 for the hearing
impaired, according to Carol Rogers, public information officer.

Mr. and Mrs. David William Smith of Murray are the parents of a son,
David Edward, weighing seven pounds two ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Saturday, May 11, at 12:09 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Carol Hounshell. Grandparents are Mrs. Helen
Hounshell of 406 North Sixth St., Murray, and William and Julie Smith, 1621
Loch Lomond, Murray. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Sadie Fulton and
Robert- L. Smith, Murray.
.
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The fifth annual Arts and Crafts Show, sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority, will be Saturday and Sunday, May 25 and
26, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Fenton Access Area, located just across
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Highway 68 in Land Between the Lakes.
Edna Vaughn, left, and Barbara Lax, chapter members, top right
photo, are checking the booth rentals for the exhibits at the arts and
crafts show. In the photos at left are shown just part of the many arts
and crafts to be seen in the many booths by the exhibitors. A $1 per
car parking fee is collected with proceeds going to Need Line of Murray and Calloway County, a service designed to meet the immediate
emergency needs of the people of the city and county. Need Line
board members and guests will be assisting the sorority members
with the parking fees each day. The public is urged to attend this special Arts and Crafts Show, changed this year to the Memorial Day
weekend to accommodate the many visitors and tourists to the area
on this holiday weekend.

DEAR DR. GOTT: At 70 years of
age I developed a kidney infection,
yet have no symptoms. My doctor
simply suggests I drink more water.
Can you tell me more about this?
DEAR READER: First of all. I
doubt you have a kidney infection. If
you did, the doctor would have prescribed antibiotics, rather than merely increasing your fluid consumption.
Untreated kidney infection is dangerous because it can lead to renal damage, hypertension and kidney failure.
You may have a urinary infection,
however, this does not necessarily
mean your kidneys are infected.
Urinary infection may involve the
bladder and other structures in the
lower urinary tract. Such an infection
usually causes burning and frequency
of urination. However, in some patients — especially the elderly -- this
urinary infection may not be associated with symptoms at all.
Nonetheless, if your urinary tract is
infected, you need treatment. Increased fluid intake is berieficial because it dilutes the infection — but it

I suggest you question the doctor
about your diagnosis, how he arrived
at it and why he chose not to prescribe
antibiotics.
To give you more information, I am
sending you free copies of my Health
Reports "Kidney Disorders" and
"Bladder." Other readers who would
like copies should send $1.25 for each
report plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title(s).
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a cancer patient who has been prescribed Alkeran. Why am I taking this
medication?
DEAR READER- Alkeran (melphalan) is a derivative of nitrogen
mustard, the poison gas used in World
War I. It is active against certain cancer cells, notably ovarian cancer and
multiple myeloma (a type of bloodcell cancer).

Therefore. I assume your doctor
has prescribed this drug because you
have one of these conditions. The purpose of the Alkeran is to kill cancer
does not eradicate the inflammation. cells or retard their growth.
In order to prescribe the proper
The major complication of Alkeran
antibiotic': the doctor will need a urine
culture During this special test on the is bone marrow suppression, leading
urine, bacterial growth is identified to anemia and other serious blood disand then analyzed in the presence of orders. Therefore, you will require
antibiotic specimens In this way, the periodic blood tests to make sure that
effective
most
antibiotic
is your blood cells are present in sufficient quantity.
determined.
0 1991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Colson generations

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club met Monday, May 6, in
the Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Mr. and Mrs. George Chapman
of Diuguid House Bed & Breakfast, 603 Main St., -Murray, presented a slide show of their trip to
the countries of India and Bhutan.
Those attending were George
and Karen Chapman, Joyce Valentine, Gene Bailey, Robert Crenshaw, Jackie Jones, Jean Lewis and
Beth Parker.
The next general business meeting will be Monday, June 3, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Club secretary, Beth Parker, will have a slide show of her
most recent works.
A Newcomers' meeting will be
Thursday, June "13, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
The club invites inquiries concerning the following:
Photographers Who would like to
give a show for the club at one of
the meetings; anyone who would
like to donate equipment, chemicals, books or time and effort to the
Camera Club; businesses or individuals who would like to help sponsor the Third Annual Camera Club
Photo Contest for January.
For more information about any
of these items, call 753-5278,
753-3841 or 753-0817.

We are pleased to announce that Michelle Eldridge,

bride-elect

Leo

E. Maxson, has
made her domestic and
household

Calvert Colson is pictured in the center holding his great-grandson,
Tyler Colson, six months. At right is Bobby Colson, son of Calvert
and grandfather of Tyler. At left is Robert Colson, grandson of
Calvert, father of Tyler, and son of Bobby.
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Hargrove, bride-elect of
Jason
Rudolph, has
made her domestic and
household
selections
through .our
bridal
registry.
Deborah

and

Jason

will- be married June 1,
1991.

Office Systems 120--information processing equipment (microcomputers and
dedicated word processors). Develop skills using data and word processing hardware
and software. 6-9 p.m. Mon., Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 3.
ea IDC 102--Interdisciplinary World Civilization—study of major world civilizations since 1500 A. D. Prerequisite: Score 16, Social Studies section ACT. 5-8 p.m.
Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 23.
ftv Humanities 201—humanistic values, questions and themes in selected readings
from the 19th and 20th centuries. Prerequisites: English 101,102, IDC 101 and 102.
5-8 p.m. Tues and Thurs. June 3-July 23.
th English 101--organization, content and grammar to develop skills needed to
read arid write formal prose. Prerequisite: Score 16, English section of ACT.54
p.m. Mon.and Wed. June 3-July 23.
ith SAT 181 --Intro. to Interpersonal Communication--Includes interpersonal
perception, verbal and non-verbal communication, conflict reduction, and language
and its use.5-8 p.m. Tues. and Thurs. June 3-July 23.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

bridal

registry.

Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
institution.

We are pleased to announce that Deborah

of

762-4150 or 1-800-669-7654

Deadline June 3rd

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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the bedroom furniture around; offer
.to help repaint the living room.
Even rearranging your locker or
cleaning out dresser drawers can
make a positive difference in your
life.
Finally, when you're feeling
low, it's usually because you're
focusing too much on yourself.
I-:eryone is painfully aware of
their own weaknesses, so don't
think that yours are necessarily
worse than anyone else's. Shift
the focus to others. Look for the
By Rainey Apperson
good points in those around you.
Add Some Variety. Go some- Tell people what you like about
Do your little flaws bother you?
new in town. Take a class. them. Others will love you for it.
where
Can hair that didn't go quite right
records. Try a new sport. And when you feel lobed, you feel
to
Listen
ruin your whole day? Maybe
on top of the world.
you've inherited Grandpa's nose. Go for a walk.
flower,
a
Plant
Productive.
Be
.1 or your. wardrobe isn't as extensive
• • • •
or a vegetable garden. Experiment
as you'd like.
Ball on April 27,
Inaugural
The
a
Build
recipe.
cooking
These may be big problems for with a new
inauguration of
of
in
held
the
honor
bookcase.
you, but they 'probably go =noeighth presithe
Kurth,
Ronald
Dr.
Learn. Pick a topic that interests
ticed by those around you. says an
University,
State
Murray
of
dent
information
collecting
start
and
you
article in the May issue of 77,ie
success.
huge
a
was
maga-and
'books
:Read
about,
it.
publicaNew Era magazine, a teen
Roger Reichmuth and his outtion of The Church of Jesus Christ 'zines on the subject. Talk to people standing array of talented musiit.
in
who
are
involved
of Lauer-day Saints. Concentrating
Volunteer. Giving help to some- cians played. the "big band sound"
on your faults just saps your selfone
who needs it is a big esteem- and we danced and enjoyed it so
worth and sets you up to fail.
1311
r Every rnmmiin
i
A01- much.
-How etutiott---41winge your -bad-Judy Payne chaired die Inaugural
-feelings about your "flaws? Break unteer needs. Get involved'.
Committee. Otiter members
Ball
art
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a
Try
Creative.
Be
away Prom.the blahs and try someRoger Reiclunuth, Wilincluded
sewing,
writing,
painting,
form:
new!
thing
Joe Dick, with speBenriter,
liam
music. There are usually communiA good way to boost self-esteem
cial
aSSiStiratt from Jim Bauer,
check
or
ty
help,
can
that
Bore-classeshorizons.
is to expand your
Barbara Davidson.
--dom, introtorty . and routine can out a book from the library to get Terri Benton,
Kurth, MSU
Charlene
Jackson,
Joe
-started.
make our lives seem Chill. When Corps,
Training
Officer
Reserve
New
Make
Choose
Friends!
yourself.
on
down
you're feeling
Charrce,
Linda-Pie
Alpha,
Mu
Phi
liven things up with a new experi- - someone much older or much
Society
Women's
MSU
Stone,
les
will
have
they
—
than
,
you
youngel
ence. Here's how:
Wilkins.
Set Some New Goals. iLife is a uniq4 perspective on life. Or and Shari
deserves many
committee
This
who
own
age
your
someone
choose
more exciting when you have
the job well
of
because
bouquets
has
interests.
different
towards.
working
something you're
done.
Alter your surroundings. Move
Keep your goals realistic andinstead of one big goal, set a series
of little goals. You'll feel great
every time N ou succeed.

Raine
Day
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District PTA meets

BRIDAL
REGISTRY.

The 65th annual Spring Confer- / Board meeting, Southern Pride
ence of First_ .District Parent- Restaurant, Paducah, July 15.
Charter-renewals went to North
Teacher Association was held
Monday evening, May 13, at Farley Calloway Elementary, East CalloElementary School. Paducah. way Elementary and Longfellow
"Where Children Come First" was Elementary Schools.
Special awards were presented
the theme of the meeting.
a plaque to Robert
including
lohn
Mrs.
The Rev. and
Andrews presented a special prog- McNeil for service as president of
First District PTA for, IWO years.
ram on "AIDS."
Mr. McNeill presented Mrs. EliThe devotion was given by Boogie Butler. sixth grade student at zabeth Chandler Bowden with an
Farley. Entertainment was by Bran- -honorary life membership in the
skin Hawkins, third grade student at National 'Congress of Parents- and
Teachers in recognition or her
Farley.
Reports were given by Mrs. devoted and -distinguished -service to children and youth. She is a resiRupert Holmes Jr., secretary, and
dent of Mayfield.
Fred Richter, treasurer.
The Kentucky PTA awarded a
New officers installed by Mrs.
Douglas Bowden, public relations S200 scholarship to Renea Rogers,
a teacher from Carlisle County
chairman, were as follows:
Barney McNeil, Bardwell, presi- Elementary School.
dent; Fred Richter, Murray, vice
president; Melissa Earnest, Caldwell County, treasurer.
Announcements were made of
(Cont'd from page 6)
Leadership Conference, Louisville,
July 26 and 27; State Board Trainlog Day for district presidents,
Wednesday, May 22
Frankfort, June 1; Summer District
Bible classes/7 p.m../University
of Christ.
Church
RAMINGARTMNITING

We are pleased to
announce that EliUrban,
zabeth
bride-elect of Randall Wason, has
made her domestic
and . household
selections through..
our bridal registry.
Elizabeth-- and-Randall will be
married June
1991.

WAL-MART

CALENDAR

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Pours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

FRAMINGARTMATTINGF

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family. Night potluck/6
p.m.; all mission -organizations/7
p.m.

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canuas and much more!
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise class/11:30 a.m.; FellowFRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING ship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; prayer meeting,
Klaymata Fellowship/6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

ven
cPc

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

NOW *EVERY DAY*
s
eo
4 SEAFOOD BUFFET
'
$799

*Monday-Thursday
served 5prn npm
1.14drinavant

*Friday &

served 5 p m.
Open 4 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church -events
include supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

$9

Saturday
p.m.

Hwy. 641 N. • 153-4141

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Life
Health
Annuities

Auto
Home
Business

Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science.
I.

A tradition in service

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

since 1981
(502)
Jim Fain

21
[7i3-063

Tracy D. Melinsmy

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Hazel Club
holds auction
at meeting
Hazel Woman's Club met for its
final meeting of the 1990-91 club
year on Thursday, May 16, at
Hazel Community Center.
A White Elephant Auction Sale
was conducted with Janice Wilkinson as the auctioneer. A total was
$123.75 was collected from the
auction. '
Amy Bailey was presented the
annual Janie Story Memorial Scholarship to Murray State University
given by the Hazel Club. A graduating senior at Calloway County
High School, she plans to enter
Murray State this fall to study
elementary education.
Hilda Bennett, president, presided. Tammy Story, secretary, and
Marylin Liddle, treasurer; gave
reports. The devotion was by
Elaine Paschall.
Clarkie - Butterworth's -entry at
Amy Bailey, left, was the recipient of ahnual Janie Story Memorial the 1991 convention of Kentucky
Scholarship to Murray State University by Hazel Woman's Club. At Federation of Women's Clubs at
right is Amy's mother, Jean Bailey, Rt. 2, Ha/el.
Louisville last month won third
place. It was also noted that the
Hazel club son the 100 percent
Club award, plus the GFWC maga• zine award.
Plans were made to attend the
District Workshop at Marion on
July 17.
Mrs. Bennett, present, named the
committees for 1991-92 club year
as follows:
Program Planning - Clarkie Butterworth, Linda Thomas; Tammy
Story, Janice Wilkinson and.Marsha Morton; Finance and Budget Marylin Liddle, Carolyn Parks and'
Nancy Overby; Ways and Means Pat Latimer, Belinda Elliott, Elaine
Paschall and Laura Paschall; Yearbook - Betty Hudson, Inez_ Butterworth, Ann Wilson and Linde Benner, Telephone - Patty Knott and
Sharon Ray; Publicity - Sandra
Gallimore; CIP - Marla Thompson.
During the social hour, refreshan
up
holds
Janice Wilkinson, auctioneer for %1 hite Elephant Sale,
were served by Nancy Overments
item for the sale during the final meeting of 1990-91 club year by
by, Patty Knot and Laura Paschall.
Hazel Woman's Club.

WALK FOR LIFE held Saturday
Approximately 75 people of allages gathered Saturday, May 18, to
participate in the 5-kilometer 1991
WALK FOR Life which benefits
the Life House Crisis Pregnancy
Center on Chestnut Street.
The participants walked to earn
pledges of monetary support from
200 citizens and about 25 local
businesses. Heidi Faust of Paducah
recorded the most pledges at
$225.50. Students who received
$25 or more in pledges and adults
who received $60 or more in
pledges were awarded neon WALK
FOR LIFE t-shirts.
The WALK was followed by a
new event at Murray State University's Cutchin Field, the "Family
Life Fair."
This two-hour carnival-style
celebration was attended by over
150 people who enjoyed the following booth games:
The Boat Float (University
Church of Christ); Face -.Patnting and All-Star Basketball Toss
(Christian Community Church);
Spill & Thrill (a dunking booth run
by Hardin Baptist Church); Title-Toe Ball (Locust Grove BaptiSithurch); The POP Stop (a dart/
balloon game by Memorial Baptist
Church); Topple the Tower (First
Christian Church); Cake Walk
(Faith Apostolic Church); and Ring
Ross, GunBall, and - 5 or 15 (First
Baptist Church).
Those attending were also entertained by the excellent performances of First Baptist Church
Acteens Puppet Team.
The day culminated with the
First Ministerial Staff Tricycle
Race.
First place , went to nimble-legged R.P. Hedge (youth and -education minister, First Baptist
Church), with Mark Welch (New
Life Christian Center) coming in
second. Dean Ross (Murray Christian Fellowship) finished third, and
Jeff Fuller (Locust Grove Baptist
Church) filled the fourth place. Qualifying heats eliminated
seven other ministers: Charles
Anderson (Cherry Corner -Baptist
Church); Danny Claiborne (youth

Among nine new entries for
NBC's lineup next year are shows
featuring Oscar-winner Marlee

COPE
YOUR HOROS
by Jeane Dixon

WEDNESDAY,MAY 22,1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE chord of universal appeal. Devote
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: more attention to your loved ones.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): You
Use your common sense and the
business outlook will brighten con- may have to adopt unusual methods
siderably. Employment affairs will in order to gainapproval for a busibe rewarding despite a-temporary- ness deal. A family member's ac—
disappointment•in September. Capi- tions could alter some of your plans.
talize on an unexpected business op- Listen to alternatives advanced by
portonity i.n, Npyember! You should your mate.'
LIBRA- (Sept. 23-0i.-t. -22): Er;be able to accumulate more savings
by the year's end. Romance looks rands,telephone calls and paperwork
particularly exciting inJanuary 1992. Make this a crowded but productive
If married. you will find new satis- day. An unexpected financial triumph
faction in your relationshipearly next reduces tension. Seek experts' *adAce before making any new investspring.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON ments.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.21 ):
THIS DATE: anchorman Bernard
actor'. Richard Benjamin and You can capitalize on recent'events
Michael Sarrazin.actress Susan Stras- in a substantial way. Show greater
patience if trying to iron out your
berg.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): differences with someone. If single,
Think twice before making impor- you will soon meet someone very
tant decisions today. Inspirational special.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
advice. should be welcomed. Mail
overdue letters and make imporant 21): Promoting your personal plans
. phone calls. Keep your cool during a should be a breeze now. An influential associate is working quietly
social encounter.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): behind the scenes on your behalf.
Today's events will show the im r- Concentrate on domestic affairs in
lance of partnership ties. Family r4ay the late afternoon.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
want 19 make a dent in your savi s.
Try to be helpful without lendikg You feel more secure and self-confident now, thanks to the strong supmoney. Postpone purchases.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Do port you receive at home. Romance
not allow this to become a so-so day. is blissful. Your ability to cope when
Tackle your work with zeal: others under pressure will impress those in
will gladly follow your lead.Perform authority.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
more services for yourself to economize. Evening hours ftvor family Member of the opposite sex may act
in an erratic fashion. Wait.The pieces
activities.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): ofa puzzle will fall into place. Curtail
Unexpected developments at work your spending. Consideration nourcould make this a tense day. Emo- ishes a relationship.
• PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
tional outpouring% will only complicate the issue. Eocus attention on a Unexpected developments lead you
strong relationship and you will win to change your entire game plan. Be
flexible. Your chance for promotion
powerful new allies.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Com- may hinge on your versatil y.Others
-judge you by your .attirel dress to
Matlin and "Rockford Files- star pleteesseritial--wiwk-oiv-iime-,.P
impress.
in
lunch
a
favor•of
a
social
pone
James Garner.
"I'll Fly Away," a drama. v.ill sandwich at your desk-. You strike a
star Sam Waterston as a prosecutor
TODAY'S CHILDREN are unpredictable, charming and articulate. A
in a small Southern town during fascination with numbers makes them a whiz at math. Adventure and far-off
the 1950s.
places hold great'appeal for these curious youngsters. Slow to anger, these
"Reasonable Doubts" has Mat- Gemmis car display quite a temper once aroused. A tendency to spin their
tin as a deaf prosecutor and Mark - wheels sometimes keeps these children from reaching their goals. Breaking
Harmon as a hardheaded police a large job down into several smaller tasks will be helpful.
investigator.
cora*
A'NIA ,an now get k7pervaruhred daily horow ope 1mm hove Dixon hoed on your own birth date It
Garner returns to television in only 95 rent* per minute C.O!
•
. I -4011-41114-7711K 1
the comedy "Man of the People,"
and updated copy ot haw Down.% hel.eIimg Ovoi.--Yemerday.Today and Forever:
I To on*,'a re%
about a con artist appointed to a How mrteitvg% Can Help You Fund limo Plane in God' Plan: *end oir phi. SI petiolate and handling to
city council scat left open by the taxon Andre,.. and %Meet.P0 Boy 419130. Kansa.City. Mo 64141 Make Lheckylpayalvle to Andrews
and M.Mee'
death of his ex-wife.
tr

Three NBC series are canceled
----LOS- ANGELES (AP) — -Andy
Griffith's courtroom mystery
series„ "Matlock," won't be in
NBC's fall lineup but will be back
later in the season. The verdict
wasn't as favorable for "Midnight
Caller," "Amen" and "Carol &
Co,"
Those three series were
canceled, with no reprieve in sight,
NBC said Monday.

minister at university-Church -of Life House Crisis- Pregnancy; CenChrist); Dr. Greg EarWood (First ter, located at 1506 Chestnut St.,
Baptist Church); Jerry- Hendley Murray. It-is a cooperative ministry
(First Assembly -of-61x1);--Mar4 - -winch attempts to meet-the--physi=
Randall (Chi Alpha, MSU); Jane cal, emotional and spiritual needs
Simmons (wife of Kurt Simmons, of the girls/women in the Purchase
minister of music, Memorial Bap- area who are facing unplanned pretist Church); and Dwight Wyant gnancies. It is supported by the
pledges of individuals, and a small
(Faith Apostolic).
The, WALK FOR LIFE is a number of churches. It does no
major fund-raising event of the receive any United Way funds.
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Dean to sue authors
of new Watergate book

ub

csr

NEW YORK (AP) — Former
White House counsel John Dean,
accused in a new book of initiating
the Watergate break-in and masterminding the coverup without consulting his superiors, threatened
legal action against the authors
today.
The authors of "Silent Coup:
The Removal of a President,"
charge that Dean, former President
Nixon's main accuser, wanted to
collect dirt on the Democrats to
boost his influence in the White
House.
As the scandal grew, Dean
repeatedly lied to Congress and the
Watergate prosecutors and shifted
blame onto the president to protect
his own skin, the authors said.
Dean denies the allegations in
the book and said in a statement
early today he would take "appropriate legal actions" against the
authors and publisher.
He also said he was "ready to
take lie .detector tests in any
instance where it is my word
against either the authors or their
sources."
The book was written by Len
Colodny, a Democratic political
consultant and professional investigator, and Robert Gettlin, a former
national reporter in the Newhouse
Newspapers' Washington bureau
who spent seven years on the project. It was published by St. Martin's Press.
The book also repeats an allegation that Alexander Haig was
"Deep Throat," Washington Post
reporter Bob Woodward's principal
White House source, and adds new
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
families of two union activists
killed in 1981 by men linked to
supporters of the late Philippines
President Ferdinand Marcos were
granted $2 million from Marcos'
w idow.
The amount will settle a $15.1
million civil judgment ordered in
December ,1989 against Imelda
Marcos and the estate Of her late
husband, said James Douglas, the
attorney for relatives of the
activists.
The suit was brought by the families of Silme Domingo and Gene
Viernes, who were fatally shot
June 1, 1981, in the Seattle offices
of the Alaska Cannery Workers
Union. In addition to being reformers of the union, Domingo and
Viernes were prominent among
activists opposing Marcos' martiallaw regime.
"We feel good about it," Terry
Mast, Domingo's widow, said of
the Monday settlement. She said
the families agreed to the lower
amount because they felt it would
take years to get anything more.
The Domingo and Viernes families argued in court that the pair
were murdered on orders from
Manila because of their antiMarcos activities. Marcos was
ousted in February 1986 and he
died in exile in Hawaii.
The payment of $2 million was
approved by U.S. District Judge
Mariana R. Pfaelzer of Los.
Angeles.
None of the money was to come
from Marcos family assets, which
have been frozen for five years
under a court order issued by Pfaelzer pending the resolution of a

Red Cross to overhaul collection
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
American Red Cross is fighting to
preserve its image as the dependable collector of half the nation's
blood supply by overhauling a collection system that evolved decades
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DALLAS (AP) -- Parents of
children younger than 17 could
face a $500 fine if their kids violate a proposed curfew that supporters say would cut crime,
In addition to the fine, parents
who allow their children to violate
the ordinance repeatedly could face
loss of custody.
The Dallas City Council's public
safety committee Monday approved
the draft ordinance, for most teens
to be off the streets by 11 p.m. on
school nights, midnight Friday and
Saturday. The entire council is set
to consider it Wednesday.
"I really do believe the intent is
to give our young people, our
children, their childhoods back,"

Flint Baptist Church will have its 99th homecoming on Sundsay, May
26. The Rev. Ronnie McPhearson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. with
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and a basket lunch at 12 noon. A gospel
singing will begin at 1:30 p.m. featuring The Liberty Boys who are,
from left, Darin Stom, Harold Anderson, Roy Skinner, Roger Watkins, Mike DeBoe and Alan Petty. All singers and listeners are invited
to attend this special homecoming celebration at the church, located
off U.S. Highway 641 North, just west of Almo heights.

Murder strikes same family
twice within ten-year span _

Army plans major
changes in Patriot
air defense system
after investigations

said Coroner Kathryn Fourhman
Olewiler. "They were hit that
hard."
The couple's third child,
5-month-old Rockelle, who also
was in the house, was spared.
Authorities said they did not
have a firm motive in the killings.
But family friends said Mrs.
Gamboa-Taylor's feelings toward
her 30-year-old husband had
changed,and she was threatening to
leave him.
Tina Markle said Mrs. GamboaTaylor had stayed overnight at her
house the night before the killings
because she was upset that her husband -was using the family money
for drugs and they could no longer
- pay rent. . "He was a very nice person. He
was very good with his- children,"
family -friend- -Stionda- Billet- said.
"But he could also be a very
obnoxious person when he got a
little coke."
Police would not comment on
any drug use by Gamboa-Taylor.
Mrs. Gamboa-Taylor's father,
Eric 0. Barshinger, may be allowed out of prison to attend the funerals, officials said. Barshinger is
serving a 7- to 14-year term in
Pittsburgh for the 1981 killing of
his son, Dylan Michael Ream.
Barshinger was convicted in
1983 of murdering the baby by
crushing his skull.
A judge has signed an order
allowing Barshinger to attend the
funerals, but he must come up with
$500 to cover costs, Ms. Olewiler
said. She said she sought the court
order because Barshinger "is suffering a great loss, too." •
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HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (AP) —
The Army plans major changes in
its Patriot air defense system,
whose performance in the Persian
Gulf War is coming under increasing scrutiny as more becomes
known about its use against Iraqi
Scud missiles.
Acting on lessons learned from
the war, the Army is pursuing a
series of improvements for the Patriot, including an effort to make the
system's radar more sensitive so
that it can detect incoming ballistic
missiles sooner after their launch.
One of the problems discovered
in the war was that debris from
Scuds hit by Patriot interceptor
missiles inflicted serious damage to
buildings and injuries to people in
part because the Scuds were relatively close to their targets when
they were hit by Patriots.
The Patriot was designed to be a
battlefield weapon, not one deployed in densely populated urban
areas.
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Atlanta, Los Angeles and Detroit
are among the major cities with
curfews in place.

Bush wants people seeking disability
pay to take exercise test before benefits
WASHINGTON(AP) — Hun- lish the new regulations this sumdreds of thousands of people seek- mer, said- spokesman Philip A.
ing disability pay would be Gambino. They then would be subrequired to take an exercise test ject to a 60-day public comment
under rules, that the Bush admi- period.
nistration plans to release soon.
Critics led by Sen. David Pryor,
D-Ark., contend the test is unreliable. They cite a federal appeals
court's finding last year that the
test often fails to detect one of the
most common cardiovascular
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Fordisorders.
mer
Mayor Frank Rizzo, a toughThe test requires applicants to
ex-police commissioner in
talking
treada
on
walk
pedal a cycle, or
mill whose speed or slope is his third City Hall comeback
increased. Those- who pass the attempt, was among seven people
stress test may be declared ineligi ,seeking the nomination today to
lead a city on the brink of financial
ble -for The-- benefits. ---------collapse.
AdministraSecurity
The Social
The top vote-getters in the widetion already uses the test in many
Democratic and Republican
open
cases to assess an individual's
heart condition. The new regula- primaries will advance to the Nov.
tions would require a treadmill test 5 election. The winner succeeds W.
for every applicant with heart dis- Wilson Goode, the city's first black
ease who could safely undergo one. mayor, who served the limit of two
Social Security expects to pub- consecutive four-year terms.

Rizzo one of seven
hopefuls for mayor
of Philadelphia

COMPARE MY RATES
On
-Life •Health -Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
-Medicare Supplements

Dan
McNutt, AAI
753-4451

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.
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Isn't It Time
To Prepare

14;

;4t

said Jim Buerger, committee chairman. "In no way are we taking
away the parents' responsibility of
supervising children.
Joe Cook, executive director of
the Dallas chapter of the Americin
Civil Liberties Union, said the
group probably will challenge the
curfew on constitutional grounds.
He also challenged crime statistics
used by groups who support the
curfew.
"It won't have any significant
impact on reducing crime," Cook
said.
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What's Down
The Road?

ahead of us. But in life our
As we travel, were aware of our need to know what's going on
coming up. At Miller Funeral
what's
for
plan
to
forget
journey is slower, and we sometimes
future now. ti You can
family's
their
for
plan
to
people
for
important
Home, we think it's
funeral services at
preplanning
plan for the ibture today by arranging estate plans and
guidelines they'll
valuable
family
your
gives
and
easy,
Miller Funeral Home. Preplanning is
needed.
they're
if
place
are
in
plans
knowing
of
security
need. Plus you'll have the
Prefinancing,optiQnare
you_
to
obligation
no
there's
and
to-do,
easy
is
Preplanning
So look ahead, and learn more about the convenience of
available for those who wish.
Funeral Home today for more information.
Miller
by
preplanning. Call or stop

Don't Diet
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before anyone ever heard of AIDS.
And even though health professionals are praising the organization's new plan, they say there's no
guarantee it will increase the level
of blood safety.
Leaders in the blood bank field
said Monday's dramatic announcement is likely to bolster the credibility of the 110-year-old disaster
relief and blood supply
organization.
"The Red Cross still elicits
images of Clara Barton and troops
in World War II," said Dr. Joel
Solomon, chief executive officer of
the American Association of Blood
Banks.

Pizza Hut billboard that shows a
forkful of steaming spaghetti.
Gas station Chuck Slate said 10
to 12 people a day stop to look at
the billboard overlooking the
station.
Ron Wade, manager of a Pizza
Hut a mile away, said he has not
heard of the supposed sighting
since the ad campaign began in
April.
Roger Rydell, spokesman for
Pizza Hut Inc. in Wichita, Kan.,
said about 20 other billboards in
the area have the picture.

Dallas panel proposes 11 p.m.
curfew for children under 17 _

YORK, Pa. (AP) — She had
once described her husband as a
knight in shining armor, a man who
could help her overcome the trauma she suffered years before when
her father killed her 5-week-old
stepbrother, friends said.
Valerie - Gamboa-Taylor. and her
husband, Paul, had moved into a
house down the street from where
her father crushed his infant son's
skull when the child wouldn't stop
a
Philippine government lawsuit crying. The newlyweds started
family.
charging the Marcoses with looting
But friends say the couple began
their country.
He was out of work and
arguing.
settlecivil
Under terms of the
he was using crack.
thought
she
ment, Mrs. Marcos must seek
authorities say,
Saturday,
On
Pfaelzer's approval for any large
Gamboa-Taylor killed his 23-yeartransactions, including a loan. old wife; two of their children,
Lawyers said Mrs. Marcos would ages 2 and 4; his mother-in-law,
borrow the $2 million, but her Donna M. Barshinger, 42, and Mrs.
attorney,Bernard Si111011S. wouldn't Barshinger's.2-year-old- child, by
say who was lending her the fracturing their skulls with a
money.
hammer.
Tony Baruso, president of the
Gamboa-Taylor remained hospicannery local of the International talized Monday ii'-serious condiLongshoremen's & Warehouse- tion with self-inflicted stab wounds
men's Union in Seattle and long- to his abdomen and cuts on one
time Marcos ally, was convicted in wrist, District Attorney H. Stanely
March of arranging Viernes' slay- Rebert said.Officials believe
ing to stifle dissent against Marcos. Gamboa-Taylor also tried to elecBaruso was acquitted in Domingo's trocute himself by pulling a
slaying.
plugged-in curling iron into a filled
Still pending in the 9th U.S. Cir- bathtub.
cuit Court of Appeals is an appeal
Rebert said he expected to
by Dr. Leonilo Malabed of San charge Paul Gamboa-Taylor today
Francisco. Malabed was ordered to with the slayings.
pay more than $8 million to the
The victims were slain in the
families of Domingo and Viernes row house they shared in York,
for his part in the payoff of hit men about .90 miles west of
who killed the two men.
Philadelphia.
Malabed allegedly ran a slush
"The children never moved,"
fund for Marcos, paying for "security projects" against Marcos
opponents in the United States.
Tony Baruso, president of the
cannery local of the International
Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union, was convicted in
March of arranging Viernes' slaying to stifle dissent against Marcos,
who was ousted and died in exile
in Hawaii. Baruso was acquitted in
Domingo's slaying.
Three Filipino gang members
were convicted a decade ago of
murder in the case.
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Drivers see Christ's image
in roadside spaghetti ad
STONE MOUNTAIN, Ga. (AP)
— Dozens of motorists claim to
have seen Jesus shrouded in spaghetti and tomato sauce on a pizza
chain's billboard.
Joyce Simpson said she was
debating whether to continue singing in her church choir as she was
leaving a gas station about a month
ago when she felt compelled to
look up. "And I saw Christ's
face," said Mrs. Simpson.
She decided to stay in the choir.
The face is said to have deepset
eyes, a beard and a crown of
thorns. It has been spotted on a

Marcos widow to pay
$2 million to families
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information to back it up.
In 1969 and 1970, Woodward,
then a naval officer, routinely
briefed Haig at the White House on
sensitive mauers, the book said.
Woodward did not return two
messages left Monday. In the book,
Woodward denies being a Navy
briefer for Haig, who worked then
for National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger.
Washington Post Ben Irradlee
declined to comment on the book
because he hadn't read it.
Woodward's reporting partner on
the Watergate story, Carl Bernstein, refused to be interviewed for
the book, Which he called "off the
wall" and "wildly inaccurate."
Haig, who nciw heads a
Washington-based international
consulting firm, was traveling in
Europe and unavailable for comment. In the past, he has denied
being "Deep Throat."
The book also accuses Haig of
being involved in a previously disclosed military spying operation
inside the White House instigated
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
They were concerned that President Richard Nixon was too secretive and "out_ of control" in such
areas as Vietnam and improving
relations with the Soviet Union and
China, the book says.
The book involved more than
150 on-the-record interviews with
key players including Dean, Woodward, former Attorney General
John Mitchell, Nixon counselor
John Ehrlichman, White House
chief of staff H.R. Haldeman, and
White House employee G. Gordon
Liddy.

Homecoming at Flint
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Call 759-9999
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SPORTS
Despite MVP award,
Jordan still focused
Michael Jordan's mind was elsewhere when he
CHICAGO (AP)
received the NBA's Most Valuable Player award.
the
"My thoughts are to win the world championship," said Jordan, is
MVP
"The
1988.
in
award
the
Chicago Bulls' superstar who also won
great, but I won't enjoy it until we accomplish that.
"I'm envious of the Detroit Pistons, the Los Angeles Lakers, the Boston Celtics."
Jordan led the Bulls to their first division title since 1975 and the best
record in the Eastern Conference.
After winning the MVP award Monday, he said: "Most of the credit
this posishould go to my teammates who have stepped up and put us in
follow."
s
accolade
l
individua
tion. When a team wins, all the
from a
Jordan received 891 points, including 77 first-place votes,
a
select
to
asked
was
voter
nationwide panel of 96 media members. Each
basis.
1
10-7-5-3a
on
going
top five, with the points
winner.
The LoS Angeles Lakers Magic Johnson, a three-time MVP
and 10
points
497
with
second
finished
including the past two seasons,
476
with
third
was
Antonio
San
of
Robinson
David
first-place votes.
and
points
222
had
hia
Philadelp
points and six firsts. Charles Barkley of
- two firsts._ ..
had
Karl Malone of Utah had 142 Points, and Clyde Drexler of Portland
.
vote.
75 points and the. other first-place
title.
Jordan averaged 31.5 points to win his fifth consecutive scoring
a
shot
He
seasons.
past
in
although he saw less playing tithe this year than
and
assists
5.5
unds,
6.0.tabo
averaged
field,
career-high .539 from the
2.72 steals.
for
He also was named to the NBA All-Defensive first team last week
the
record.
61-21
a
to
Bulls
the
led
he
as
season
ive
the fourth consecut
best in the franchise's 25-year history. But Jordan did not consider this or 1988 his best years.
felt
"I felt my best year was two years ago in 1989," said Jordan. "I
all-around it was my best year."
Jordan scored a rareer-high 3,041 points in 1987, but said, "I don't
(Coned on page 1.1)

Gerald Wilkins during earlier action in the
Michael Jordan of the Chicago Bulls dries on New York's
as he won his fifth straight scoring crown.
Monda?,
P
award
Ma
siB phooffs. Jordan won his second

Reagan, Rueter, Hewitt highlight MSU's OVC honors
team received coach and player
Staff Report
awards for the Ohio Valley ConferMurray Ledger & Tunas Sports
ence this morning.
Thoroughbred baseball coact
Championship performances
Reagan was named OVC
Johnny
them.
with
honors
l
bring individua
the Year. while MSU
of
Coach
as Murray State coaches and athRueter was picked
Kirk
pitcher
letes found out this morning.
the Year.
of
Player
OVC
The OVC champion MSU ThorBuddy Hewitt
coach
golf
MSU
oughbred baseball team and MurCoach of the
OVC
named
also
was
ship,olf
champion
ray State's OVC

'Breds finishing last. It was the
10th time Reagan has been named
OVC Coach of the Year, as he has
won 11, OVC baseball titles in his
34 years as _Thoroughbred coach.

Year, while two Racers — Jeff
Sanders and Chris Wilson —
earned all-OVC honors.
Reagan directed the 'Breds to a
24-18 mark this season and the
OVC regular season title, as Murray rebounded from a poor 1990
performance and overcame preseason predictions that had the

Rueter, a junior lefthander, dominate opposition batters all season,
and lead the league with an 11-2
record and a 1:20 ERA, one of the

best marks in the nation. He set a
school-record for wins in a season.
Hewitt also has a long record of
success as Murray State's only golf
coach. This is his third OVC Coach
of the Year:award, with the last
honor coming in 1987. Sanders and
Wilson led the Murray squad to the
OVC title in April.
•

Angels hope Fernando helps bolster lefty staff
-,Afterrthe minor league starts, the
ANAHELM, Calif:(AP) —,ferwill evaluate his progress,
Angels
nando- Valenzuela, who sparked
said_ The team, has
fficials
--tca.na—o
Southern
ap
"Fernando-mania"
the contract in
renew
to
option
the
California for more than a decade
1992.
is
Dodgers,
with the Los Angeles
Valenzuela spent 11 seasons
getting a second chance. this time
the Dodgers, compiling a
with
wi,th the California Angels.
record and 3.31 earned run
141-116
in
released
der,
The left-han
March by the Dodgers. signed a average. He was cut by the Dod1-2 in
cineyear contract with the Angels gers on March 28 after going
ERA.
7.87
a
with
training
spring
on Monday.
the
with
start
last
la's
Valenzue
Under terms of the contract. Val3
just
In
s.
disastrou
was
Dodgers
specified
a
enzuela. 30, will make
e, he
number of minor league starts, 1-3 innings against Baltimor
probably three, before joining the allowed eight runs on eight hits
Angels' lefty-laden staff. His first while walking four.
In 1990, Valenzuela was 13-13
start will be - at Class A Palm
a 4.59 ERA and pitched his
with
night.
ay
Springs on Wednesd
Details of the contract were not first career no-hitter. He has not
since
announced, but Valenzuela repor- had an above-.500 season
season.
that
21-11
was
He
1986.
million.
S1.25
to
up
tedly can earn
provided he meets all the incen- his only year as a 20-game winner.
Valenzuela won the National
tives in the agreement.
Seventy-five percent of the League Rookie of Year and Cy
first
money will be paid on three diffe- Young Award in 1981, the
so.
do
to
ever
player
clauses
incentive
rent levels, with
If he returns to the majors, Valat each tier, including whether he
will join a pitching staff
enzuela
the
makes it from the minors to
— Mark Langston,
lefties
of
full
with
still
is
he
whether
and
Angels
Jim Abbott. Kirk
and
Finley
Chuck
the club in JuLy.
in the rotation,
is
also
l
McCaskil
when
that's
up,
m
"If we bringsti
the incentives will kick in," along with rookie Scott Lewis, who
Angels president Richard Brown is 1-4 with 6.21 ERA.
"Hopefully, Fernando will fit
said, although not divulging any
in with the other excellent
right
specificyl amounts. "If he has a
on the staff," manager
players
of
.lot
a
good ear. he'll make
said. "It doesn't matRader
Doug
money.
left- or right-handed.
they're
if
ter
'I hope this is the beginning of
most is producadmire
I
thing
The
ValFernando
the
a new chapter in
tivity. and he certainly showed that
enzuela legacy.'''
he's
The Angels said they have no with the Dodgers. Hopefully,
us."
for
left
plenty
got
physila's
Valenzue
worries about
Valenzuela signed the contract at
cal condition and signed him withStadium on Monday
Anaheim
without
and
out a doctor's exam
watching. him pitch a simulated afternoon before the Angels played
Chicago. He had left the ballpark
game.
he
by the time the news conference
doubt
to
"We have no reason
can pitch." vice president for base- began to announce his signing.
Valenzuela's agent, Tony
ball operations Dan O'Brien said.

RegionalBaseball
Tourney
Monday's opener of the
regional baseball tournament was postponed due
to rain The revised tournament schedule: (All games
at Brooks Stadium, Paducah and broadcast locally
on WNBS, 1340 AM).
Tuesday, May 21
MURRAY HIGH (13-9) vs.
Ballard Memorial (6-10), 3
Carlisle County (8-7) vs.
Reidland (17-10). '
Wednesday, May 22
CALLOWAY COUNTY (5-13)
vs. Hickman County (4-10), 3
p.m.
Lone Oak (23-6) vs. Graves
County (10-10).
Thursday, May 23
Semifinals, beginning at 3
p.m.
Friday, May 24
Finals, 4 p.m.
DeMarco, said the pitcher ncr•longer feels bitter toward the Dodgers
for cutting him. The team paid him
$630,495 in termination salary,
releasing him less than a week
before having to pay his full salary
of S2.55 million.
Valenzuela has been working out
at a high school in Los Angeles
since his release.
"To play here makes a lot of
sense for Fernando and a lot of
sense for the Angels," DeMarco
said, referring to Valenzuela's huge

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Ken- Team in Rupp Arena.
The regular season begins Nov.
tucky will play host to such old
Notre
and
with the Dodge Preseason NIT.
2(
le
Louisvil
rivals as
The first and second round sites
Dame before beginning a new
have not been announced. The
Southeastern Conference format in
s and finals will be held
semifinal
season.
2
1991-199
the
Pitino -called -the Nov.- 27=29 in New York's Madischedule released Monday "the son Square Garden.
Kentucky plays the University of
most competitive basketball schein
with
Massachusetts on Dec. 4 in Rupp
dule I've been associated
Arena, then meets Indiana on Dec.
."
coaching
of
18 years
The schedule "presents a big 7 in the _Hoosier Dome at
challenge for our basketball team, Indianapolis.
The Wildcats travel to Atlanta
one that I think they're ready to
for a game against Georgia Tech as
undertake."
Kentucky will play two presea- part of the Kuppenheimer Classic
son exhibition games, on Nov. 10 on Dec. 21. Georgia will encounter
against Athletes In Action in Penn State in the other half of the
Memorial Coliseum and on Nov. doubleheader.
Kentucky tangles with the Louis14 against the Soviet National

•-• •.•
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ville Cardinals in Rupp Arena on
Dec. 28 and Notre Dame will visit
Rupp Arena for the first time on
Jan. 2.
Kentucky launches its Southeastern Conference campaign by
traveling to Columbia for a Jan.. 4
game against South Carolina.
Under the new SEC format, the
Wildcats will play each of its division opponents — South Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and
Vanderbilt — both at home and
away.
The SEC Tournament is scheduled March 12-15 in Birmingham.
Kentucky will be eligible to
compete in the NCAA basketball
tournament in 1992, following two
years of NCAA probation.

UK 1991-92 Schedule:
Nov. 10 — Athletes in Action
(Memorial Coliseum)
Nov. 14 — U_SARNational Team
labdge Preseason
Nov. 20-29
NIT
Dec.__4 —Massachusetts
Dec. 7 — at Indiana (Hoo—sief—
Dome)
Dec. 10 — Southwest Texas State
Dec. 12 — Morehead St. (Freedom
Hall in Louisville)
Dec. 14 — Arizona St.
Dec. 21 — Georgia Tech in Kuppenheimer Classic
Dec. 23 — Ohio at Riverfront
Coliseum
Dec. 28 — Louisville
Jan.-2 — Notre Dame
Jan. 4 ,— at South Carolina
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'Round and 'round and 'round
they go, where they stop ...
who cares.
It's time again for the Indianapolis 500, which is being
televised this year by ABC only
because it's too boring for CSpan.
For the fourth straight year,
Paul Page will be ABC Sports'
lead announcer when coverage
begins at 11 a.m. EDT Sunday.
"The Indy 500 is more than
just a car race," Page said.
OK. Granted: It's a piece of
Americana, like the Kentucky
Derby and the World Series.
Donald Duck and Bugs Bunny.
Picnics in the park and the
heartbreak of psoriasis.
But who can watch three
hours of brightly colored
machines of mayhem screaming
so fast past the cameras you
can't even read the ads on
them?
And, you know what's really
wrong with the Indy 500? You
can't see the flames anymore.
When the ethanol burns, everything goes up in a little ball of
blue fury. Poof! There are no
more flaming explosions.
"Indy has become the tradition of many families," Page
said. "It's the first good holiday of the season.
"I've got a piece of mail
here from a family in Houston
that used to listen to the Indy
500 on the radio and wash the.
car. Now, it's the reason for a
family reunion in the Pacific
Northwest each year, since the
family spread out. And they all
go out and wash dad's car.
"It tends to bring people
together on Memorial Day
weekend."
Sure, to wash the car. Or
mow the lawn, or break rocks
,in ,The back yard.
Before joining ABC, Page
spent 15 years as the voice of
thelndiarfalielTS- Motor Speedway
Radio Network, providing live,
round-the-world play-by-play of
the race.
Now, that's mind-boggling:
actually listening to the Indy
500 on radio.
Picture this. You're driving
down the New Jersey Turnpike
on Sunday and flip on the car
radio. It's the Indy 500, and
you hear: Vroom! Vroom!
Vroom!
You look in your rear-view
mirror, and there's a Penske
rental van bearing down on
you. Construction zone. Yellow
flag. Good. You're running low
on fuel. It's time to pit. You
pull into the Vince Lombardi
service area. Fill 'er up with
high test.
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Floor it. Your Cosworth-VW
Beetle with fahrfignewton
screams back to life. Out in 16
seconds. Nice work by the pit
crew, whom you forgot to pay,
by the way. Uh-oh.
"The Indy 500 is the most
difficult race of any to produce
and direct," ABC producer Bob
Goodrich said. "Our biggest
challenge this year, more than
any other, is all the interesting
stories going into the' race.
"Also, unlike any other oval
anywhere, there's no one camera
that can see around the track.
So, anytime you want to follow
a story, you have to make a
minimum of two camera cuts,
sometimes three and four."
ABC will closely follow the
story of A.J. Foyt, starting in
his last Indy.
"We'll follow him regardless
of what he's doing, whether
he's in first or 30th place,"
Goodrich said. "People are
going to want to know about
A.J. He's been in the news all
month."

Jan. 8 — Georgia
Jan. 11 — Florida
Jan. 15 — at Vanderbilt
Jan. 18 — Duquesne
Jan. 22 — at Tennessee
OUT TAKES: ESPN's 12th
Arkansas
Jan. 25
ive year of coverage of
consecut
Jan. 29 — Ole Miss
the College World Series begins
Laitiana St.
fib. —
Friday, May 31 at 4 p.m. EDT
Feb. 8 — at Auburn
Rosenblatt Stadium in
from
Alabama
—
12
Feb.
Omaha, Neb. ESPN will televise
Feb. 15 — W. Kentucky
as many as 13 games leading
St.
pi
at
Mississip
Feb. 19 —
up the the final with Tim Bran Feb. 22 — at Georgia
and Mike Patrick sharing
do
Feb. -26 — South Carolina
lay duties and analysis
play-by-p
t
Vanderbil
—
29
Feb.
from 'former major league pitchat Florida
March 4
ers Lary Sorensen and Steve
e
March 7 — Tennesse
Marc'? 12-15 — at SEC McCatty.
ESPN's coverage will include
Tournafnent
up to nine live games.
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John NELSON
Associated Press

Fer.nando Valenzuela, shown here during spring training with the Los
Angeles Dodgers, signed with the California Angels on Monday. The
lefthander, who has won 141 games in an 11-year major league
career, will start in the minors, beginning Wednesday at Class A
Palm Spring.
popularity in Southern California, pitcher. wanted to wait in hope a
particularly among fans from his major league team would pick him
up.
native Mexico.
place is in the majors, and
t..
."His
Teams in Japan and Mexico
he wants to be,"
where
that's
signing
in
interest
expressed strong
Valenzuela, but DeMarco said the DeMarco said.
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Murray s David Gressler has been selected to the
state Olympic soccer development team Grassier,
whose family move to Murray last summer, partici
paled on the Ohio Olympic development team last
season Greasier earned a spot on the Kentucky
state select team at tryouts at Eastern Kentucky
University earlier this spring The son of John and
Cheryl Grassier, he has been playing competitive
soccer since the age of eight, and currently plays
for the Murray-Calloway County Lazers and the
Bowling Green United '74 team Last fall, as a
freshman at the Murray High, he played on the regional championship Tiger team
•The Kentucky team will compete against state
teams from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri,
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and West Virginia in Bowling Green. Ohio in June

Office Products and Clinic Pharmacy
were winners in Kentucky League play
Monday night Office Products defeated
Peoples Bank, 28-9 with Corey Sykes
picking up the victory as Office Products
took advantage of plenty of walks to
score runs Matt Leet, Jamie Harrison,
Michael Reed, Dusty Hargrove and Ryan
Norsworthy all scored three runs for
Office Products For Peoples, Micah
Cathey singled while Chris Harmon
doubled Clinic Pharmacy defeated Paghats 13-12, with John Thieke picking up
the pitching win Thieke, Ryan Seay and
Andrew Griffin doubled, while Eric Hicks
singled. Jeremy Workman tripled for Paglials, while Chris Jones and Alex Holden
doubled and Larry Stubblefield singled

B P East Main defeated Treas Lumber
10-5 in Park League play Monday. Gary
Frank Crss had two doubles and a single
to pace the B.P attack. Jimmy Hamlin
tripled and doubled, while Jonathan
Hedges doubled. Keith Coles doubled
and had two singles, while Blake Warrent
had two hits and Willie Morns had three
hits Tony Ryan led Treas with a triple
and single, while Chase Gallimore had
two hits and Kyle Ward and Mathew Morris each doubled

injury Gomez, currently ranked 33rd in
the world, has not won a tournament
since beating Andre Agassi 6-3, 2-6, 6-4,
6-4 in the French Open final last year
BERLIN (AP) - Top-seeded Stetti
Graf defeated fifth -seeded Arantxa
Sanchez Vicano 6-3. 4-6, 7-6 (8-6) to
capture her fifth title in the Lufthansa
Cup Graf earned $100,000 and Sanchez
Vicano received $40,000.
DUESSELDORF, Germany (AP) Stelan Edberg defeated Horacio de la
Pena 6- 4, 6-2 as Sweden defeated
Argentina 2- 1 in the first round of the
World Team Cup. Edberg's teammate,
Magnus Gustafsson, beat Franco Davin
6-4, 7-6 (7-5). De la Pena teamed with
Javier Frana to beat Edberg and Gustalsson 2-6, 6-4, 6-4 in doubles Switzerland
beat Germany 2-1 in the day's other
match. The U.S. faces Yugoslavia and
Spain plays the Soviet Union today in
first-round matches
BOLOGNA, Italy (AP)- Jeff Tarango
upset top-seeded Derrick Rostagno 6-4,
6-1 and eighth-seeded Luiz Mattar
defeated Alexander Mronz 3-6, 6-2, 6-1
in the first round of the Bologna ATP
tournament.
GENEVA (AP) - Sixth-seeded Marianne Werdel defeated Cathy Caverzasio
4-6, 6-3, 6-3 and Sabine Hack upset
seventh-seeded Rosalyn Fairbank Nidefter 6-1, 6-1 in the first round of the
European Open.

AUTO RACING
Ethan Crum and Robert Weatherly
helped the Paducah Storm sweep a tourteam tournament over the weekend On
Saturday, Crum pitched and homered for
the Storm, while Weatherly tossed a
shutout on Sunday and hit four homers in
the tournament

OVC champion Middle Tennessee is
headed to the West I regional in Los
Angeles, where they will face No 1
seeded University of Southern California.
USC (44-15-1) won the Pac-10 title and
has been ranked in the top 10 nationally
all season long Middle (28-31) won the
OVC Tournament last week at Reagan
Field with an 8-1 victory over Eastern
Kentucky

BAKERSFIELD, Calif (AP) - Former
NBA player Lonnie Shelton pleaded no
contest to petty theft Shelton. who played for Cleveland, New York and Seattle
in 10 seasons in the NBA, was charged
with selling an 18-year-old customer
$300 worth of clothes for $140 at
Michael's Big and Tall store in Bakersfield Shelton was a clerk at the store
where clothes were sold without a receipt
on April 7, when the store was closed_
Shelton was placed on probation for one
year by Bakersfield Municipal Judge
Frank Hoover and will have to perform 80
hours of community service.
DENVER, N C. (AP) -- A West Virginia teen was charged with first-degree
murder in the stabbing death of a truck
driver for a NASCAR racing team Kenneth Justice, 17, was charged in warrants issued by the Lincoln County sheriffs department in the slaying of Don
Scott, 45, of Mooresville, N.0 Sheriff Joe
Kiser said Scott was stabbed 27 times in
the back and chest Sunday morning at
the U.S Racing Team garage of driver
Ted Musgrave, Kiser said. Justice was
already wanted on charges of burglary
and grand larceny He was arrested on
those charges and on a fugitive from justice warrant, said McDowell County,
W.Va , Magistrate Shirley Pickett.

PARIS (AP) - Defending champion
Andres Gomez of Ecuador has withdrawn
from the French Open because of a thigh

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) - Car
owner Junior Johnson, crew chief Tim
Brewer and driver Tommy Ellis received
12-week suspensions by NASCAR for
using an engine that violated Winston
Cup rules in Sunday's race at Charlotte,
N C In addition to the suspensions, Ellis
was fined $18,000 and Johnson $7,000
The suspension will end Johnson's
streak of entering every Winston Cup
race since 1972 Winston Cup rules permit a maximum allowable cubic-inch displacement of 358, and Johnson's Ford
Thunderbird had a 361.856 cubic-inch displacement when it was inspected after
The Winston at Charlotte Motor
Speedway.

BASEBALL
NEW YORK (AP) - Wally Joyner of
California and Terry Pendleton of Atlanta,
who both hit over 500 last week, were
named major league players of the week

Joyner, who leads the American League
in hitting, batted .519 with three homers
and 13 RBIs during the week. Pendleton
hit .611 with 11 hits in 18 at-bats, including two doubles and a home
earn

run to

NL honors.
NEW YORK (AP)- Ryne Sandberg

of

the Chicago Cubs led all players in early
results of fan balloting for the All-Star
teams, major league baseball
announced With 21,435 votes, the Cubs
second baseman look an early lead over
San Francisco's Will Clark (18,063)
PASADENA, Texas (AP)- Pete Run nels, who won American League batting
titles with the Boston Red Sox in 1460
and 1962, has died. Runnels, 63, had a
stroke Friday Runnels played for the
Washington Senators from 1951-57, the
Red Sox from 1958-1962 and the Houston Colt 45s from 1963-64. He batted
.320 in 1960 and .326 in 1962. Runnels,
who also managed the Red Sox for 16
games in 1966, had a career batting
average of _291

JACKSON, Miss (AP)- Division I-AA
All-America selection Robert Turner was
gunned down near his home early Sunday, the sixth Jackson State football
player to die in the past three years. Turner, 20, was shot to death after apparently going to check on a relative involved in
a fight at a Port Gibson nightclub, Claiborne County authorities said. -

know if that was in the best interest of the team."
Jordan also said the team's success made tho award possible.
"My stats have been very similar the last five years, but team success
had a lot to do with it," he said. "I never saw an MVP from a losing
team."
Jordan also was asked about the old story of his being cut from the
varsity basketball team as a sophomore in high school.
"I went home crying that day," he recalled. "It was a tough day, but
I've had a lot of good days since. Maybe I wasn't good enough. So I had
to work harder to show the coach he made a mistake. I had the same
coach the next two years, and he was the one who got me to go to North
Carol ina."
The rest is history.
His current coach, Phil Jackson, talked Jordan into cutting down his
playing time this season to stay fresh for crucial games and situations.
"I'm happy for him," Jackson said of the award. "He deserves it. It's
a reflection on the team. We knew his minutes and scoring average would
go down this season, and there was a lot of pressure on him early in the
season when he wasn't scoring a lot. But he stuck with ii
"The last time he won it, we were ,a surprise team," said Jackson.
"This time he won it on a team that was favored to win a lot of games.
His scoring slats, his defense, his rebounding left no question about his
being the MVP.
"He is far and away the best one-on-one player in the league."

Serving Murray and Galloway
County over 25 years
514 So. 12th • 7534868

ATLANTA (AP)- Ed Whitson threw strikes, and Atlanta hit a lot of
them. But the Braves didn't hit the ball as far as the San Diego Padres.
Whitson managed to scatter 11 hits Monday night as the Padres beat
Atlanta 7-3. Tony Fernandez, Tony Gwynn and Fred McGriff each had
solo home runs for San Diego, whose victory kept the Braves one-half
game behind first-place Los Angeles in the National League West.
The Braves, who had won seven of eight at home, scored three runs in
the first four innings. Whitson shut out Atlanta after that, striking out four
and walking none in his second complete game.
"I made some mechanical adjustments about the fourth or fifth
inning," Whitson (3-4) said. "I got on top of the ball more, and that
made my slider and palm ball better.
"I just try to go as far and as hard as I can. There's no pace job for
me," he said. "We just needed to give our bullpen a rest, and I was just
glad I could give it to them."
In the only other NL game, Houston beat Los Angeles 4-1.
In the American League, Toronto downed Oakland 1-0, California beat
Chicago 6-3, Seattle beat Kansas City 8-6, Boston beat Milwaukee 3-0,
Detroit beat Baltimore 11-5 and Cleveland beat New .York 3-1.
For Braves starter John Smoltz (1-5), it was the same story - pitch
decently ,but come away without a victory.
"I had good stuff," said Smoltz,- the Braves' top winner a year ago
with a 14-12 record. "I have had all year. The simple fact is we are not
clicking."
Smoltz had a season-high 10 strikeouts in seven innings, but gave up
eight hits and five runs.
"I've had quality starts like this that got me nothing. There's nothing
to blame it on. It's just gone that way up until now," he said.
"Things will change for John," Braves pitching coach Leo Mazzone
said. "John had great stuff tonight. He had an excellent curve, as good as
he's had all year. He's a quality pitcher."
Smoltz, however, got himself in trouble early, giving up a leadoff
single to Bip Roberts in the opening inning. Fernandez then tripled
Roberts home and scored on Gwynn's single. Fernandez hit his first
National League home run in the third for a 3-0 lead.
The Braves tied it in the fourth on an RBI single by Greg Olson after
Lonnie Smith cracked a two-run homer in the third, but San Diego went
ahead to stay in the fifth on Roberts' RBI double.
Gwynn opened the sixth with his second homer of the season and
McGriff hit his 10th of the season in the eighth off reliever Mike Stanton.
The victory, San Diego's third straight, put the Padres at .500 for the
season.
"We're playing good right now, and that tends to get your confidence
back," Roberts said.
Astros 4, Dodgers 1: Luis Gonzalez hit a solo home run and an RBI
triple, leading Jimmy Jones and Houston at the Astrodome.
Jones (4-1) shut out Los Angeles on two hits for eight innings, but left
after giving up consecutive singles in the ninth. Al Osuna finished for his,
second save.
Rims won his third straight decision. He struck out six and walked
four. Kevin Gross (2-4) lasted only four innings.
The Astros scored three times in the first inning, capped by Karl
Rhodes' two-run single.

Johnson wants another
trip to the NBA Finals
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - As
Magic Johnson enters the late
stages of his career, a trip to the
NBA Finals frietils more than it
once did.
"in the post-Kareem years, we
haven't been there," Johnson said,
referring to retired teammate
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar. "And I
think the older you get, the more
you want to be there, too, and have
an opportunity to win it.
"You just want to end up with
as many opportunities as you can
on your way out."
Johnson's Los Angeles Lakers
can take a giant step toward
another appearance in the finals
with a victory tonight over the
Portland Trail Blazers.
The Lakers already have a 1-0
lead in the Western Conference
finals after a 111-106 victory
Saturday on the Blazers' home
court.
Johnson said it's tough to get to
the finals, even though the Lakers
have been there eight times in the
last 11 years.
"Even to get to this point where
we're at now is very hard, very difficult," he said. "And to actually
go the championships, that's very
difficult. Then to win it, oh man.
The competition is so much tougher now."
The Lakers are unbeaten in four
road games in the playoffs, and the
Trail Blazers need only look at
NBA history to know how important it is for them to end that streak
tonight.
Since 1969, no team has lost the
first two games at home and come
back to win a playoff series.
"Heck yeah, we've got to win,"
the Blazers' Danny Ainge said.
"There's no doubt about it. It's
fatal if we lose. That's the way I
look at it. It's that simple."
Portland coach Rick Adelman
admitted the Blazers would dig a
giant hole with a second straight
homecourt loss. But he stopped
short of calling it a must-win
situation.
"Even if we lose, the series is
far from over," he said. "But I
think if we win, we've really put
ourselves in good position again

CONFERENCE FINALS
(Beet-of-7)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicego ye. Detroit
Sunday, May 19
Chlaigo 94. Detroit 83, Chicago leads somas 1-0
Tuesday, May 21
Detroit at Chcago. 7 p m
Saturday, May 25
Chicago at Detrat. 210 pm
Monday, May 27
Chcago at Detroit. 230 pm
Wednesdiy, May 29
Donal at Chicago. 8 pm if necessary
Friday, May 31
Chicago at Dwrcrt. 8 p.m . it necessary
Sunday, June 2
necessary
Detroit at Chicago. 230 p. m .
• • • •
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Portiend vs. LA Lakeni
Saturday, May 18
LA Lakers 111, Portland 106, Los Angeles leads
tense 1-0
Tuesday, May 21
LA Lakers at Portland, 930 p.m
Friday, May 24
Portland at LA Laker', 9 p M.
Sunday, May 26
Portland at LA Laker', 230 p
Tuesday, May 28
LA Lakers at Portland, 8 pm. 8 necessary
Thursday, May 30
Portland at LA Lakers, S p m , tf necessary
Saturday. June 1
LA Lakers at Portland, 230 pm, if necessary

because we feel we can win down
there."
The Lakers' Byron Scott agrees
with Adelman that Los Angeles can
take a 2-0 lead in the best-of-7
series and still face trouble the rest
of way.
"This is a very, very tough team
to beat," he said. "Somebody said
if we won two, could we sweep
them? I still don't think it will ever
be a sweep in this series because of
the way we match up. I always
looked at this series to go six or
seven games no matter what happens Tuesday."
Scott expects a fiery effort from
a Portland team that had the NBA's
best regular-season record at 63-19.
"They're going to come out
hungry. They're going to play
tough," he said. "They're going to
be real physical. They're going to
be real aggressive and we're going
to have to match that effort."
Lakers' coach Mike Dunleavy
said he wants to win Game 2
because he doesn't trust ithe homecourt advantage in this saries. Portland beat the Lakers twice in
Inglewood during the regular
season.
"I just think the way these two
teams have played during the year
and because of the talent they both
have, nobody's homecourt is safe,"
Dunleavy said.

"See me(oral!your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insuranc• companits
Horne Mice: Bloomington, 1111rtOle

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 7534627
Wednesdays Cam..
San Franosco at Cinannal 635 p
Philadelphia at Montreal. 635 p.m
St Lou5 at Pittsburgh 635 pm
San Dego an Atlanta 940 p rri
Chicago at New York, 6 40 p m
Los Angeles at Houston 7 35 pm

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pci
GB
Boston
21
11
Toronto
23 16
Detroit
18 18
aA hawk**
17
19
472 4,
Cleveland
13 21
New Yoh
13 22
371
8
Bartimore
12 23
343 9
West Division
W
L Pci. GB
Searle
23
15
Oakland
22 15
Texas
18
14
563 2
California
21
17
553 2
IA nnesota
19 18
Chicago
17 '500 4
Kansas City
14 22
389 8
Monday's Games
Boston 3 Milwaukee 0
Cleveland 3, New York I
Detroit 11 Baltimore 5,
Seethe 8, Kansas Cary 6
Toronto 1 Oakland 0
California 6, Chicago 3
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's GOMM
kiihriaukee (Wiegman 1-1) at Boston-(Krecker 2-0),
35 pm
New Yoni (Elland 1•2) at Cleveland ISvandell 1-5),
35 pm
Baltimore (Mesa 4-4) at Detroit (Cerutt 0-1), 615

• • • •
Maier League Leaders
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTiNG 199 at baisi-Joyner California. 387
DHerrterson Oaktand, 371. CRipken. Baltimore
341, EMaraner. Seattle, 339, Polonia Calt•irnia
en
338
RUNS-DHerderson. Oakland, 30, Poionia Cal
forma. 27 Canseco Oakland 26 Maas, New York
25. Sierra. Texas 25
RBI-DHentierson. Oakland 35 Joyner. Catilows
a, 32, Baines. Oakland, 29, Clacker, Baku's:ire 29
Fielder Detroit 28
HITS-DHenderson Oakland, 53. Joyner Caller
ma. 53. Polonia. Caltornia 49 Motto; Mksaukee
48 Reynolds Seattle 48
DOUBLES-Dianderson. Oakland, 13. Carter
Toronto. 12 RAlomar Toronto. 12, White. Toronto.
12, 4 are bed arts 10
TRIPLES-Polonia. Callornia 4, Gladden, Mince
sou. 3. Greenwet Boston 3 Molitor Milwaukee, 3
Wee Oakland 3 Weellson Oakland 3. Whiten. Toronto 3
HOME RUNS-Otteriderson. Oakland. it, CRapik
on Balmer.. 9 CDans, Minnesota 8, Deer, Douai
8, Yount, Milwaukee. 8
STOLEN BASES-Polonia. California 13, Flikan
demon, Oakland. 12 Briley, Seattle. 10 Cone Seat
tie. 10, Cuyler Detroit. 10
PITCHING (4 deationsi-Stottiemyr• Toronto
5-0, 1 000 2 8?.. Gossaip, Texas. 4-0. 1 000. 246
6. 347, Clemens, Boston
Finley. Caktornia. 7-1,
6-1, 857, 2 18. Cam:Moak Cleveland, 54.4033. t 4k
Langston, California. 5-1 833. 3-60
STRIKEOUTS-Ryan, 'Texas. 63 Clemens. Bos
ton. 62, McDowell, Chicago 53 FUohnson, Seattle
51:Finley, California. 49
SAVES-Reardon, Boston. 13, Dwelt, Toic.• • .
12, Eckersiey. Oakland 10, Harvey. Caltforna 10
Montgomery, Kansas City, 10
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (99 at beak-Ha/erns. Cincinnati 316
Bggio. Houston. 342, TGwynn San Diego 340
PAW
, ntt. San Diego 336, Jose Si Louis 128
RUNS-DeShields. Montreal, 28. FlAcGntl San
Diego, 25, TFernandez, San Diego 24, 6 are red
WM 23
RBI-WCIark. San Franosco 34 Calderon. Mon
,
treat 30. Kruk. PNIadephra. 28, Justice. Artant
.
TGwynn. San Diego. 26
HITS-TGaryrii. San Diego 52, FMcGritt Sar
Diego, 45, Samuel. Los Angeles, 45 WCIarli Sr.
Francisco. 45 Jose.' St Louis, 43
DOUBLES-Jose. St Lows 13, Bonilla Pitts
burgh. 12, HMorns. Cinonnas, 11 Justioe. Ai-arta
10, Sandberg. Chicago. 10
TRIPLES-Candaski. Houston, 4, LGonzalsz
• Houston, 1, Wernandez. San Doge, 1, TGwynr,.
Diego, 4, Felder, San Francisco, 3
HOME RUNS-FMcGrift, San Diego, 10, similes.
San Francisco, 10, Johnson, New York, 9, WCiarl,.
San Francisco 9. Dawson. Chicago. 8. GBell. China
'go. 8
STOLEN BASES-Coleman. New York, 24
DeShrelds, Montreal, 17, Nixon, Atlanta, 14, Gnssorn.
Montreal, 12, Calderon, Montreal, 10. 0Smth, St
Louie, to, Roberts, San Diego, 10
PITCHING (4 doosionst-RMartmez. Los Angeles
7-1, .875, 185. Avery, Atlanta. 5-1, 833, 3.02, Sin
Pittsturgh. 5-1, 633. 3.54, Viola. New Yor,. 5,I
833, 212, 5 are tied with 800
STRIKEOUTS-Gooden, New York, 54 Banes
San Diego, 51, Glavin., Atlanta, 45, Rip, Cincinnati
45, Cons, New York, 13, RMartnez, Los Angeles, 13
SAVES-LeSmith, St Louis. 11, DaSinith. Chica
90 10 Dibble. Cincinnati. 10 Lefferts, San Diego 9
lAWilliams. PNiadelotva. 8

Texas I9 Witl 1.3iat annesola (Tapark.2.3) 705
•
Seattle (Krueger 1-1) at Kansas City rapper 1-5)
35 pm
Toronto (Acker 0-1) at Oakland (Dressendorter
21. 905 pm
Chcago (Fernandez 2-31 at California (Abbott 3-4135 pm
Wednesday's Games
Toronto at Oakland. 215 pm
lAkvaukee at Boston, 505 pm
New York at Cleveland. 6 35 pm
Baltimore at Detroit, 6 35 p m
Seattle at Kansas City, 7 35 p m.
Texas at Minnesota. 735 pm
Chicago at Calfornia. 9 35 p fit
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Drysion
W L
Pet
GB
22 13
saVour
20 15
57t
2
Loan
20
556 2Y,
16
racago
18
19
486 5
entreal
18
19
486 5
slaOSehia
18
19
486 5
West Division
W L
Pet
GB
20
16
18 15
19 19
500 2
17
18
Houston
14 22
389 6
San Francisco
12 25
Mondays Games
San Dego 7, Atlanta 3
Houston 4 Los Angeles 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
San Francisco IBLack 4-3) at Cmonnati (Browning
411. 615 p.m
Philadelphia (Gnmsley 1-4) at Montreal
(De Martinez 5-31, 635 pm
St Louis (Moyer 0-4) at Pittsburgh (Smiley 5-1),
6 35 p in
San Diego (Rosenberg 0-0) at Atlanta (Leibrarid/
3-31 640 pm
Chicago (Swath 2-31 at New York (Gooden 4-3).
640 pm
Los Angeles(Opda 231 at Houston (Portugal 4-1),
7:35 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 IL 12th (Nut To Century 21) 753-962

...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve It
you'd like to be one of our V.I.P.'s give us a
call.
Dan McNutt, AA!
Reofosiwrn9

I

Stat• •uis
insuranc•

.

State Auto Insurance
Car

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Ma.le St.

753-445

lealth and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999
Located

in Univer,
,it

Square

7 Star Top of Line ACE Interior Flat

$10.99

Sale
Reg. '1 7.66

7 Star Top of Line ACE Exterior

$12.99

Sale
Reg $21.36
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Murray State University Honors Day Awards
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economics honor society. The daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Louie 65eenfield, Dexter, Murray State.Congratulating him is Dr.James Davis,chairman of
'11rs. Marlin Greer,graduated with summa cum laude honorT.at the May
at
ment
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Murray
State
from
-o-- --Ms. Morris-graduated MayU
It commencement-She-was recognized-as-therThustanainig- 'seoasar---i
the department of agriculture.
Jerry,11.
merchandising and a minor in marketing.Congratulating her is Dr. Mary
Speech Communication and Theater. Congratulating them is Dr.
s.
economic
Conover. interim chairman of the department of home
May es,chairman of the department ofspeech communication and theater.
awards.
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presentat
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some
.At Honors Day,
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certificates and citations were made by the university and 1),,sariti
have
who
sitidents
to
ions
organizat
campus, scholastic and honorary
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distinguished themselves by academic achievement and leadershi

Dougherty joins
advertising staff
4

Stall Report
Murray ledgrar 4 Times

Laura Douiherty. a native of
Paris, Tenn., has joined the adverusing staff at the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Dougherty. 23. graduated from
Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in journalism in
Marty Jay Scarbrough of Murray'receives the William G. Broughton
May and was named the outstandFellowship in Fine Arts and Communication from Dr. Gary Hunt,Dean of
ing senior in journalism for 1991.
the College of Fine Arts and Communication, at the annual Honors Day
Before that, Dougherty interned
- Program at Murray State University Friday,-May 10.-Scarbrough,the-sonat the newspaper in the summer
of Jerry and Dana Scarbrough Of Murray, is a junior radio-television
and holiday season period of 1989
production major. He plans to graduate in May 1992.
and has worked full-time at ;the
newspaper since January 2, 1991.
Dougherty-graduated--from-Henry--County High School in 1986 and is
- --tne-daughtsr-of-Jerry_an&-ilarhasa,_Lauf,* _Doughert)
Thompson. Dougherty married
Jamie Dougherty of Paris in 1986. paper will include ad‘c:,sing
Dougherty's duties at the news- sales, design as well as la)out.

Ins Chaverri pf Panama (left).and Dominic Mwenia of Kenya were.

recognized as the recipients of the International Education Awards at
the annual Honors Day Program at Murray State University Friday,
May 10. Miss Chaverri was awarded a bachelor's degree in radio/
television during the May 11 commencement; Mwenja will receive his
graduate degree in business administration in December. Congratulating them is Dr. James Booth, Murray State provost and vice president for academic affairs.

ROTC awards

-

R ABBY
DEA
by Abi,e,a.il Van 13u:
DEAR ABBY List weekend my
Ite's former college, roommate.
"Kathy came to visit my wife and
me We had not seerrher since NM
Shehad sent a(•hristmascard. which
IA 4' followed up with a phone call
inviting her for a weekend She lives
two hours twas ffid 'accepted tm,mediatelv — then she called hack
and asked if she could bring her new
1toyfriend Well, we thought. "Any
boyfriend of Kathy's would be as
delightful as Kathy "Right? Wrong!
Kathy's boyfriend I'll call him
_ Chuck turned_ out to be__ the most
us erbeanng.crude.obnoxious.knowit-all we had ever met He was argumentative. loud and just plain
rude We bit our tongues the entire
weekend to keep from telling him
where to go'
The problem is that Kathy seems
to like this guy and she indicated
that she and Chuck would be back
regularly for weekend 'visits! She
also suggested that we take a vacation trip with them.
So how do we go about telling
Kathy that we think Chock is a firstclass Jerk and she deserves better?
Or should we keep quiet and hope
she sees the light and dumps this
rude dude.'
STUMPED

7 '..

Abby. if he ret iri•d at 62.fo.,• yea rlater he was riT And if the% were
married for Ii year- he would have
been 12 years old w hen he got raLA
fwd. Come on' How can I. h.. la-'
c(r.s:N
K.K.1 IN CditEll
DEAR K.R.J.:It can't. In order
for it to make sense, that sentence should have read: **Seven
years later my wife, who was 55 When I retired, ajiplied for her
Social Security at 62."
Wait, it gets worse. In my reply, I say, "After 55 years of togetherness,etc.,"indicating that
I, too, assumed they had been
married for 55 years, which
would have indeed ,made the
husband 12 years old at the time
of his marriage. The mathematics escaped me entirely. I plead
guilty as charged. I'll take 10
whacks with a fifth-grade math
book,ad another 10 with a book
on logic.

Ite Popular' e. an excellent
becoming a better conversationalist and a More all ractu•e person.
To order, send a long. husme..-.ixe. selfaddrew,wd envelope. plus check or money
order for $3.95 ,54.S41 in I anada , to: f*ar
Row 447.
Popularify. Ftooklet.
Mount Morris. Ill. 61051. Postige i•
**HONto

guide to

I

- lg.
......:. %
-11111

•

DEAR ABBY Aro I the .,:d% TOTson in the world ho puts e% egl.,--eon to answer the aelephooe I
*specs." tor ri•;iditig ord‘ 1,••,
eyesight is quite good t•.r a person
_
w [I% do I
my age 62 —
the
I
,ir
tier,
w
them
for
reach
Be
honest.
D:
DEAR STUMPE
If Kathy asks you what you think telephone''
WEIRD lN DENVER
of Chuck, don't offer phony
praise to keep from hurting her
DEAR WEIRD: Perhaps you
feelings. Tell her now not to include you in any vacations with want to be prepared in case you
her and Chuck because you don't need to make a note ofsomething
enjoy his company that much. during the telephone conversaShe may be offt/nded,but it!night tion. Many people(including me)
inspire her to take a harderlook have the same habit.
at-her new boyfriend and canoe
her to chuck Chuck.

DEAR ABBY. "Browbeaten in
‘Pompano Beach- wrote that he retired at age 62: then he went on to
say."Five years later. my wife of 55
years apylied for her Social Security, etc.

G. Michael Friebel of Murray was recognized as the Outstanding Senior in
Industrial Technology at the annual Honors Day Program at Murray State
n i v ersity Friday,May 10. Friebel,the son of Mr.and Mrs George Friebel
IA Murray,- will graduate in December. Congratulating him is-Dr. Paul
MeSeary, chairman or the department of industrial education,

Mickie J.Skaggs(right)of Louisville receives the department of the Army
Superior Cadet Award from Dr. James Booth, provost and vice president
for academic affairs at Murray State University during the recent Racer
Battalion awards ceremony at Murray State. The award is presented to a
-cadet who ranks in the top 25 percent of the class in both military and
academic subjects and who demonstrates leadership and office potential.
Skaggs, a fourth-year military science cadet, also received the General
DynamicsArmy ROTC Cadet Award for outstanding leadership qualities
and officer potential.

Rhoda Jones of Dexter was recognized as the Outstanding Chemistry
Major at the annual Honors Day Program at Murray State University
Friday, May 10. Miss Jones,the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary D.Jones,
graduated with magna turn laude honors during the May 11 commencement at Murray State. Congratulating her is Dr. Melvin B. Henley,
chairman of the department of chemistry.

MSU photos

included.t

Rov's Discount Pharmacy

Ronald L. Jackson of Louisville receives the Daughters of the American
Revolution Award from Mrs. James Duiguid of the Murray DAR chapter
at the,remit ROTC Racer Battalion awards ceremony at Murray State
University. The award is presented to a cadet in the May graduating class
ranking in the top 25 percent of ROTC and academic subjects.

by Barry Johnson

Ross Insurance Agency

For Your Concern...ace Nov. Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
Dail% NIondav - Friday

Ship SSeeklv & Save money
'wt.
641 S.

x p m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-23/141
1Mampic Plaid

UPS

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main

Cadet Michael B. Willey of Almo receives the Association of the
United States Army History Award from retired Command Sgt. Maj.
Phillip Moore at the recent ROTC Racer Battalion awards ceremony
at Murray State University. The award is given to the cadet with the
highest grade in military history.
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NASA delays Columbia launch
George M. Fenlin, 87, RL 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., died Saturday at
2:28 a.m. at Puryear Nursing
Home, Puryear, Tenn.
A retired policeman, he was born
in Philadelphia, Pa.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Esie Mae Fenlin; one daughter,
Mrs. Frances Ackerman, South
Hampton, Pa.; one son, George

ng Senior in
rray State
ary Jones of
commencechairman of

Kenya were.
n Awards at
rsity Friday,
ee in radio/
II receive his
r. Congratud yice presi-

Fenlin, Rt. 2, Buchanan.
The body has been transferred to
Dunn Funeral Home,Longhorn, Pa.
Burial rites will be Wednesday
at Forrest Hill Cemetery,
Philadelpha.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
was in charge of local
arrangements.

Services for Mrs. Pauline Pitt- Tim Martin, Leonard Martin and
man will be Wednesday at I p.m. Kareem Abdullah.
Burial will follow in Hazel
at Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church,
Hazel. The Rev. Robert Washum Cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Aubrey Mar- where friends may call from 6 to 9
tin, Harold Martin, Danny Martin, p.m. tonight (Tuesday).
Mrs. Pittman, 70, Rt, I, Hazel,
died Saturday at 5' a.m. at her
home.
She is survived by her husband,
John Pittman; a daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Katherine Kendall Pittman,
Ful‘eral rites for Finis Brooks Hazel; four grandchildren, Harold
Smith -were Monday atI- -pow 4n- Pittman, Tim -Pittman,-Sandra Kay
the chapel of Collier Funeral Gray and husband, Curtis, and Judy
Home. Leroy Lyles and Lake Riley Kendall; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn
officiated.
Ellis and friend, Michael, MilwauBurial was in Mount Olive
kee, Wis.; special friend, Oleter
Cemetery.
Cravens, Hazel; three brothers,
Mr. Smith, 75, Rt. 5, Mayfield, George Tharpe and wife, Josedied Friday at his home.
phine, Hazel, Willie Harris Tharpe
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. and wife, Annie Louise, Murray,
Mary Katherine Smith; three and William Tharpe and wife, Paudaughters, Mrs. Marilyn Phelps, line, Sharon, Tenn.
Benton, Mrs. Elaine Scarbrough,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Cathy Browning, Calvert City; three sons,
Robert . Smith and Gerald Smith,
Final rites for Jewell Hughes
Mayfield, and Clay Smith, Kirksey;
11 grandchildren; six great- were Monday at 9:30 a.m. in the
grandchildren; four sisters, Mrs. chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home,
Hattie Williams, Murray, Mrs. Paducah. The Rev. Johnny Sams
Lorene Hart and Mrs. Ruby Clary, officiated.
Burial .was in Woodlawn
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Audie CarMemorial
Gardens, Paducah.
brothers,
Fla.;
three
son,•Tampa,
Mr. Hughes, 79:Paducah, died
Ruby Smith, Kirksey, Deston
Smith, Mayfield, and Loyd Smith, Friday at 7:42 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Detroit, Mich.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Novella Gregory Hughes; two
daughters, Mrs. Janice Richards,
Ledbetter, and Mrs: Pam Sills,
Murray; four granddaughters; one
great-grandson.

Funeral rites for Dick Castleman
will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Alfred Cobb
and the Rev. James Thorpe will
officiate.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Bobby Canter, Jerry Canter, Lee
Canmter, Lyle Canter, Kerry Fulcher, Larry Martin, Jim Martin and
Chet Martin, active; Wilson Taylor,
Harold Wright, Kenneth Sassecn,
J.T. Vincent, James B. Sims, L.T.
Williams, Bob Pickard and Wayne
Ramage, honorary.
Burial will follow in Highland
Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Military
graveside rites will be conducted
by American Legion P MI 26 of
Mayfield.
Mr. Castleman, 64, of 704 Weda,
Mayfield, died Sundayat 8:50 a.m.
at University Humana Hospital,
Louisville.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Robbie Castleman; one daughter,
Christy Ann Castleman, Murray;
two sisters,. Mrs. Wilmoth Canter,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Mary Ellen
Dowdy, Flint, Mich.; one brother,
Raymond Castleman, Flint, Mich.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA today delayed the launcn
of Columbia for at least a dy
because of a rash of last-minute
glitches: two different computer
problems and a renewed concern
over fuel temperature sensors.
Columbia was supposed to have
blasted off at 8 a.m. EDT Wednesday on a biomedical research mission with seven astronauts, 30 rats
and 2,478 tiny jellyfish.
NASA test -director Mike Leinbach said the nine-day flight could
be delayed more than a week if one
of the malfunctioning computer
parts has to be replaced. Mission
managers were expected to decide
by early afternoon how to proceed.

The first hint of trouble came
Monday night when the launch
team received additional data from
the manufacturer of a temperature
sensor in Columbia's main propulsion system that was replaced last
year, Leinbach said. The welding
on that sensor was cracked and had
contributed to hydrogen fuel leaks
that grounded the shuttle for
months.
Columbia flew in December, and
the replacement sensor and eight
other fuel temperature sensors
worked fine, NASA said.
But "further analysis since then
seems to raise a question" about
the sensors, Leinbach said. He
couldn't immediately explain why

word of more possible sensor problems came in just Monday.
More trouble followed.
Shortly after midnight, workers
discovered a problem with one of
23 units that link the main computers with shuttle components. Later
this morning, one of five main
computers in the flight deck also
failed mysteriously.
The malfunctioning unit in the
aft compartment, called a
multiplexer-demultiplexer, converts
and formats- commands from the
main computers. It went down and
came back up but did not work
properly.
The extent of the problems was
unknown and engineers did not.-know if they were related.

Judge revokes citizenship of Nazi suspect

MILWAUKEE (AP) — A federly would be a first step toward Charges have been filed against
more than 80 people suspected of
al judge has revoked the citizenship
deporting him.
of a man- who allegedly worked as
Neal Sher, director of the Office Nazi war crimes.
He said Baumann was not facing
of Special Investigations, an arm of
a guard at a Nazi concentration
camp.
the U.S. Justice Department, said any criminal action for giving false
U.S. District Judge Thomas Cur- 'Baumann is the 27th former con- information to the government
ran ordered 80-year-old Anton
centration camp guard successfully when applying for admission to the
Baurnann to relinquish his certifiprosecuted by his office. He said country.
cate of naturalization within 60
days for lying on his 1950 visa
application.
Prosecutors alleged Baumann
Life Insurance
worked as an SS guard at the Stutthof
Level Term - Universal Life
concentration
camp
near
Services for Mrs. Ruth Elnora
Whole Life
Greene, mother of Ronald L. Gdansk, Poland.
•
FREE Help in Claim Filing For All lay Clients
Curran
said
it
had
not
been
Greene of Murray, were today at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Bryan Fun- proved that the Yugoslavian-born
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Baumann was at the camp, but it
eral Home, Terre. Haute, Ind.
was clearly established that he was
Mrs. Greene, 73, of 1701 North
a
member of the SS, the dreaded
Third Si, Terre Haute, died SaturAre your loved ones protected financially if
Nazi
special police.
day at 4:30 a.m. at her home.
you died today?
"The
fact
of
his
armed,
uniSurvivors are her husband, Paul
formed
service
is
sufficient
to
Francis Greene; one daughter, Mrs.
Mary Kaye Greene and husband, establish that he assisted in the perGary, Illinois; two sons, Ronald L. secution," Curran wrote in an
Green' and wife, Ailene, Murray. opinion dated Friday and released
and Michael Greene and wife, Monday.
Baumarin's
lawyer, David CanKathy, Terre Haute; one sister,
non,
was
out
of
town Monday and
Mrs. Dorothy Bains, Terre Haute:
one brother, Jim Dowen, Terre unavailable for comment, hic office
said. Baumann does not have a
Haute; 13 grandchildren.
listed telephone number.
Curran noted that Baumann had
raised a family and worked as a
carpenter in the Milwaukee suburb
of West Allis.
"At the same time the court is
mindful of the fact that Baumann
1989 Black Firebird
entered the United. States on an
Local car, 35xxx miles, loaded $104900
Final rites for Mrs. Rema Ray invalid visa and acquired that
Harper were Monday at 1 p.m. in coveted citizenship, unlawfully,"
the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, he -added, , Immigration officials said revokMayfield. The Rev. Bill Tate
ing
Baumann's citizenship probabofficiated.
Burial was in Goshen Cemetery
in Calloway County.
Mrs. Harper, 85, Austin, Texas,
died Thursday at 6:55 p.m. at St.
David's Medical Center,- Austin,
Texas.
She is survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Jane H. West, San Antonio,
Texas; two sisters, Mrs. Lala Beaman, New Orlean, La., and, Mrs.
Emesteen Black, Ocala, Fla.; one
brother, E.O. Ray, Sedalia; two
grandchildren.

Lou V. MGary

Mrs. Rema

Ray Harper

nt of the Army
'vice president
e recent Racer
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d the General
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Fedarakbale Market hews Swat May 21, 1991 Kentucky Purchase Area Hot Market Report Includes 4
B uyin'Stations Receipla Act 397,Era.425 Barrows& Glib
about &eddy Sows steady.
'
US 1.2 2210.ia am' 153.11
US 1.2 210.230 be-------$504/0.52-50
US 2-3 230.240 bs
152.511.5100
US 3-4 214270 bs
151.5152.51
Sows
US 1.2 23.351 Ho
14110.41.11
US 1.3 300-400 bs
541.00.42.00
US 1-3 400.525
544.00.4500
US 1-3 525 and up.—
US 23 340.500 lb.
$39011-40.691
Boan 537.50-40-50

The funeral for John H. Peterson
was Monday at 3 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Byrum Dumas officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Mr. Peterson, 87, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
died Saturday at 7:30 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Garvie McElrath Peterson; one daughter, Mrs. Mary Beyer, Taylor,
Mich.; two sons, William D. Peterson, Ri 1, Kirksey, and Robert N.
Peterson, Westland, Mich.; five
grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.

Calloway, Graves, Carlisle,
Hickman, and Fulton Counties
Invite you to
an Old-Fashioned Rally
in support of
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Transitional Sofa,
Loveseat and Chair
414 Main- Si.
Murray, Ky
753-3366

SALE PRICE — $299 Sofa

BRERETON
JONES
I FOR GOVERNOR
Tuesday, May 21, 1991
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
(Graves County Community Building
Mayfield, Kentucky

$199 Loveseat
SALE PRICE — $149 Chair

SALE PRICE —

( Hurry In...Quantities Limited!)
iation of the
and Sgt. Maj.
rds ceremony
cadet with the

Paid for by Friends for Jones
Annelle S. Fulmer, C,P.A., 'Treasurer
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Storage Buildings

WANTED
TO BUY

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

•
10 •
1

***

s.yo,

_ •• •
L E. Williams
489-2663

Gymnastics
June 1
Register Now!
75374647

I.OMCE SPACE
FOR REIT

Burley
Tobacco
Base
Call:
492-8566
after 5 p.m.

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

Court
to
Close
Square on 5th St
$160 00_per.month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 tor more
information

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
4th

694 N
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

AS SEEN ON T V
LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR TRAILERS

The 2.1echcare Cate

NO (*PI Rif NC&

strophic Coverage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for • comprehen
save Medicare Supple
ment pleb Deductibles
co insurance and non.p
proved
charges can
cause your out of pocket
expenses to mount up

NEC CH 0

ALLIANCE
remiss

TRAPIIIMO
RA.T OR
LIMAIDOR. vie

The Part A deductible
you, Of your insurance.
must pay has been in
creased to $evi in 1991
For more information
call

1 800- 334- 1203

Notice

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Dexter-Almo
water district.
Effective May
1, 1991, the
water
rates
chahged, Yovr
next bill will
.show the new
rates.

•01..1 29tli year at fervIre•

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Siiveraeo p ciwp
ioaded siC34'4 $3.7:59, mo •
Call Gene at 753-2617
& license
'Pt.s Ti, T
48 Ito Closed End Lease

02C

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS

Piro:male

Public Notice

have something to sell. here, the way to make your
heard it, the Kert.icky Statewide Classified 'remark
for $149. you can place i0-ward ad in 110 Kasecky
....papers iinth • potential audience of more than I .000,000
en

e ve sold everything froin antsosies tsi nation wagons
hut:dings to sewing machtnes
Contact this newspaper fix details Thai get ready to wit

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

753-1916

Notice to all
waste haulers
Calloway Count)
There will be
meeting for all
solid waste hau1ers
doing business in
Calloway County,
on May 23, 1991,at
6.00 p.m., in the
office of County
Judge. Executive
Georgi. Weaks, at
Calloway
the
Court;
(ount)
house, 101 Sou;
h Street, Nlori.iy, KY.

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502 554-7904

Hors
Wanted

Harp
Wentod

EXPERIENCED dental as sistant lull time M F Bong
in or mail resume to 201 N
5th St Murray Ky 42071

POSITIONS available a
Shoney s Inn Must apply in
person Shoney s Inn
641N Murray Ky

FULL time word processor,
legal & word processing
experience required Salary to commensorate with
experience and ability Mail
resume to P 0 Box 1040E,
Murray KY 42071

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
riot have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages 01 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTP A
Call J T PA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
8a m 11 30a m

GET PAID for taking easy
snapshots' No experience
$900 00 per 100 Call
1 9 0 0 2 3 0 3 6 36
($0 99'min) or Write
PAASE 187J 161 S Liiicoinway N Aurora IL
60542
PAINTERS must have 2
years experience or more
Steady work Apply at
Black s Decorating Center
S 4th Street or call
753 0839
AVON representatives
needed Up to 50% commission S8 & $15 kits Delayed billing Door to door
unnecessary Insurance
available Assist Mgr
t800 866 2243
CAPTAIN D's is now accepting applications for all
positions kitchen &
counter, day and night
shifts Please apply in
person

•EARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $200 $500 weekly
05n
mailing 1991 Travel broLost
chures For more informaAnd Found
tion send a stamped
envelope to A 1
LOST black & white spotted addressed
Box
Travel
P 0
to. hound Answers to the
Miami
name of March Will give 430780 81 South
Call Collect FL 33143
reward
502-436 5526
Experienced
Meat Cutter
- -Needed
Send resume lo
P0 Box 1040T,
t..,lurray. KY 42071

LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
759 9932

IT wA.6 TeE
OSEATSILL_S
SPOSCW-IETTI

090
Situation
Wonted
WILL help new mother with
newborn light housekeeping. etc Call Mag an exper
ienced grandmother.
WILL babysit M F My
home Have references
753 5978
WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753-1016
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Call 753 4590 or 435-2497
for information
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-943.3
after 5pm

CASH for mobile home
tees $7-$12 each We will
remove Will also buy axles 527-2932

USED and antique furni
lure, glass, tools quilts
901-642-6290
USED and Junked air condi
tioners Will pick up
436-2904

Articles

For Us
30-x 60" EXECUTIVE desk
$150 753 3235 after 4pm

,

VECCHII!

MATCO Model 910, 10
drawer road chest, 33/7 L
18/i W, 19/i H, $450 %
drive air gun blue point
Model AT315 $85 4 drive
metric socket set 10mm to
32mm $125 Exercis
Bicycle (used) $301
753 0250

mai*
nZEt. ii
I
NOPIING

'• •
THE Blb NEWS IN
SWIttlwEAR This
HIEAR is THE BUST!

I

7-NO! MIT! SEL? TME
NAvE 811ILT- IN CUPS, PADOiNCT
ANO FRILLS, ALL DESIGNED

"CERTAINLY
IT EVERYONE
KNOWS THESE
THERE'S
ANSTERY
ARE FOR wom_
r, -ro ADO A Lr1TLE NNSTERV TO
EN WHO ARE
DROOPY 5AfreY
WOMEN 1000 ARE DROOPY,
i i'
1 56L.0Q TOTALLY FLAT! . OR FLAT
!.
THERE 15'
NO
,f
rovsTER,
r! ,..)

OC Of
MERE

3bi-vsi,rr stiamA'r a:ZIOS
"THIS MUCH TO FtEthaie. A
HcoSE.GIJEST- us-ty CANT
UJETOST- ASK HER To

THEY DON'T KNOW
witiCH ONE Of
THOSE vou PRE,
NOW, 00 THEY r?

OUT Of
HERE

FloNA 1UST HAPPENS

NICE PEOPI- DROP

lb BE CNE.OF THE

LARGE HNTs FIND
HOPE The.OTHER
t3reAUSE Lee-RE GUY WILL CWE IN
WE.PF_oPtE t-flt
-ex)NICE
TO CAUSE
-V

CLEAN timothy-red clover
hay Available mid June
$1 00/bale or $200 deity
ered Coldwater 489 2773
after 5 30pm

FRATS Lue VE
BEEN GENEROu.S
-RD

Mobile
Homo. For Rent

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 28R 7539866
is expanding' We now offer 3BR 2 bath doublevede
stamps and stamp supplies 753 5815
8 row pull type boom along with silver dollars
DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
sprayer Radiator that fits proof sets U S and foreign
527-1987
1984 Chevy pick up Good coins and coin supplies heat Days
Coins and stamps are great nights 354 6335
condition 437 4382
hobbies, they also make NEWER 2br 14x60 on pi'
wonderful gifts and invest- vate lot 19 miles from Mur
ments Visit us today at the ray Walk to Johnathan
Ox-Yoke Antique Store Creek
$265 mo
(Hazel), Treasure House 354-6248
MEN S Arnold Palmer gol and Book Rack (Murray),
clubs Sand Wedge 3Irons. the Mercantile (Aurora) and SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
$195 Women's Powerbilt the Book Shelf (Pans) We electric or gas Walking disgolf clubs Pitching buy coins and stamps and tance to college 753 5209
wedge-3Irons $75 appraise estates
753 5904
290
502-753-4161
Heating
pickup or we
TOPSOIL
And Cooling
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and AIR conditioner repair, free
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo estimates 436 2904
Ky

1946 FORD Ferguson vac
tor with plow and disc
$1800 OBO 474 8114 _

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range

WOODEN storage build
irigs 8x16 starts at $1095,
10x16 $142450 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Build
ings 502 247 7831
250
Business
Services

Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullian PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pm
Velvet Jones

753-1152
MURRAY, KY

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shop
ping Center Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641
SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice, supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248 4319

Business
Rentals
1012 SPACES available
downtown
$50mo
Hazel,Ky Days 492-8175
nights 1 901 247-5518
4 CAR shop with office Call
753 4509
COMMERCIAL building
2800sq ft next to golf
course on N 16th and Ut
terback Rd 753 0521 or
436 2165 after 5pm

Prime
Office Space

For Rent
2000 sq. ft, newly

210
Firewood

SMALL farm with 3br house
in Calloway or Graves
county 435-4147

150

MERE 1-kAs GOT TC)gE
RE1VEC2wK4 TO MAKE
WM EAT

scUanioue

JUNK cars and trucks
437-4087

USED chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435-4425

NOT EAT1f4(7 1141S
C*9EEN snicr

214

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 753 9745

ENTERTAINMENT center
19" RCA color remote T V
remote VCR glass door TV
& stereo cabinet with VCR
tape storage $450
492-8254
270

decorated. Plus
800 sq ft decorate to suit. Close
to downtown Murray. First month
free rent with 1 yr
lease.
753-8302 or
753-5870

Mobile
Homes For Sale
Apartments
For Rent

12x50 2br 1 bath 759-9847
after 5pm
14x70 2br 2 full baths partially furnished Owner
wants offer 498 8911,
evenings after 5pm
ROCKFORD Fosgate (1) 492-8297
Power 650. 1 set of Fos
gate .Pro 15 inch woofers 1986 CLAYTON 14x70,
3br, 2 bath All electric
New 247-6632
Stella Mobile Home Court
759-4934
240

PRACTICE Piano for sale
$100 Good condition must
sell 753-6298

Aiseellaneous
AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call May
field 247-7831

1991 14.50 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W/D hookup
underpinned Located Riviera Cts Lot 7 389-0141
24ft PERRY travel trailer,
self-contained, skirted, in
sutated, underpinned Ix
cellent condition, brick patio, privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
lcu ft bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized BANK Repos down pay
play sand 50Ib bag only ments starting as low as
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib $299 00, 2 & 3 bedrooms,
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to doublewide repos also
Coast Hardware 753-8604 available BEST HOME
CENTER, Hwy 45 South,
ATIO stones 2"x8"x16"
TN
ORDER the spa designed ",P
Jackson,
gray or red 69c ea Also
for you Murray Hot Tubs
901-422-2825
2"x 12'square or hexagonal
i 15 S 13th St
patio stonesgray or red just
$1 69ea We have red NEW doublewides 3 bed
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
octagon-square paving rooms, $14,999 00
USED outside door, storm
stores for 55c ea and 18" $17221 per month, $1,296
door and lavatory
square brickfaced patio down, 12 25% APR Free
753-0156 or 753-3917
stones $3 69 Coast to delivery and set up BEST
WOOD lathe Delta 4' Coast Hardware 753-8604 HOME CENTER Hwy 45
model Includes motor an-ar
TN
Jackson
WAREHOUSE or work- South
tools First $195 753 5154
Available immedi- 901 -422-2825
shop
after 5pm
753-8.809 or USED homes ready to live
ately
753-2031
in 2 or 3 bedrooms, sin
glewides and doublewides
PINE Bark Mulch or Nugfree delivery and set up
gets 2cu tt bag only $2 59
Starting at $4,143 00
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
BEST HOME CENTER
Couch and 2 matching
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib Hwy 45 South, Jackson, TN
bag only $1 99 ea Also
chairs 759-9220 after 5pm
901-422 2825
1gal size Shrubs or
drawer
BR furniture 6
Azaleas are lust $2 99 ea YOUR Choice NEW 2 or 3
dresser with mirror, 4
Coast to Coast Hardware bedroom. $10,999 00,
drawer chest of drawers in
753-8604
$127 22 per month,
very good condition. $250
$88500 down 1225°/s
apricot/gray/white twin
APR 180 mos Free deify
rich
dirt
good
Soil
TOP
ruffle
comforter and bed
ery and set up BEST
plant
and
yards
for
Ideal
valwith 2 apricot balloon
Hwy 45
beds 759-1828, 753-2446 HOME CENTER,
ances $40, DP weight
TN
South. Jackson
Exca&
Trucking
Bogard
bench and weights, $150
901-422-2825
vating Inc
759-1293 after 5pm

1BR and trailer only a couple blocks from campus
Furnished Cheap rates
759-1534
2BR Apt in Northwood
753-0521 or 489-2978 after
4pm
2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753-3964
1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR duplex Carport, outside storage, economical
heat pump system Deposit
No pets
required
753-7947 or 753-3778
2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br at, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights
AVAILABLE July 1st our
nearly new 2br green door
duplex 1811 Ridgewood
All rooms good size, large
double sink bath Front
porch and rear deck Central gas heatAair Lease and
deposit No pets $375mo
753 0814
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753-2905
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111. night
753 0606
NICE 2br duplex, carport,
appl , gas heat, deck
lease No pets $425/mo
710 Sycamore 753-7457
NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Central heat/air Half of the
utilities $450/fio deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days. 753-0870
nights
2BR farmhouse on 280
$250/mo lbr log duplex off
94 East $230/mo lbr near
radio tower $175/mo All
require deposit No pets
753-8848 before 8pm

TELL
JON
0
0

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
MO
Houses
For Rent

/4ND IT SAYS
HERE THAT JOE
6ARA610LA 15
NOW IN THE
HALL
A5EBALL
„
OF FAME!

2BR appliances furnished
gas heat $275/mo • depo
Sit 753-26

ISN'T

2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489 2440

THAT
GREAT?

Kids shows that bombed

3BR 1305 Vine 2br 1405
Vine Lease/deposit required No pets 753-0932
or 753-5898

Wk.,*
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CLASSIFIEDS
380

*He
For Rent
LYNN Grove cedar home 2
3br, stove, refrigerator.
air, cable city water
275/mo + deposit
382-2882

h doubiewide

at

IDE 2br gas
s 527-1987
5335

AKC chow male puppies, 1
black, 1 cinnamon $75
345-2071 (Farmington)

3BR, 2% BT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace Dining
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC,
paved drive, city water, ca
blevision All appliances in
eluded Perfect for young
family or retired couplet
Call 753 8151 for
appointment

FOR sale, CFA Registered
chincilla Persian kittens
Baby white ducks
753-5950

NICE furnished house in
residential area for shared
rental to two responsible
graduate students $250
HAVE an obedient, safe
each plus 'A utilities each dog for show or home
Deposit and references re
Classes or professionally
quired All appliances, trained Serving Murray for
microwave, Wit) furnished
over 12yrs 436-2858
753-8143 or 606 254-6583
PEG'S Dog Grooming
370
753-2915
Livestock
& Supplies
.130

14x60 on pri
nibs from Mur
to Johnathan
$ 26 5 m o

Ks 2 or 3br,
is Walking disege 753 5209

toting
Cooling

3BR brick 5 miles southeast 1360sq ft. 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436-2742
BEAUTIFUL 2", -5acre
tracts with paved roads
Located near Hwy 94E,
close to Ky Lake Contact
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for prices, plats,
and restrictions MLS 2644

Real
5YR old registered bay
Estate
gelding 15-2 hands tall
Good broke horse Poco BOB HALEY, Real Estate
and King blood lines Sales and Appraisals
$1200 Will consider trade Roberts Realty 753-1651
for mare and foal of any or 489-2266
breed but must be registered Also one big horn KOPPERUD REALTY 'bffers a complete range of
saddle 489-2450
Real Estate services with a
BULLS AND HEIFERS wide selection of quality
PERFORMANCE TESTED homes, all prices
Simmental, Gelbvieh, and 753-1222, toll free
Maine-Anjou crossbred 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
service age Bulls and Heif- 711L
ers Only the very top performers offered for sale All SMALL acreage for sale in
animals health tested and Keksey area Financing
guaranteed to breed Smith available 489-2161 after
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, 7pm
42211
DAY
KY
410
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170
Lola
For Sale
FOR sale, 8 head of registered quarter horses 2-4 COLES Campground road,
yrs old Geldings and 1 acre $10,000,77 acre
mares broke Will be avail- $5500, Water & Gas - Reable for purchase Tuesday, stricted 753-5315
Wednesday, and Thursday
LOT 1 mile south of Ken
8 a m to 12 p m Murray
lake State Park Water and
State University Horse
sewer on lot 753-5541
Barn 753-8112
LOT on KY lake 1 mile
380
south of Kenlake State
Pets
Park in Anderson Shores
& etzpplie_s
terms
Easy
CHOW puppies for sale. 1-8.
-00-621-3894 or
247-7095.
474-8826

nor repair, free
136-2904

linen
Inlets

7,ES available
downtown
ays 492 8175
1-247-5518
with office Call

,iAL building
next to golf
J 16th and Ut
753 0521 or
tier 5pm

'ime
Space.
Rent
fti newly
ed. Plus
ft. deco;uit. Close
town Murrst month
t with 1 yr_

3302 or
1-5870

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage. Low
utilities, wheel chair accessable For sale or lease
753-3293

in Northwood
489-2978 after

LOVELY home on Hwy 641
south Situated on 2 acres
2br, deck, new roof (1991)
492-8574 after 5pm
MARTIN Heights, Brick,
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage
patio landscaped, used
little 753-4065 762-1123

Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E/WF

nent in North/mo. 753-3964

14ntucicy Fried Chickens

)om apartment

Jack Marshall Franchise

Carport. outje, economical
iystem Deposit
No pets.
ir 753-3778

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide td buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed,
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but •
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

y efficient dupaint, extra
-teal 1-I/A, apkvailable now
IE 753-9898

new brick du'c gas heat all
s No pets
or 759 4703

E July 1st our
2br green door
11 Ridgewood
food size, large
ik bath Front
rear deck Cen
itAair Lease and
pets $375/mo

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

2br 2 baths
auto opener.
plus microwave
$450/mo. 1yr
thwood Dr. No
?905

3br apartment
near campus
house, 1 4br
)hook-up Day
6111. night

TAKE A LOOK AT THIS!
AMENITIES GALORE!!
V
=11/...1
. VI
V
MI I1
.
1V11
VII
V
1.111.1011110.01.1111111.11 1.11141

duplex, carport,
5 heat, deck
pets $425/mo
)(ire 753-7457

41:2)D3.

stove and re'urnished Canir Half of the
50"o deposit
105 N 16th
days, 753-0870

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SAT., MAY 25TH AT 1:00 P.M.
THE WALTER COWNS FARM
110 ACRES IN 6 TRACTS
NEAR PARIS, TENNESSEE

house on 280
br log duplex off
30/mo 1br near
$175/mo All
posit No pets
5efore 8pm

faceted'4 miles north of Pens on 641 lust eas1 NI The Rcena
School Nouse Rood 4 fhlle• south of Puryeer Tennessee
5 meet south of Murray. Ks...duchy

LOVELY 3 BEDROOM, 3 BATH BRICK HOME
SITUATED ON 6 BEAUTIFUL ACRES
is% DOWN SALAAM DID IN 30 BATS

1986 CAMARO Iroc Z,
sharp, Must see to appreciate Loaded Red with ttops Call 753-0675
1987 COUGAR, loaded,
V6, nice car $6200
753-6022 leave message
1987 MONTE Carlo SS
753-9345 after 5pm
1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633
1989 PLYMOUTH Reliant
LE 4dr, gray, ps/pb, AC
Excellent condition
753-5216

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

1988 DODGE Caravan,
gray with running boards,
new tires $7500 437-4066

Used
Trucks
1978 GMC Jimmy 4x4, 350
engrne, auto, ps/pb, air,
aluminum wheels, like new
tires $1600 OBO
474-8114

UNION
Offered

Services
Offered

AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex- KITCHEN CABINET RE
cavating Dozer, backhoe, MODELING with wood
trucks Levies, roads drive grain formica, all colors
ways, parking lots septic Free estimates Wulff's Retanks foundations base- covery. Murray 436-5560
ments, gravel, dirt, ponds
Landscaping mowing and
153.0577
trim, tree removal and haul
Al TREE Service Stump ing, major or minor dea
removal and spraying Free nups, dozing and grading
estimates 753-0906 after 492-8254
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
A LICENSED electrical
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- contractor JAMES C
GAL
try, remodeling porches, LIMORE ELECTRIC Comroofing, concrete, drive- mercial and residential, fast
ways, painting, mainte
courteous and efficient sernance, etc Free estimates
vice 759-1835
489-2303
L L Beane Painting,
ANTENNA repair and in- Commercial/Residential
stallation Replace or install 759-1785 '
channel master antennas
rotors, and amplifiers Ran* Four Star *
dall Beasley Buchanan
Tn 901 642 4077
Mobile Home
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
PPPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848_
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
759-4664.
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing: Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs. experience.
13yrs. in Murray area.
753-5476 Charles Barnett.

Parts & Service
Get Your Home
Ready For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carport.
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices

*Quality Results*
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5568

MR Chimney Chimney
BOGARD Paving Paving
cleaner 492-8561
and sealing driveways and
NEAT, clean, great small
parking lots. Over 20yrs. MURRAY Fence Co. Chain
home 2bedrm, central 1990 TOYOYA
6cyl, 5sp, experience Free esti- -fink fence, dog kennels, re(gas) H&C Full basement
Xtracab 20,000 miles, like mates. 753-9552 or sidential, commercial Free
$35,000 Bob Perrin Real new,
437-4391_
estimates 753-9785 or
ac, AM/FM, cap
Estate 759-1881 or even$9300 753-2936 after CARPET and vinyl repairs 753-3254.
ings 753-3509
5pm.
and installation. Profes- MYERS Roofing SpeciaNEWLY listed 4bdrm
1991 S10 LWB, 4 3 auto, sional service. Glen Bebber lizing in tear-offs, recovers,
2bath lake front home on
759-1247, leave message. and repairs Syr written
11xxx miles 437-4432
wooded lot Owner anxious
guarantee 20yrs experiCH1M Cbim Chimney
to sell' A good buy-$60s
ence Free estimates
Sweeps
has
10%
sailor
citiKopMLS 3292 Contact
354-6234 or 437-3056
zen discounts. We sell chimperud Realty 753-1222
ney caps and screens. PAINTING-Interior and ExOPEN DAILY new 3br 2
435-4191.
terior Free estimates
bath house in Martin 1977 5th wheel 30' trave
trailer. Excellent condition. CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Small repairs Reasonable
Heights Excellent floor
rates 753-6844
plan, large rooms and Average retail $6000, sel and Cooling Service. Comfor
$4500
OBO. plete service on all central PLUMBING - Free esticlosets Call 753-3903
901-247-3004.
cooling, all makes and mates Affordable rate
PRICE reduced for quick
models. Call Gary at Same day service All work
sale 2br, 2 car garage on
759-4754.
guaranteed 753-4200
520
lake 11 miles from Murray
Boats
DAVID
Palmer
Steer
PLUMBING repairman with
436-5369
& Motors
Loader Service. 20yrs. ex- same day service Call
SPACIOUS 5bedrm 3bath 18FT Catamaran. Multi
perience. Can accommo- 436-5255
home Brick, central (gas) colored jibe/main sails. date jobs in tight places
HiC 1 acre wooded lot
or PROFESSIONAL Painters
Galvanized trailer. Good 50 2 - 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
Inc Coolray and Larry
Bob Perrin Real Estate
condition 1978 SOL. 502-753-4181.
Adams_ 20yrseexpenence
759-1881 or evenings $1500, Lakeway Shores,
DAVIDSON Roofing. New Also remodeling and decor753-3509
Murray. 436-5353.
roofs and repairs Tear offs ating. 753-3315
PRICE reduced' Three 1965 RUNABOUT in good and re-roofs. Written guarbedroom, 1-Yi bath, brick, condition with 75hp Evin- antee. Local references QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046
excellent condition on quiet rude OB in excellent condi- 753-5812.
street in city Central gas tion. $1000. Call James at
ROCKY COLSON Home
LICENSED for electric,
heat, living room dining 435-4425.
gas, refrigeration. Installa- Repair. Roofing,
room. kitchen/utility room,
painting, plumbing, conlarge sunroom, paved 1984 CHEETAH ski boat. tion and repair. Free esti- crete. Free estimates Call
mates.
753-7203
16:4
ft.,
120hp,
Mercruiser
driveway, carport, de474-2307
tached garage or work- stern drive. Life jackets, FENCE sales at Sears
accessories included
ROGER Hudson rock haulshop, fenced backyard
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Lots of extras Call $3500 negotiable. for free estimate for your ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-1893, Chuck Foster • 345-2520
needs.
753-6763, 759-1823
1985 CREST 40h pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6, FULL time yard mowing SEE Big Joe and John-boy
generator, gas furnace, gas Dependable Free esti- at Neal's Auto Electric for
470
cook stove, A/C, gas/ mates 436-2528
generator, starter, and alelectric, refrigerator. (2) 3-4 GENERAL Repair plumb- ternator repair Off East
Motorcycles
gallon gas tanks. 100hp. ing, roofing, tree work Main behind Holland Mo1978 75.0 SPECIAL Johnson Commercial. 436-2642
tors 759-9756
Yamaha, full tarring, trunk Good Condition. Fully
tree
repair,
GENERAL
and bags 23.800 actual equiped. 753-2085
work, roofing general
miles 492-8425
1989 FUN & Sun cruiser, clean-up, hauling, yards
90HP. V-4 Johnson, seats mowed Free estimates
150
8, AM-FM stereo, live well. James Sills 753-4120
Auto
753-8636
Services
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com19ft.
GLASTRON
302,
V-8,
NEW and used tires Key
190HP outdnve. Tandem mercial continuous gutters
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
aide trailer Very good con- installed for your specifica753-5500
dition, must sell. 759-9507 tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
26FT sailboat, 1980
85
McGregor $5500 Johnson G W CONSTRUCTION,
Auto
Outboard Refurbished Gerald Walters roofing,
Parts
trailer, new tires Boat like painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
new. 759-4780
489-2267.
82-91 CAMARO or 228
75HP EVINRUDE outDaytona style hood $300
board motor Excellent HADAWAY Construction
437-4076
Condition $700 Call Home remodeling, painting wallpaper, carpentry,
James at 435-4425
floor covering No job too
97, HP Evinrude, boat small 436-2052
trailer, life jackets, trot lines.
HAULING, yard work, tree
etc $350. 492-8248
1972 CHEVELLE SS blue
removal, mowing Free esmotor,
ps/pb
402, big block
MOTIVATED seller Tiara, timates 759-168,3
AC, sharp 753-5216
1977 20ft cuddy cabin,
198hp Mercruiser, new bot- INSULATION Blown In By
1975 GRAN Torino AC,
tom paint, low hours well Sears TVA approved
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
maintained Can be seen at Save on those high heating
61,000 original miles
Harbor Hill Marine $4750 and cooling bills Call Sears
offer
$1200 or make
753-2310 for free estimate
OBO 407-253-1813
436-2639
1988 TOYOTA white with
blue interior like new.
753-4378.

YARD work mowing, trim
ming odd jobs of any kind
Free estimates 753 8463

Roy Hill

FREE kittens to good home
only 753-6378

0

applications for
rent subsidized
s 1 2 & 3 bed ply Hilldale Apts.
Ky or call
113 EHO

Backhoe Service

frj
or011itYP
S
CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CuSTOM w000WOnsuNG
All Types Of:

Junior Thorn,
Operator

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

30 Years Experience

•Drop by & see our showroom

Specializing in Septic

409 SUNS-JOY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5940

tanks. Seeers. Foundations. t1'.atilin2. etc.

(502) 759-4664
r -1 ,r

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves • dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeks4libritten, Inc.

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

=....7( Smith
Masonry

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, deaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri , 9-2pm Sat
753-0530

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

WHEEL & Deal under new
management Minor or major auto repair 753-2092
8mi east of Murray Hwy
94
WILL clean
759-1742

-.

houses

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices.
Free estimates 354-9397.

BE THE FIRST PROUD OWNER! Of this brand new 2
story home. Four or 5 bedrooms,3 baths and sunken den.
Located scitithwest of town. Unusually lovely decor
Just reduced. S129,900. MLS 2679

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300.

Kopperud Realty

WILL mow yards Also light
hauling 435-4169

711 Main

753-1222

Real Estate Auction
Mr & Mrs Schroder
May 25th, 1991- 2:00 p.m.
Take 94 East to 280 to Main Rd. in Croppie Hollow, Right to corner ol
Line & John Derck Rd.
Sat.,

Kr ...
ill
,

Pgri

••

Mobile home with house roof and addition - 2 bedroom - 1 bath concrete porch and deck - 2 car garage. All furniture except, TV.,
dishes,•and iron bed stays with property., 20* down day of auction, _
balance 30 days with passing of deed.

Wilson Real Estate
Wilson, Broker
Phone- 753-3263

Wayne

Dan Miller, Associate & Auctioneer
435-4144

. 71,

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.

'A Location • Location • Location
r.r.) Numerous Beautiful Building Sites
,A Tracts Ranging from 6 TQ 27 Acres
IZI Miles Of Road Frontage
Zl Buildings • Barns • Support Structures
▪ Cropland And Pastureland
• Share Of Growing Crops Go With Farm

liouses
or Rent

ances furnished,
1275/mo depo
326

JAMES R. CASH

ve/refrigerator
Graves Co line
Deposit and
5 required No
5 489 2440

lise AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
RC
j
(502)623-8466 Or 15021 623-6388
FAX I 502)613-8685
TINN fRM NO 711111 TEteN lXINSf 1.10 9)0

Vine 2br 1405
ase/deposit re
pets 753 0932

0
0
0

CONTACT AUCTION CO. FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

NO MINIMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

ns

1979 PINTO wagon. 1
owner, no rust, air, stereo,
good motor, new tires.
435-4579.
1980 THUNDERBIRD
$600 OBO 753-4497 after
5Pfn
1984 GRAND Marquis LS
great condition Hwy miles
759-9908 or
$3850
759-1423 after 5pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded,
61.000 miles $3750 Call
759 4808 after 6pm

Therapist
applications for Residential Treatment Coordinator. Requirements include a
master's degree in the mental health field with
a two year minimum of direct clinical experience. Experience with adolescents, and
Accepting

supervisory skills preferred
Direct inquiries to Project

Director
P.O. Box 774
Huntingdon, TN 38344
(901) 986-8778

We do work 2. days in-advance to bet-ter-serve your
Deadlines are 3 pin. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
pet day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
Mrruy

Ledger & Times

- ilviisprognerrnr-7.7-,
•,•-•

.(1

„

•

1moms

moor

1985 FORD LTD $2300
753-2856

500

Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
'Positions available are* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
* Customer Servke Workers
Good Benefits
Good Salary

iller only a coufrom campus
Cheap rates

1982 OLDS Tornado
753 6308

Vans

KY Lake property in low
$20's Furnished Irvin
Cobb area 314-472-1848
fitort ask for Miller, after
6 30pm 314-276-4130

530
Servkes
Offered

HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd. Reduced
$23,000 negotiablel. PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Speciatl Sunset
436-2010.
Blvd. Music Murray's
KENTUCKY Lake view
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
Furnished 3bedrm, 2bath
dealer. Dixieland Center
large sundeck, finished Chestnut Si, 753-0113.
basement Extra lot South
of Murray $38,000 negotiable
658-3558 or
658-3646

HELP WANTED

emote
r Rent

Used
Oars

Hamm
For Belo

SuPPIIN

566

FAO

it/'I

Pets

classified department

".." •
•••
*41
4111ki
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER Fort Bragg soldier sentenced
ACROSS
sail
ibegin a
voyage)
4 Therefore
6 Particle of
Sand
1 1 Cried Out in
cdn tempt
13 Haphazard
15 Switch
position
ink
16
18 I-lead in
Paris
19 The sixth
senSe
.2 I Old-time
1

1
1

-

•
- ----e•••••••-m*.

--4

signal
38 Wash cycle
39 At home
40 Roman 51
41 Tense
43 Repetition
45 Greek letter
47 Walked
wearily
50 Note of scale
52 Malay canoe
53 Slender
finial
56 Burrowing
animal
58 Singer Baker
60 Hypothetical
force
61 Pastimes
63 Pertaining
to old age
65 Porticos
66 NelSOn ID
67 Ocean

to 18 months in weapons theft

Answer to Previous Puzzle
R T E SPAT S
A v D1D
D HE R A
B 00
10
Clia D U
E Cfl
E E
S

80Nsia

ME

FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP) — government alleges was the leader
A Fort Bragg soldier who helped of a secret white supremacy group.
Jenne!t was assigned to the 7th
authorities unravel a stolenweapons conspiracy linked to white Special Forces Group at Fort Bragg
supremacists apologized to the when he was arrested in CharlesArmy before he was sentenced to ton, S.C., on Nov. 15, 1990. He is
EAA D
18 months in prison and fined being discharged from the Army,
B 11111
E'
N
A
S6,000.
TEA
authorities said.
Warrant Officer Jeffrey Jennett,
A G
He could have been sentenced to
MA
E
32, said he and former Sgt. 1st up to 40 years in prison and fined
P
"P
A TT A N
Class Michael Ralph Tubbs had $I million. He will be in prison for
EN D'EA
been secretly penetrating areas on less than a year because he has
:N:G S E M 0A +Di
Bragg for nine months to shar- been in jail for more than six
Fort
slave
,yBabylonian
pen their military skills, culminat- months, said his lawyer, Gerald
)a
:
,tJeity
3 As tar as
ing in the robbery of two soldiers Beaver.
9 Symbol of
2..i'Myknacje
4 Judgment
perfection
in January 1987.
U.S. District Judge Malcolm
.21D CunduCted
5 More unusual
10 Negative
who were Howard granted Beaver's request
Tubbs,
and
Jennett
: Speck
6 Joined
12 Agave plant
ii Tich,
DOWN
.together as
Special Forces soldiers, have to allow Jennett to be freed on
14 Myself
Roma.r? gods
plants
s
17
Tehran
admitted to stealing two M-16 rif- $25,000 unsecured bail into the
r
1
Footwea
EArh. rtlOrn
7 Sun god
Country
ages
les from the soldiers.
2 Vast
:'••••I'ess
custody of his mother, Aida Wright
8 Poker stake
20 Vessel
never
I
t,
inciden
this
"After
of Auburndale, Fla., before he
24 NuiSance
went out with him (Tubbs) again," reports to prison. He denied a
25; Hearing
organ
Jennett said before he was sen- request that Jennett be imprisoned
27 Redact
Monday in federal court.. near his home.
tenced
9 - 10 III 28 Eat
8
7
5 II6
4
apologized to the two
Jennett
29 Man
The judge ordered $200 special
14
30 Leave out
13
soldiers and the Army.
assessments against Jennett and
32-Ancient
y apologize to the sol- three years of supervision after he
formall
•'I
capital of
18
17 Y
diers. Richard Dwaine and Troy completes his sentence.
Phoenicia
Poorman," Jennett said. "I apolog36 Grain
Assistant U.S. Attorney J. Dou22
37 Exceed
to the U.S.. Army and to the glas McCullough asked for
ize
42 Mountain
26 27 -28
Special Forces, in particular, for leniency.
25
lake
what I've put them through, and I
44 Poem
McCullough and ,Beaver said
33
32
'
46 Apportion
apologize to this court and to the Jennett provided information to the
48 Damp
people of the United States."
government that was used against
--39
49 Communion
38
35 36 37
Jenneu pleaded guilty'in Febru- Tubbs and others in the weapons
plate
51 Danish
4:1 44
ary to four counts of theft of gov- conspiracy in North Carolina, Flor42
4'
island
ernment property, assault and pos- ida, Tennessee and Kentucky.
54 North or
48 49
session of unregistered. explosives.
Beaver said Jennett cooperated
' South
M-16
an
stealing
to
image
d
Mental
admitte
55
He
despite danger to himself.
53 54 55
52
Si"' .1 ,
56 Ed s concern
rifle, assault with intent to commit
Jennett did not go to Fort Bragg
57 Harvest
60
robbery by firing a silenced Uzi to rob the two soldiers, but things
59
sa
goddess
submachine gun and receiving 21 got out of hand, and he didn't want
59 Article
64
6.1
62 Tantalum
40mm cannon grenade rounds, 13.5 to back out, Beaver said. Jennett
symbol
poundslof TNT. 2.5 pounds of C-4 returned home that night very
67
64 Exists
66
explosives .and 37 blasting caps.
•
upset, the lawyer said.
Other charges in the 10-count
"He has literally robbed himself
indictment were dismissed as -part of a good portion of his future."
of a plea agreement requiring him Beaver said. "He literally 'shot
Extension #702
puyzit
itit• lut.n1,i,
to testify against Tubbs, who the himself in the foot. He has hobbled
himself forever."
Tubb.s.t of Clarksville, Tenn.,
pleaded guilty April 25;in Jacksonville to conspiracy and theft of
government property, an M-16
rifle, from one of the Fort Bragg
and mothers soldiers.
fathers
an
Americ
is
going
y
anybod
think
don't
"I
call
TAN1PA. Fla.(AP) — Don't
rs in
He admitted in his plea agreeto call me 'Sir Norman.' A few placed their sons and daughte
7..7. Sir Gen. H. Norman Schwarzgeneral
sir,"
,
old
general
earme
call
56-y
may
the
people_
my hands,"
ment that he and Jennett began
k4f. ;low that. he's. received. an
y..
ceremon
's
Monday
said.
he
after
Queen
from
said
ood
amassing military weapons at Fort
.nonorary knighth
The four-star general is the 58th
Bragg in 1987 and stored them
Eliiabeth 11:
1.a-ter -ia_the day, the.quen and
American since Wortd-WarNorth Carolina and Tennessee.
General. sir. will (FCC
to
flew
Philip,
her husband. Prince
ood.
y
knighth
honorar
an
receive
Gulf
the
ed
present
Tubbs, formerly of the 5th Spei;',:een
The
Texas, and met with Gov.
the highest honor Britain can bes- Austin.
Forces Group at Fort Campcial
V•;i7 hero on Monday with a
lady
first
Ann Richards and former
r.
a
foreigne
on
tow
sentenced June
ross
;7:h:son-ribboned. .two-c
Bird Johnson. The queen was bell, Ky., is to be
Unlike British subjects, Lady
25.
77,:i.14i1ion. _at.a_ private. ceremony at _
San Antonio, Dallas and
Schwarz.kopf was not . made to to visit
Tubbs' brother, John Tubbs, 26,
S Central Command headleaving Austin today.
after
n
Housto
kneel and receive a tap on the
7s The, general later beamed
Daniel Benedict,. 24.. and Morris
The first British monarch to set Bradley Silas, 26, all of Jacksonvil,:.,;•layed it to those outside. shoulder with a sword. The queen
simply handed him the medal.
• I'm. going to wear it around my
foot on Texas soil was cheered by le, pleaded guilty April 25 to pos"She just said 'I would like to thousands outside the Capitol. Bri- sessing unregistered Ii rearms.
he joked. "No. seriously.
present you with this medal,' " tain was among the first European
John Tubbs is to be sentenced
I'm going to keep it and I'll wear it
go
they
think
"I
said.
to
zkopf
iate
Schwar
appropr
is
c
n
June 25 while Benedict and Silas
when the ()ccasio
nations to recognize the Republi
26.
out of their way to make sure peo- of Texas 151 years ago.
are
so."
_ to be sentenced June
Schwarkopfs new title is HonOr- - ple - like hut don't get- nervous:"
Schwarzkopf was commander of
Knight Commander in the MiliU.S. forces in the Persian Gulf durtary Division of the Most Honorable Order of the Bath. He may use ing the war to force Iraq out of
K uw a it.
t:te iriiaIs "KCB" after his name
"The greatest honor I've ever.
not the title "Sir.." That's
had in my career is when the
:2.erved-ror-11zons.
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"OFFS CARPET
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1-900-454-3535

DIAL- k-NN ORD

Don't call the general 'Sir Norman'.'General Sir' will do-

_

READ T1 1E CLASS!! 1EDS

CARPET SALE
FREE INSTALLATION
Buy 20 yde. or more;
We Install FREE
Save
$225
Sq. yd.

WALLPAPER SALE
-ln Stock
•Large Selection
'New Patterns

'5 to'14
BORDERS
'295 to'8 per
CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING

per double

pack

'Large Selection of Prints
'Large Selection of Frames
•Special Order Molding

Bel-Air Decor
Phone 753-3642

Bel-Air Shopping Center

STAT-FAX

May Save Your Life
STAT-FAX

Scotty Baesler
Democratic Candidate for Governor
will be in Murray

Wednesday, May 22
4:00-6:30 p.m.
at the

George IL Weaks Center
•

- Public Is Invited Pod for By Faends Si Scony Bassior

is a company managed by
physicians which will maintain a complete
updated copy of your medical history,
pertinent medical records. EKG, current
medication and allergies.

MURRAY, INC.
LUMBER OF753
: Through
-6450.
Pitces

500 S. 4th St.

Cash & Carry

5/28/91

•••

In the event of a medical emergency while
you are away from home, your records can be
faxed. IN MINUTES to any hospital or
physician in the world

24 HOURS A DAY.
This service is ideal for retired couples,
business executives or other frequent
travelers who may develop medical problems
while away from their local physician.

TAT-FAX

S

A COMMON SENSE PRECAUTION THAT COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE.
BEFORE YOUR NEXT TRIP CALL
I-800-835-1508 FOR MORE INFORMATION.

4' x 8'

Treated Lattice
$729
See Myers First
Full Line Building Materials Center
7haicila
#5007NB

DAP
Wood life

--

Wood
Preservative-71/4 Circular Saw
$799

O
Limit One Bill Per
Appliance - Otter Ends
May 31, 1993

This bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or'at prima in-stock major appliance
including- refrigerators, washers, dryer% st0ves,
televisions, VCR's and more!

It's A Sale You Can't Afford To Miss!

10495

Colony-

Flat

Latex

House
Paint

WARD & ELKINS

.
10f
1
4
11111

.4

Paint Thinner
$1099 Gal

Court Square 'Murray •753-1713

•
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Golf courses abound locally
By IAARIANNA ALEXANDER
law

L

or IL Timis Sian Writer

In the local resort lake lands of
, Western Kentucky, recreational
facilities are abundant. MurrayCalloway _County_ .and nearly
resorts, Kentucky Dam and Ken
Lake offer six golf courses.
•Miller Memorial Golf Course
located on Route 6, is the official
Murray State University course.
Green fees are S12 for guests, $8
for senior citizens ages 60 and
over, 58 for MSU faculty and $6
for MSU students.
Club rentals are available and
carts may be rented at $15.50 for
18 holes. Miller is a 71 par course,
open to the public 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The course ars°. Teatures Tarfe rolling bentgrass hills and Bermuda
Fairways as well as a driving range
with ball rental.

•

--Nr"
NidfteArammumbei.

Meredith Howe of Murray follows approved form by keeping her
head down during the follow-through. Howe, one of the area's top
high school golfers, sharpens her game during the summer by playing on area courses.

rates, at $4 lor 9 holes and $7 for
18 holes. Cart rentals are $3 per 9
holes: fteutal clubs ire--available
for rental.
Sullivans also has batting cages,
lighted driving range with rental
balls at $2 per medium bucket and
$3 per large buciet. Eighteen holes
of miniature golftcan be played for
' •
'
$1.75.
PGA golf pros instruct Sullivan
patrons at $15 per 30 minute session. Call ahead for group bookings at $1.50 per person 'group rate.

*Oaks Country Club located at
Route 7, Murray has a private golf
course, open to out-of-town guests
during the week, allowing only
members and guests on weekends,
with a $10 green fee for nonmembers. Cart rental is available at
$14 for 18 holes and $7 for 9'
holes.
The 72 par course is open from
daylight to dusk, weather
•Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course permitting.
and Sports Center located 1 1/2
*Murray Country Club on Colmiles past MSU on N. 16th
Extended is also open to the public. lege Farm Road, offers a 72 par
7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Green fees are private golf course open to out-of$3 for 9 holes and $5 for 18 holes county guests week days only.
during the week, with weekend Green fees at the Murray club are

$10 for guests, with cart rental fees
at $14 per 18 holes. Pull cans may
be Tented- for S-1—a day:
Hours are 7:30 a.m. until dark.
The Murray Country Club offers
a fully stocked golf shop and golf
lessons are available by PGA pros.
The older course surrounded by
trees, features Bermuda fairways,
tees and ruff on bcntgrass greens.
•Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park Highway 641, Gilbertsville, maintains a 72 par
course open to the public from 7
a.m. until dark_ Green fees are $12
for an all day fee, $9 for 9 holes
and $16 for 18 holes. Pull carts and
rental clubs are available for play
on the Bermuda fairways and bent_grass greens._
•Kenlake State Resort Park
located on Highway 94 East, features a three par course, open to the
public on a first come, first serve
basis from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., weekdays and 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
weekends. Green fees are $9 for
nine holes or $16 for 18 holes.
Pull carts and golf clubs are
available for rental.

EXIDLORE-17 ... COMFORTABLE,
VERSATILE and EXCITING!
:sciipe to the great outdoors irt a new 1991 Ford Explorer
1.,
voted "Pour-Wheeler of the Year" by Four Wheeler magazine.
This vehicle is designed to be practical and versatile with a
higher level of Comfort and convenience for a Smooth ride on
the road and excellent performance off-road.
Available in either a 2 or 4-door m9del, the Explorer comes
toyotr in both a 2-wheel and 4-wheel drive applicate system.
Stop-by Parker Fordkincoln-Mercury today and explore the
all new Ford Explorer!„
Chairman's Award Winner Five Consecutive Years.

1991 Ford Explorer
FORD

FORD

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

MEPC,L; Py
LiNCOLN

701 Main St., Murray

s- •

New Ideas From the Area's Most Experienced Dealer

•
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MERCURY
LINCOLN

(502) 753-5273
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LBL offers 'unlimited opportunities' for families
Located between Kentucky Lake only because the many fishermen
and Lake Barkley in western Ten- use camping as a means to their
nessee -and Kentucky, the Tennes- end.
But then so do many other visisee Valley Authority's Land
to LBL, which has camping
tors
Between the Lakes (LBL) is a
170,000-acre, 40-mile-long, penin- facilities for those who carry their
sula that offers virtually unlimited sleeping bags lashed to a backpack
opportunities for campers, hikers, or those that prefer_ the luxury of a
hunters, anglers, boaters, equest- well-appointed recreational vehicle.
Perhaps part of camping's popurians and off-road vehicle
here is because all the camplarity
enthusiasts.
Supporting those offerings is a ing facilities are near the water.
broad-based array of family- Piney and Hillman Ferry Camporiented educational and recrea- grounds and the Wrangler Camp
tional possibilities unmatched in offer a variety of experiences.
the American Heartland.
On the opposite side of LBL is
Fishing is the single most popu- the Turkey Bay Off-Road Vehicle
lar activity among visitors. Sand- Area where camping space is also
wiched as it is between two nation- provided in addition to unloading
ally recognized bass and crappie ramps and 2,350 acres of challenglakes that cover more that 220,000 ing terrain.
acres, the area is a natural destinaBy far the most popular visitor
tion for anglers who want to prois The Homeplace-1850.
facility
vide heavy stringers of fish with a
is a living history
Homeplace
The
mix of other activities for the
farm where visitors can get a
family.
glimpse of what farm life was like
Fishing is also permitted on most
between the Tennessee and Cumof the 20 farm ponds and the four
berland Rivers during the mid-19th
small lakes inside LBL, adding
century.
angling
another dimension to
Members of the "farm family" in
opportunities.
dress attend to their daily
period
If fishing is the preferred pasand around the 16 origiin
chores
time, camping is a close second,

ly

art rental fees
Pull carts may
day.
m until dark.
Ty Club offers
shop and golf
by PGA pros.
urrounded by
uda fairways,
tgrass greens.

Village State
'ay 641, Gilis a 72 par
niblic from 7
a fees are S12
,9 for 9 holes
Pull carts and
table for play
/ays and bent-

Resort Park
94 East, fea;e, open to the
tie, first serve
8 p.m., weekto 8 p.m.,
:s are $9 for
or 18 holes.
)If clubs are

TRADE IN.
RIDE OUT.
Education and recreation were the same last weekend at Land
Between The Lakes during the annual "Rifle Frolic," a weekend
devoted to modern-day "mountain men" who keep alive the traditions of the past.

GETUPTO$400OFFANEWTORWYMERNOISPRIDNG
MOWER VAIN YOU XING ItS A TIME,IN MY COMMON.
Trade in any lawn mower or riding mower, and get savings from
S 1(X)on rear engine riders, up to $400 on our top of the line tractors, including our zero radius turning tractor.. Now 's the perfect
time to get rid of your old mower and pick up a brand new Toro
Wheel Horse riding mower or
tractor. But hurry. Our trade in
TOR() Illnd Ems.
deals end May 31, 1991.

Haven't you done without aTom long enough?'
•Tents
-Sleeping Bags
•Cookstoves
•Coolers
43-B-0 Grills

3-5273

Center
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
Out
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SUMMER
CAMPS
DAY CAMP
K-5th Grade
May 2 1 -August 16
7 a.m.-5:30 p.m. M-F
Carter Elem. School

'
Rent Your Camping
Equipment and Save!!!

nal log structures as they chat with
visitors curious about the ways of
old.
An interpretive center at the
entrance to The Homeplace provides relevant exhibits and a 7-minute orientation slide program. The
farm is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
The daily fee for The
Homeplace-'1850 is $2.50 for adults
and $I for youth and senior
citizens.
The Golden Pond Visitor Center
is another "must" stop for visitors.
The center's multimedia provides
an orientation to LBL and a variety
of other programs for varying age
groups.
Exhibits at Woodlands Nature
Center are geared toward natural
resources and include mounted
owls, hawks, eagles and wild turkeys. Programs feituring a variety
of wild animals are conducted regularly by naturalists.

759-YMCA

jI

— Why Buy?
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KINDERKAMP
Ages 3-5
Begins May 28th
9 a.m.-2 p.m. T & Th.
Carter Elem. School
MIDDLE SCHOOL
-DAY CAMP
5th Grade-8th Grade
June 3-August 9
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
CAMP CARSON
Info. Available at
YMCA Office
PARENT/CHILD
CAMPOUT
"A Night of Fun"
August 2-3 •
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Tennis a recreational sport utilizing 'power and control'
I

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES 1
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Feb. Carpenter Built All Quality Materials.
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, Referancos and Location of
Gars es In Your Area And Written Warrant .

G
NCE IN B ILDIsiding
20 YEAR EXPERDeluxe
vinyl
Models

with hardbospd siding
1 1:2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18:20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22:22)
2 12 CAR (24:24)
LARGE 2 1!2 CAR
(24s30)

$2,875
$2,475 11/2 CAR (12x20)
$3,575
$3.175 2 CAR (18:20)
$3,475 LARGE 2 CAR (22:22) $3,975
$4,075
$3,675 2 1t2 CAR (24:24)
LARGE-2 1/2 CAR $4,675
$4,175 (24130)
a

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BMER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING MELBER, KY.-(502)674-5530 BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
AVAILABLE

Enjoy our great outdoors!

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

Power and control is the key to
tennis, _according ,.to Eddie Hunt,
co-owner of Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods' four locations.
"You don't have to spend a lot
of money to have a good racket
and good pair of tennis shoes," he
said.

—

TY.

A comfortable racket with the
appropriate grip size to fit the hand
correctly, will help hit the ball better and affects the control of the
racket.
Beginners are helped by an oversized racket, because it allows for
less error and increases the confidence of the player. The over-sized
racket is the most popular racket
and is priced basically the same as
the medium- sited racket. Cost of tennis rackets range from
$85 to S300, depending upon the
amoto of graphite in the racket.
"RaZ*cts ,today are made better
with stronger material," Hunt said,.
"You should almost play with a
racket before you buy one. Any
rackets on our demo-board are
available to try for a day or two to
decide whether you like it," he
said.

Youngsters take advantage of free time to improve their tennis
game at the many area tennis courts. Pictured is an example of
Bennie Purcell's summer tennis camp at Murray State
University.
The same with tennis shoes, ing and lots of toe support are
needs in a tennis shoe."
Hunt said, "You don't have to
Children 8, 9 and 10 years-old
spend a lot on a tennis shoe to get
the wear out of it. Look for some- are advised to start with a junior
thing that will wear well on the racket, which is about an inch shorcourt. Correct fit, comfort, a light- ter than a regular sized racket.
weight shoe, considerable cushion-

VrtNNI_INW.Wre;i
1.1VEWEI.I. Your hard-won catch stays
tresh all day in this aerated livewell. ROD
STORAGE Tucks rods safely Out of sight
in their own special compartment.
TACKLE TRAY Durable, waterproof
tackle trays maximize convenience. REFRESHMENT CENTER Serve snacks
;Ind beverages in a jiffy with this convenient refreshment center With 50 Force
Mercur
Water Ready

8,995

Introducing
The Sweetwater 180
Fisherman.

AT '5,995*
EVEN THE FISH.
CAN'T RESIST THIS
FISHERMAN!

,cluee,tiatztgA,

( onvertible Canopy with Boot 1
Powered By Force

The neer 140 Sweetwater Fisherman
ufn,r. un:que features never before avail
ab.e va pontoon style fi•hmg boat
A cer.ter console desigr, allows'you to
work 34",0 degrees around the boat Four
w-o.ded r.ghting ch•,rs are located in each
rroor.ted On molded pedestals
id
• PI dry storage and boa well built in Other
.t.indard CLALure. ;nclude Rod Storage.
loidIng Canopy, Livewell, Full Keels, 1./.l'ress...re Tr...led Plywood
Diskirg oridF:nclused Motor Well
•Ineludra 35 h.p. Motor with Tilt,
8 Gallon Tank, Hillery
SPIECIFICATK)NS
Pontoon Length 114
hark Length 17
Weight 975 lb.
l'cruoceCapacity 111030 lb.
StrxImum 111' 40 hp

Enclosed Motor-Well
Swing-back Pilot Seat with Liner
Stainless Fasteners
id Storage
'enter, Console
'/4- Pressure Treated Wood
with Lifetime Warranty
4 Contour Bucket
Fishing Seats •
Baitwell or Livewell
ure -Dry- Storage
ea,y Duty 1
Railings

a

Bolted Construction
Pontoon Lifting Eyes

P--

•.
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LAK ESIFORE

'7.1• :;•• .
•

The Only LogicalChoice.
C:21
.A.ALIIMRCRITIT

BOATS
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SALES& SERVICES
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5 Mlles West of Cadiz
Open: Mon.-Sat. WOO a.m.-500

924-5527
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All Ray-Bans
20% off
0

,6$4*
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lel SUNGLASSES
BY BAUSCH & LOMB

plus $5 off with
this coupon
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Summers7-0Iitical ftIII
753-7063

Olympic Plaza
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ennis
)Ie of
State

44,

Old-fashioned ways or modern
styles? Today's campers can
choose. Some traditionalists_
believe in really roughing it, as
shown by the camp (above) of
one of the "mountain men" who
participated in last weekend's
"Rifle Frolic" at Land Between
The Lakes. Camping without -.
ice chests, gas stoves and propane lanterns may be a little too
rugged for families, however,
who may take advantage of new
techniques and lightweight
materials in order to bring
some of the comforts of home
into the great outdoors with
them.

on are bas;hoe."
0 years-old
th a junior
ri inch shorted racket.

91 JEEP WRANGLER RENAGADE

$15

Special Edition Decked Out 180 H P
5 Speed Perfect for summer fun

399

ADVANTAGE:
New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
Sat. 'till 5
Plus Tax. Lc . Pro Fee.
Prce Good Thru 5-27-91
Only. No Excephons

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PLYMOLITH•DOOGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

4

COUPON

th Boot

"IN

Don't Wait!
Get Your Tune-Up
NOW for vacation driving.

with Liner

Led Wood
ranty

II
ge

1.5527

Tennis...4
(Cont'd from page 4)
Junior rackets are lighter, with
smaller grip and less expensive,
priced from $20 to $30.
Numerous tennis courts are
located throughout the area. Murray High School has five lighted
courts; Calloway County High
School has six courts; Murray State
University has 16 courts, eight at
Bennie Purcell Courts just off
Chestnut Street and eight behind
the football stadium. The City Park
also has public tennis courts and is
located between Chestnut and Payne Streets.
Kenlake State Resort Park has
both indoor and outdoor courts.
with indoor courts closed through
the summer. Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park also has two
outdoor courts.
The Murray Country Club as
four courts available to members
and their guests and Oaks Country
Club has two courts/also open to
members and their guests.
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Business Committee
for the
Arts in Action

()me

Premium Muffler

JACKSON PURCHASE
ARTS & CRAFTS
FESTIVAL

As
Low

j

As
INSTALLED

June 1-2, 1990
5 p.m. &tn.-.
9 a.m.-71y.m. Sat:;-.10.cnt.,

—Oil Changes—

at

Brake
Special

\t,
MOST
CARS

Coupon Good Thru June 21, 1991 I

Kenlake State Resort Park
at the junction of Hwy. 94 & U.S. 68 & Ky. 80

LPL

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

L.

Saturday — Bluegrass Music
Sunday — Gospel Music

.

200 N. 4th St., Murray

Also Included - Children's Craft Tent
FREE ADMISSION

AUTO CENTER

FREE PARKING

753-6001
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Reciprocal fishing is no longer in effect
Any fishermen who have been
The Kentucky Department of
out of the area since last summer
Fish and Wildlife Resources
or who missed all the commotion (KDFWR) dissolved the reciprocin. early. April should ..be foreal fishing agreement with • Tenwarned that the waters hetvkeen, !lessee on April 18 over a dispute
Kentuay and Tennessee aren't. as. inyobing fishery inanaganent
friendly as they used to be.
philosophies.

In the past, fishing licenses
licensed anglers went by Ken- Barkley lakes to aid in rebuilding
from either of the two states were
tucky's size and creel limits -and crappie populations hampered by
valid on portions , of Kentucky
ditto for Tennessee's licensed poor reproduction in the drought
Lake identified- as a "reciprocal
fishermen.
years of the mid-80s. Tennessee
zone," and sportsmen followed
The KDFWR, however, as has no miminum size limits on
the regulations of whicheacr.state- - -implemented -stricter --size and -crappie — or black bass.
issued their license: Kentuckycreel limits on Kentucky and (Cont'd on page 14)

New limits are being enforced
•Baseball
•Red Cross Swimming
Lessons
•Swim Team
•Church League

•Soccer
•Junior Girls
Softball
•Softball
•Community Theatre

Murray-Calloway County Parks
753-7640

Looldng For
Tractors
With Lifetime
Warranties'?
•

TOP

k Ak ),

TOP

AURORA — Conservation
officers have stepped up Kentucky Lake enforcement efforts
on the 10-inch crappie size limit
and the end of reciprocal fishing
licensing between Kentucky and
Tennessee.
- Enforcement officers of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources have
been checking - livewells and
licenses, and finding most
anglers operating within
regulations.
"Most people are complying
with the law," said David Loveless, supervisor of the agency's
First District. "We're probably
coming up with a 3-to-4 percent
rate of violations."
Loveless said some anglers
still are unaware of the 10-inch
minimum on crappie, while
some have been slow to understand that the reciprocal licensing agreement has been voided.
On the latter, Kentucky
licenses now are required and
Kentucky regulations in effect
in all southern areas of the lake
within Kentucky's borders, and
likewise, Tennessee licenses and
that state's regulations are mandated in Tennessee. Before the
recent scrapping of the agreement, either state's licenses and
corresponding regulations could
be used between Eggners Ferry
Bridge at Aurora and the Scott
Fitzhugh Bridge at Paris

-

which violations have been serious enough that citations have
been issued.
"We've been writing a few
citations," Loveless said, noting
that in instances where fishermen have crappie shorter than
ten inches in possession, they
can be fined for each of the
illegal fish.

Landing.
Loveless said warning are
being issued in cases where
enforcement officers believe
infracting fishermen have been
unaware of their wrongdoings.
"It's an educational process,"
he said. "Some people honestly
don't know about the changes."
There are cases; however, in
Kentucky - Tennessee
State Boundary on
Kentucky Lake

KENTUCKY
Rank sogit
%T.VI I. 1.1•1,

TENNESSEE
III,S.•4 [ref.\
.11101
.11.011.tr

144 •
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IRVIN COBB RESORT
You're Looking At All Of Them.
I
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-- NOW RENTING

'75

Pontoon Boats

per day
plus gas

Bass Boats______,
$65 per day
Fishing Boats
$25 per day

7 t 4415
J

McKee!
Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street Murray
(502) 753-3062

Ingersoll

1 2 Hour
One Hour

$25
40

Four Hours.... 125
people)

$45 per day

25

Eight Hours..s2
—Slip Rentals Available—
Located on the water's edge of Blood River at Kentucky Lake
Cliff & Pat Roberson,
New Owners

1939 N 8th St , Paducah
(502) 444-0110

Cabins (2

Wave Runners

(502) 436-5811
Rt. #6

AbitiNtAki

The Buy of a Lifetime.
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Best insect repellent in most cases is toxin
rebuilding
mpered by
he drought
Tennessee
limits on
bass: ---

g a few
aid, noting
ere fisherorter than
sion, they
ch of the

Deet has replaced such oldfashioned remedies as pine tar,
creosote and kerosene in warding
off blackflies, mcisquitoes, gnats,
chiggers and ticks — but there's a
price to pay.
Deet is the best insect repellent
ever in terms of potency, according
to an article in the current issue of
Sports Afield, but it also is a strong
toxin. its potential side effects are
not fully known.
Outdoorsmen who have been
slapping high doses onto their bare
skin are starting to wonder if there
aren't alternative ways to beat the
bugs.
New studies, including one in
Alaska, one in the Everglades and
another in a Minnesota laboratory,
have forced some changes in the
way deet is evaluated.
For years it was believed that the
higher the dosage of deet, the better and- longer-lasting the bug protection. The Alaska and Florida
studies showed that higher levels of
applied deet actually offered less
protection than lower, safer
dosages.
Volunteers who used 75 percent
deet solutions on exposed skin
were bitten more often than those
who used 35 percent formulas.
Deet is a substance potent
enough to strip paint, burn mucous
membranes, melt plastic and
destroy monofilament fishing line.
Combine that with the fact that
when you apply deet, 48 percent of
it will be absorbed by your skin
within six hours.
Thus, when you apply deet, opt
for nothing stronger than 35 percent solution for top bug
protection.
Studies also have shown that
many commercial Dug repellents
use an ingredient — R-11 — that
has caused "adverse reproductive
effects, ovarian atrophy and
tumors" in rats and mice, leading
the EPA to recall 200 brands of
bug dope from the market.
One alternative is to switch to a
"natural" concoction, such as citronella. Some outdoorsmen find
citronella-based repellents a usable
deet substitute. Others find the
strong, lingering odor as bothersome as the bugs, and citronella is
nowhere near as effective in terms
of bugproofing as a modest dose of
deet.
Another low-impact lotion is
Avon's Skin-So-Soft bath oil,
although tests have shown it to
have Only slight and short-term
effectiveness as an insect repellent.
Legend has it that garlic, rubbed
on the skin or ingested in high
doses, will deter mosquitoes. If you
try this approach, you can take
odorless garlic capsules. It's important to build up odorless garlic
levels well before exposure to
insects.
Garlic, if you arc wondering

about side effects, is cited by L
wide variety of medical specialists
for its beneficial effect on the
immune system and blood.
Keep skin exposure to a minimum. LOng sleeves that button at
the wrist, a repellent-doused bandanna at the neck, socks and long
pants and possibly a commercial
clothing screen worn over your
clothes — all form a barricade

against bugs.
Even with repellents, clothing
screens, bug lights and garlic pills,
you can get bitten. Try these
methods of relief:
— Some bites feel better if
washed with cold water and soap.
Try dabbing, ammonia, the base
ingredient of many anti-itch preparations, onto the bite.. Isopropyl

alcohol is also worth a try. Baking tick's body, causing it to wiihdraw.
soda, made into a paste with cold
water — or beuer, ammonia —
More sophisticated, Anthony
usually relieves itching.
Acerrano wrote in Sports Afield.
are the Tick Kit from Repel or the
Tick Attack Kit from Ameritek,
— If you find a tick, an old
method that sometimes works is to which include complete paraphertouch a lit cigarette or a just- nalia for tick removal, plus information
to prevent

One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture Mfg.
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3 Piece Set
Cafe Table &
Two Chairs

$199.95

•'

Wal-Mart Best House Paint.
One Gallon. This paint has 1 coat coverage with a 12
year warranty. It's non-yellowing, blister resistant, and
can be used on wood, brick, masonry, siding, stucco
and hardboard. Easy soap and water clean-up.

•

USAM1

•
MADE IN THE

We custom-mix hundreds of colors! Bring
in a wallpaper sample, and we'll match the
. color for you at no extra charge!

lIL
MADE INw4111
7

USA

EVERY DAY

1111111111111111k,

Wal-Mart Best Flat or Semi-Gloss Wall Paint
One gallon*. This paint has 1 coat coverage, with a 15 year warranty. It's scrubbable, with
soap and water clean-up. Recommended for interior walls, woodwork, wall board, etc.

INAL MART®

,

1.7—Ma
'Country White
124 Ounces
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Macco(O.
Super Caulk
10 5 Ounce size in your
choice of clear white or
brown

.)97

\

NAT-711•6im

Sale Prices GoOd Through Mon., May 27
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 9-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Mance. Duct Tape
2x45 yard professional
grade tape. Many uses -be
n
w
%
ttO0
t"it
A.
lel°IdC'
ShUlb

For

81 5

Ratotteting Caulk Gun
9" Size Use for most
caulks and construction
adhesives

1.96
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-9x12' Drop Cloth
108 Square feet Protect
as you paint
One Corder®
Deluxe Paint Kit
7-Ptece set includes tray
9" roller frame and cover
Trimlinee edger. plastic
tray grid and more

GALION * 3:785 LITFIV)

, an advertised item is not available tor
* at a Comparable reductiOh Mt price We

Gallon size Transparent penetrating formula It prevents
moisture damage on concrete. wood. brick, masonry, canvas.
leather and more. And also protects against salt water

Thompaon's Water Seal®

11,S

ItAr ,tiii:Mreni Pent/Ming WaIMIXO0fin9 Fornbt*
SellUktItIMPP
14011X Pritivrer Fethilt
140:
;74,4p4GER :

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED &MERCHANDISE POLICS-S is our intention lo have every advectilted item in Clock However if due to soy tint:tromp
purchase, WaLMan will issue a Nein Check On requeSt lOr the merchandille le be purChaSed at the sale price whenevet available. Or will 501 you * CI
reserve the right to limit quantate• to normal retail purchases Limitations void in New Mexico
•
WAL-MART STORES, INC
1991

2,8 Ounce clear silicone rubber
adhesive For indoor or outdoor
use, resists temperature
extremes hardening. chipping
Of cracking

One Coatere
Paint Brush
4" Brush will provide 1
coat coverage with the
finest finish paints

soap and water clean-up. Recommended for interior walls, woodwork, wall board, etc.

G.E..Silicone Sealant

year warranty. Its non-yellowing, blister resistant, and
can be used on wood, brick, masonry, siding, stucco
and hardboard. Easy soap and water clean-up.
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Boating: top family sport
all across the nation
for having the fewest registered
boats is the District of Columbia
with 4,524..
The National Marine Manufac'Wren- Associa4on estimates that
the number of recreational boats
owned in the U.S. reached 13.5
To move these millions. Ameri- million in 1984. That is a signific1913 when
cans operated 13.5 million boats. ant increase from
with outboard power far and away 400,000 boats were owned.
of
distribution
the
on
Based
the most popular. accounting for
over half the boats. Non-powered registered boats in 1983-,- the most
boats are next with 1.1 million, recent figures available show these
then come the rest. The most popu- states-as the top 20 Boating States:
Michigan. 654,143; Minnesota,
lar activity in boating was water
skiing, with 15.4 million skimming 622,872; California, 605,387: Texthe lakes. Fishing is next, with as 594,868; Florida, 526,495; Wisconsin, 425;905; Ohio 334,423:
cruising close behind.
If all this seems like a lot of peo- New York, 327,700; Louisiana,
ple doing a lot of boating, you are 303,044; Missouri. 302,730; Arkright. And they spent over $12 bil- ansas, 293,928; Illinois, 270,043:
lion on boats, motors, accessories. Alabama, 221.657; . Georgia, Fishing is probably the most popular activity at LBL. The lakes provide open water fishing and 'duckfuel, maintenance, storage. and 21.9.875; South Carolina, 209,615; your-head' inlets plus fishing ponds for assured catches. Camping is the next popular attraction at the
safety equipment. Not only is boat- Pennsylvania, 209,241; Oklahoma, lake, mainly because fishing and camping go hand in hand.
ing a family sport, it is a big 202,641; N. Carolina, 192,432:
Tennessee, 192.018; Iowa,
business.
Winning the "Anchor Award" I 85.I 29.

Boating is America's top famil)
sport. In fact. more than 67 million
people participated in recreational
boating in 1984. That is almost six
million more than the year before,
according to industry reports.

Fishing: economical fun for all ages

VISIT YOUR EV1NRUDE DEALER AND

to
',Now

E

WIN

vinRUDE

tritriatl•r f50

AN
EVINEDE
INTRUDERTM
ENGINE
PLUS A DAY FISHING WITH
KEN COOK AT THE BASS MASTERS CLASSIC!

4 4
,
r.• T•
tr.
I.

ttninnuo,Ihtruder
gnu,hase netessars
Void where prohibitedor
restruted by law Must
be I., S resident IP
years or older to enter
Sweepstakes valid
k4arch 15. 1991 through
lone 1 1991 and is
subrct to off.sal Rules
which can be obtained

bs sending a self
addressed postage...paid
envelope to Missal
Rules Request. PO
Box 22 3820 Ohio Ave
9 Charles II 60174
544.3 Details asaitable
at parts'paling
I.vinrude dealers

Murray Sport &
r
Cente
MarineMurray
(502) 753-7400

718 Soul!? 4th St.

If you've pondered the notion of
getting into fishing, what are you
waiting for?
Fishing doesn't have age, sex or
physical limitations, and it's a
great way to build a healthy mental
attitude.
The beauty of fishing, say the
experts, is it can be whatever you
want it to be. It can be a lawn chair
on a river bank, a can of worms
dug from the garden and an Inez-

pensive rod and reel propped in a
forked twig. Turn on the portable
radio to your favorite tunes or
sporting event, and sit back and
enjoy nature.
Or it can be a large sea-going
vessel equipped with high-tech
tackle and sophisticated electronic
gear. Strap yourself into a fighting
chair and give it your all while you
struggle with a marlin or tuna.
Or it can be anything in between.

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
-Tleffoh-olie-ChTIVOriU',''abso-lute
ly FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
•,•

Indeed, serious modern-day
anglers tend to talk fishing in a language only scientists can understand. But that shouldn't lead you
to believe there's no place for the
entry-level angler.
"Based on the letters we get at
Shimano, some of the best catches
are made by newcomers to fishing
who were using basic tackle," said
Gary Marcus, head of Shimano's
fishing advisory pro staff.
"The fish are impressive, but
more than anything else, we enjoy
the excitement those fishermen
convey in their letters," he said.
Marcus said that's one reason
the company has committed itself
to easy-to-use tackle, targeting
those people who fish for enjoyment as well as sport.
Shimano sponsors fishing seminars, educating anglIers and fishing
tackle dealers on both the simplicity and some of the finer points of
fishing.
Relaxation and tranquility aren't
the only benefits you'll get from
fishinng. Given today's environmental concerns, you can feel good
about your contribution through
license fees and excise taxes on
fishing and boating equipment. No
other segment of society has done
MOM to protect their resource than
sport anglers.
In most states, license dollars go
directly to fish and game departments to stock lakes, build public
access sites on lakes and rivers and
improve water quality.
Also, federal excise taxes on
fishing tackle are returned to the
states from which they were collected for use in similar projects.
"Naturally, Shimano wants to
sell tackle, but it's in everyone's
best interest to encourage more
anglers to get involved," said Shimano's Marcus.
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Learn to sit in order to learn how to ski
Proper skiing position can be important:
as easy as sitting in a chair, says *Knees bent — your knees act as,
professional ski instructor Mike
your shock absorbers and balance
Seipel of Thiensville, Wisc.
beam. If you keep your knees
"Knees bent, arms straight and
bent, waves are made smooth and
feet together is the proper skiing
you don't fall. Besides, what
position," says—Seipecind_01, sporting -activity is- done With
like sitting in a chair.
straight knees?
According to Seipel, here's a •Arms straight — keeping arms
quick overview of the elements straight means the boat does all
of proper skiing and why they are the work, which is good. This

reduces fatigue and helps to alleviate soreness at the end of the
day.
'Feet together — keep your feet
close together when coming out

of the water, and about shoulder
width apart after you plane out.
This gives you a solid base.
"If you're teaching someone to
ski, make sure they know and

understand what proper skiing
position is before they ever get
into the water, so you don't end
up yelling over the engine noise,"
said /Seipel.

For Years To Come
In A New Pontoon From
modern-day
shing in a tants can underIdn't lead you
place for the

Local ski enthusiasts may take heed from world barefoot water ski
champion Mike Siepel. He uses a back support belt during events
so he can achieve peak performance.
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The _.Spcop Ati,packt
Because you wanted strap
furniture, we've put it back
in our line priced for the
kind of quality and endurance you expectfrom Arlington House. We've been meeting Your needs for 25 years.
The Orleans coil-spring
strop group is designed to
outlast the elements and.
outwear ordinary pool and
• patio pieces. The entire collection has the comfort, style
p in, Sun I -5p in. and
craftsmanship your
759-4512 family wants.

Hof man's
Open Mon Sat $a m

Hwy 94 East

- Distressed Dealer Buy Out - 5 Trailer Truck Loads - 20 Beautiful New 1991 Pontoon Boats -
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Think about fishing trip before you pack
Too many fishing trips are .
ruined by either taking too much
along or forgetting something that
is essential.
Packing for a fishing.trip can be

a chore." said John Brett, head of a developed the fishing tips."
traveling fishing team. "Our pros
First, think about your trip
,are constantly packing for fishing before you go. What's the weather
trips. To help other fisherman save forecast? What will you fish for?
time aod have_more fun, they have What .other ,species are available?
How long will you be there? And
what facilities are nearby? Answers
to these questions will aid you in
deciding what to bring and what to
leave behind.
An important factoi. in having a

Frances E. Miller
Golf Course

Cart Rental

•

Annual Memberships
S27-5
$37.C.
S75.

h Add ‘1,1T:IA-1-

Driving Range
#
C II

• p
For Reservations Call: (502) 762-2238
• po•

'e

Off Highway 94E On Highway 280
3 Miles Out

Choosing the right trailer can be
every bit as important as choosing
the boat itself. Yet many boaters
ignore this fact and risk damaging
their boat Of worse, a serious accident on the highway, says Jim Bitter, B.A.S..S. MegaBucks Champion and a Pro Staffer at Yamaha
Outboards.
Bitter said, "A common error
.among boating newcomers is- to
invest all their money in the boat,
then skimp on the trailer. The
result can be disastrous to the boat
and boater. Trailers must be large
enough to support not only the boat
itself,r but all that goes in it. An
overloaded trailer is setting in a

/MONO
BUY NOW AND SAVEt

139."
- 20 0•
1 19•99

structural failure in terms of broken
dead reckoning course toward
springs, highway swaying, even a
broken axle."
According to Bitter, it isn't difficult to tell if the trailer fits your
boat. The bed must be long enough
to support directly under the transom. Critical to the long life of your
boat are sufficient hull supports.
Even smooth highways set up vibrations and jolts that can crack a
hull or get it out of alignment. Be
sure the trailer has enough rollers
and cradles both for support and
case of launching.
"Whether you go with a submersible break-frame design depends
on where you launch," Bitter
reflected. "Fishermen often require
this type for boondock launching.
Electric winches are a popular
option for large boats. So, too, is a
walk board, but be sure it has a
non-slip surface."
Don't neglect the tires. Keep
them fully inflated. If you
highway-haul your bqat long distances, get the largest tires practical so they spin at close to the

Convenient Location
To
Serve AU Your
Needs

less mail-in
rebate
your
price

Easy Access To Gas Pumps For
Boats & Trailers - Alcohol Free
Gas - Ice - Picnic Supplies - Deli
Camping Needs - Diesel Fuel at
East Y.G

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
733-2571

hest nut St.

George's East Y
Grocery
Hwy 94 82. 280
East of Murray
Open 7 days
753-8786
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same rate as the vehicle tires. Be
sure those you buy are rated to the
carrying capacity of your boat and
load. The rating is marked on the
tire. The load should not exceed
the combined capacity of all the
trailer tires together.
Whether you need brakes for
your trailer depends on state laws
and the weight of your unit. Consider adding brakes if the fullyloaded boat and trailer totals more
than half the weight of the towing
vehicle. Choices include surgetype
or electric brakes, depending on the
weight involved. One word of
warning: never connect trailer
brakes into the towing vehicle's
hydraulic system. This could lead
to a total hydraulic failure and possibly a serious accident.
Buying a beautiful boat and
placing it on an inadequate trailer
could prove a dangerous form of
highway Russian roulette. Here's a
final favorite tip from Bitter -unplug your trailer lights just
before putting the trailer in water,
otherwise you risk popping the
bulbs. And, be sure to carry spares.

Sale
Price

• I ight%stight, halant ed ho eas% handling
greairr
• Site( 1,11 Ann-% thrall( o) dcsite
()pet atto torthrrt
• 16-ni. 4 titling swath
• Prio-Firt.'" cle( molt( ignitlim Ito- (wick. l'-‘‘ starts
• Lis-pi ncered for -(4)1dit•••• Iterdmn 01 tntActitent
'4faturfarturrr't

windbreaker, lined jacket, sweater,
long underwear, socks, rubber
boots, sneakers, T-shirts, shirts and
'sweatshirts, hat, sunglasses, pants
and gloves.
Proper fishing tackle can be the
key to success. Always bring
enough rod and reel combinations
to adapt to changing conditions.
Usually three or four outfits will
(Cont'd on page 15)

Trailer may be as important as boat

One of Kentucky's Finest
Right Here in Murray, Ky!
Green Fees
and Memberships

good trip or a bad one, can be clothing. Always check the weather
forecast before you leave and pack
accordingly. Remember, it is generally better to pack warmer than
cooler. You can always shed
clothes to stay cool, but it is
impossible to put on clothes you
haven't brought to stay warm.
Here's some clothing items to
think about: foul weather gear,

'
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Whether you are fishing in
sub-zero weather or 110-degree
plus, you always can locate
crappie at any time of the year
on most underwater creek channels with brush on them. Even
during the spring of the year,
crappie can be found holding on
primary and secondary channels,

just off the spawning flats. Not
all crappie in a lake move to the
shoreline to spawn at the same
time. The largest percentage of
crappie will
holding just on
the first breaklinc near the shallow water throughout the prespawn, the spawn and the postspawn. In deep, clear lakes, the
crappie may be 30-feet or more
deep.
One of the easiest ways to
catch crappie at any time of the

be

year is to fish a small, 1/24 or
1/32-ounce jig, on two to four
pound test line. Because of the
small diameter of the line, the
jig will fall straight down naturtally. In most instances, crappie
will take the bait as it falls. Set
the hook when you see a thump
on this -high -visibility line or if
the line stops falling. More
crappie can be caught in deep
water by watching for a bite on
the line rather than waiting to
feel the strike through the rod.
After you take 10 or 15 crappie out of a school, the fish
may quit biting. Many anglers
will assume the crappie have
left the area. However, if you
change the color of jigs you are
fishing, oftentimes you can
reactivate the school of crappie

and cause them to 01W.
Another technique that will
make non-feeding crappie go on
a feeding spree is to scale one or
Iwo of the fish you have caught,
sprinkle the scales on the water
where you are fishing and wait
30 to 45 seconds before dropping, your jig again. As the
scales flutter down the surface,
they create the appearance of a
school of baitfish passing
through the area, which can stimulate the crappie, you should
be able to catch more fish. _
To catch more crapie this
year, search for them with your
depthfinder on the creek channels and bottom breaks where
you find brush. Use very tiny
jigs and highly visible, light
line.

Experiencing the thrill of victory, a young fisherman enjoys the
success of catching her own fish.

Techniques for outsmarting bass
What do you do when a bass
will not bite? Many professionat
bass anglers who fish line shake
bass up.
The clarity of the water and
the depth of the lake determine
which shaking tactic is best. If
you are fishing deep, clear lakes
like those found in most parts of
the West and some sections of
the Midwest and South, locate
the bass with your depthfinder.
Position your boat right over the
bass, and use either a four-inch
plastic worm or a three-inch
plastic grub to shake the bass
up.
In clear lakes, bass often can
be line shy. The smaller the
diameter of the line used, the
better your chances are for shaking a bass up. With. 16-pound

test, drop grub or worm all the
way to the bottom. If the bass
does not take the bait on the
fall, let the lure lie on the bottom, and shake it again. You
may leave your lure on the bottom for as long as two to three
minutes while using this shake
technique before you aggravate
the bass into biting. This tactic
is very deadly when you are
fishing for non-aggressive fish
in deep water.
If you are fishing a shallow,
stained water reservoir with
plenty of cover, try a flipping/
shaking strategy. Because the
water is stained, the bass usually
will be less line sensitive. However, a small diameter line still
is more preferred than a larger
diameter. This problem is corn-

"••••

LivE BAIT

plicated because you need
strengttr in the line to pull the
bass free of the cover without
breaking the line.
With a seven-foot rod, flip
four to six-inch plastic worm
rigged Texas style into the corner or brush. Let the bait fall all
the way through the bush to the
bottom. Then quiver your rod
tip, and shake the bait.
Often a non-aggressive bass
holding in that brush will not
attack the worm on the drop.

21129Mcnic

•

Murray
•
Bait 1,•••
Company
Hwy. 94 East- Murray, Ky.
Hours: 6 a.m.-6 p.m. Daily
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Before you leave for your vacation let us
service your automotive air conditioner. %

!Urine Repair
Over 20 Years Experience All Work Guaranteed
Engine Repair - Fiberglass Repair
Replace Floors & Seats.

•

Auto Air Conditioner Service ;
..:
Price includes:
Up to 2lbs. Freon - one oil charge - $
li.
check complete air conditioner
system - tighten belt if required.
+ Tax "
6
We have purchased RO-110's air conditioner inventory and moved it to our present location. .
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BUY, SELL or TRADE
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Used Boats, Motors,
<ID,
Trailers & Salvage Parts
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WAYNE DAR1VELL(
(4
MARINE SERVICE;)
Route 3, Box 17, Hwy. 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-0079

Qcob
(77

•EPA Approved Equipment • ASE Ceritfied Technician, Kevin Lamb
'The oldest independent repair shop in Murray."
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Cunningham Auto Repair :i:,

• 619 S. 4th
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Street

502-753-6831
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Reciprocal...
_

view of a tent. Cabins or cottages may be rented
Renting cabins are an option for those campers not ready to take on the outdoors from the
the comfort and security of. sleeping indoors.
at any of the area resorts to enjoy all the tun and economy of camping out with

(Cont'd from page 6)
The two state agencies could
not solve their dispute, so Kentucky licenses are now valid only
in Kentucky waters and Tennessee licenses are good Only-on the
Volunteer State side of the buoy
line.
The affected area at Kentucky
Lake (see map) essentially lies
between the mouth of Jones
Creek and the mouth of Cypress
Creek" in Calloway County. The
actual state line is in the center of
the main lake channel now
marked by red and black buoys.
To the west of the bpoys is Kentucky water, to the elst is Tennessee water.
A reciprocal zone never existed
on Lake Barkley. That lake crosses a "horizontal" (east-west)
border, and the type of license
needed and the rules to be followed are determined by which
state you're fishing in.

Camping may help you get through emergencies
Er.:oy ingthe
neip

rc.t
,.1;11:1

wnen
grea: :nit:Hors
emergency sitaauons occur.
Last ,..:ntcr's earthquake s.are
helped .trea . residents become
accustomed to :he need to put
nd equipment
special pros..
-away in case ol emergency situations: a good idea anyw-ayin the
event of severe weather
Preparing your family for coprig without
running water

or other uttlities may make the
difference between having an
operable and somewhat comfortable household or a chaotic
situation.
And families accustomed to
camping may have a head start on
the rest. Emergency, preparation
doesn't have to he complicated:
campers May, already have many
items necessary to handle these
kinds of emergencies. Others can
get prepared with a modest
invesurent of nine and money.
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Four primary concerns must be self-sufficient for the first 72
met when devising an emergency, hours, p xperls advise. Check
power-outage plan -- the need equipment supplies regularly and
make sure everyone in the family
for water and lights. food preparation and staying warm anc1 knows where to find them.
'Pull out the camp flashlights or
comfortable.
•The first tip to keep in mind is flourescent lights and cheek the
the Boy Scout motto. "Be Pre- batteries. Have two extra sets of
batteries on, hand for each
pared." Don't wait until the last
minute to gather emergency flashlight.
equipment together. Supplies may 'Keep lanterns on hand, too.
quickly be exhausted at area — Although flashlights are necessary and dependable sources of
stores.
portable light, they often do not
You should be-prepared to be

Frog Legs Included
On Our Seafood Buffet!!!
FRI. & SAT.SEAFOOD BUFFET

Sio., Crab, Fresh Shnrop, Fresh Oysters. Fred Shnrr.p. Fned Oysers, Clam 4 P.M.-9 P.M.
Strps. Egg Rolls, Scallops. Stuffed Crab, Fncd Cod Creole & Rice. Baked Cajun All For Only
Pollack. Crab *at & Hot Bonet, Catfish Fillet. Fiddlers, Omoty Ftiogs, Hii
Buttered Com On The Cob,Cam Potuo Wedges, White Beans
Plus Soup & Salad Bar Including Crab Meat Salad
Plus 30 Item Dessert Bar

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR
Country liam, Bacon. Sausage. Whttc & Redeye Gravy. hrted
Potatoes, Eggs. French Toast Sticks. Homemade Biscuits. Fruit &
Juke Bar

4It

"We Serve MaxweU House Coffee"

SUNDAY BUFFET
featuring

AROUND t
BOATincluding
STEAM
and much
more

Ham Country SP
NA*, Cornbread (*mem& Southern hoed rhnb•r BO, Qta,.Count,
Saberi Ham Whole Keene! Corn Green It..,. Drat col,•
fusee s...k 41.
has Sm., &
.0
Boon.
Urns
Appl..
Chong C auldlereps••Orem Mashed Potato.
Salad ass Dolls.•••

To
9 P.M.

99

lura Demme Mot

Lacey's
319 N. Main St.

Benton, Ky.

FAMILY
RESTAURANT
527-7275

provide enough light for cooking.
playing a game of cards or reading. But lanterns produce considerable. light and are easy to use.
Battery-powered and propanefueled lanterns are ideal for
emergency situations. Use propane lanterns in well-ventilated
places. Always keep lantern fuel
containers outside, away from
flames and excessive heat.
*Use a camp cookstove. When
the electric or gas range is inoperable during emergencies, camp
cookstovcs provide the perfect
meal preparation alternative. A
two-burner campstovc provides
any family chef with the tools
needed to make complete hot
meals. As with a lantern, cookstoves should be used in a wellventilated area.
'Maintain adequate supplies of
bottled water or fill and store
large quantities of water in appropriate 5- and 10-gallon
containers.
'Remember food can spoil during
lengthy emergency situations.
Quality coolers, filled with bags
of ice from the freezer that has
been designated for emergency
use, can provide peace-of-mind,
fresh food on the table and the
storage necessary tokeep food
from perishing.
'Keep sleeping bags accessible.
When faced with a power outage
during cold weather months,
sleeping bags are an excellent
choice for additional warmth for
your family. They may be used
on a bed in place of or in addition
to blankets or can be used in the
living room in front of the
fireplace.
*Keep a checklist of items which
will help make life easier during
(Coned on page 15)
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Camping favorite pastime
for many active Americans
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The perfect camp site is not perfect unless you are prepared for the unexpected. Always use a camping
checklist, and keep tabs on any developing unstable weather. And don't forget the camera!

(Cont'd from page 14)
emergency situations. Such a
may include such items
*Water
*Purifying tablets
*Tincture of iodine
*Commercial bleach
*Container and cup
*Food (canned and dried)
*Cooking equipment
*Camp stove
*Pots and pans

*Hand-operated can open
*Flashlights
*Extra batteries
*Lanterns
*Extra lantern fuel
*Matches
*Cooler
*First aid kit
*Blankets
*Sleeping bags
*Radio (battery operated)
*Fire extinguisher

*Large empty cans with plastic
lids (for sanitation purposes) .
• • • •
If your family enjoys camping,
these items will probably already
be in your house. Make sure,
however, that they are in an
easily-accessible place — and
also make sure to replenish all
supplies which were used on your
most-recent camping trip.

(Coned from page 12)
mine what you actually used. It trip will not be a chore if you folhandle most situations. Profession- will help you on your next trip, low these guidelines. It will allow
Packing for your next fishing you more Lime to fish and enjoy it
als suggest you mix the equipment
and offer the following example:
One outfit should be a baitcasting
reel with a heavy action graphite
rod for fishing heavy cover:
another baitcasting reel with a
medium 'action fiberglass rod for
fishing crank and inning baits; a
spinning r
th six and onehalf
action rod for
clea
water; and an ultra-light
spinning or spincasting outfit for
small fish when the big ones are
not being cooperative.
Other necessities are: tackle box
loaded with your favorite baits,
suntan lotion, insect repellent, first
aid kit, filler knife, extra spools of
fishing line, fish pliers, landing net,
toilet paper, watch, and your fishing license.
Depending on how long you will
be there, the following items could
[„Maf-,;,
be useful: small cooler for soft
*Round & Oval Sizes
drinks and sandwiches, thermos
bottle, flashlight, compass, sleeping
*30 Yr. Warranties
bag and tent, stove, lantern and
*Deep End Option
fuel, life jacket, waders, emergency
*Made
In The USA!
flare kit, and a map of the area.
Experts recommend that you
make a list of- everything you arc
planning to take. Then go back
4720 Reidland Road
over the list asking yourself "Do I
Paducah, KY 42003
really need this." In most cases you
502-898-3666
will find your list dwindling.
After your first few trips, exa-

Summer Fun & Exercise
In A Doughboy Pool

Camping is a favorite pastime
for thousands of active Americans as they spend days soaking
up fresh air, roaming the wilds,'
exploring nature's wonders,
building close family tics and
spending nights under the stars
snug in wilderness homes.
Campers who select a proper
tent that meets the needs of their
family will find nighttime the
rejuvenating and restful experience it's supposed to be. Choosing a tent is an important consideration, for it serves one of
man's primarary needs: shelter.
The -wise camper always opts
for quality in -a tent.- According to camping experts, seven factors should be considered when selecting a familystyle tent: size, tent configuration, ventilation, weatherproof
materials, durability, longevity
and ease of set-up and takedown.
Tent design directly affects
the amount of living space and
headroom available inside.

Although floor space dimensions of -a geodesic dome tent
may be more than those of a
straightwall tent, the interior living or sleeping space is diminished greatly by the curvature of
the walls of a dome tent.
Cabin style tents-,--whic-h—are
designed to provide ample
• height from the center of the
Lent to each corner of the tent,
are best suited to family camping situations. They allow plenty of headroom for everyone to
stand in all sections of the tent.
Virtually every inch of floor
space, can he. utilized..
The family who camps
together also occasionally prefers privacy inside the tent.
Some styles feature two rooms.
A nylon privacy wall inside can
be zipped closed to keep the
family close but not too close.
Camping should be fun —
day and night. Choosing a quality tent that fits your family's
needs is c•rie key to being a happy caniper 'round the clock.

We don't
cut corners
to save
money, but
you can.
Bring in this coupon and get the
full treatment without paying the
loll price While you wait. well
change your uti and filter ,and lubricate the chassis as part of a'f
i
complete 16 point'service and
safety check. Well do it
right, and We, II do if

16th at Chestnut /
759-1529
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Land Between The Lakes offers something for everyone
hiking and biking trails, and one beautiful Energy Lake, a subimentertaining aspect that sets LBL poundment of Lake Barkley.
Energy Lake Campground has 48
campgrounds apart from most
campsites and can accommodate up
others — recreational programs.
College intern students majoring to 400 campers. Twelve sites are
in recreation conduct daily prog- equipped with 50-amp electrical
rams throughout the summer at hookups and four additional sites
LBL's campgrounds. These prog- have 20-amp hookups.
For those interested in informal
rams range from nature hikes and
arts and crafts workshops to square camping, 10 lake access areas are
dances and campfire sing-alongs. scattered along LBL's 300 miles of
Camping at Hillman Ferry and shoreline. These areas have boat
Pincy Campgrounds is on a first- launching ramps, chemical toilets,
come-first-served basis. Hillman, in drinking water and lakeside sites
the northern portion of LBL, has large enough for RV parking. How392 sites — 166 campsites with ever, electricity is not available.
The lake access area camping fee
Be they back-country adventur- electrical hookup and 226 nonis $4 per night for each camping
ers or owners of well-appointed electric sites.
unit. Informal camping is also
RVs (recreational vehicles), they
Piney, in the southern portion of available at Rushing Creek Campcan find a campsite that suits their
camping preference at Land LBL, has 382 sites — 322 camp- ground in the central portion of
Between the Lakes (LBL), a fore- sites with electrical hookup and 60 LBL.
In addition to level gravel campsted peninsula between Kentucky non-electrical sites. Piney's fishing
and Barkley Lakes in western Ken- pier will also appeal to many sites, the campground has drinking
fishermen. Many campsites at both water, a play area, picnic tables,
tucky and Tennessee.
located directly grills, shelters and a boat ramp. A
The Tennessee Valley Authority campgrounds are
shower building and toilet building
Lake.
Kentucky
on
manages LBL as a public recreaare also available March 15
tion and environmental education
the
is
through October 15. The camping
Campground
Lake
Energy
area. The peninsula's 170,000 acres
indi- fee is S6 per night from March 15
where
campground
LBL
only
offer a wealth of outdoor recreation
reserve campsites. The through October 15 and S4 per
opportunities, including camping, viduals can
rests on a thickly night for the rest of the year.
hunting, fishing, hiking, biking and campground
along the shores of
Wranglers Campground is
hillside
wooded
nature study.
LBL has campsites designed to
meet a variety of needs. Piney,
Hillman Ferry and Energy Lake
campgrounds offer modern, welldefinet sites and electrical hookups
that can,handle large motor homes
and campers.
, The lagying rate for LBL's
ajor campgrounds is $8 for nonlecuic sites and $10 for campsites
Open bully 9:00 to 4:30
with electrical hookup.
visitors
fee,
For this overnight
Highways 51-60-62 at Wickliffe, KY
lave access to athletic courts,
;ports equipment, archery ranges.

GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Camping styles have come a long way
from the pup tent_ Elaborate motor
homes are common sights in campgrounds today, and lightweight
dome tents are replacing the heavier canvas box types.
While equipment may have
changed, campers' expectations for
a peaceful and inexpensive respite
from a busy world have not. They
still look to the outdoors for relaxation, where songbirds make the
wake-up. calls and sunshine provides the light to play by.
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Archaelogy Weekend June 29 & 30

designed primarily for campers
who want to bring their horses with
them. Horseback riders Will find
barns, showers (available March 15
through October), drinking water,
camping facilities, hitching and
tethering posts and 24 miles of

(01

trails.
Visitors must provide their own
horses. The camping fee is $7 per
night from March 15 through
October and $5 per night for the
rest of the year.
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Contact Us About A Free
Landscaping Estimate.
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creative Landscaping
407 N. 12th St.
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